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From the desk of your Editor-in-Chief...
As I sit here 5 minutes before sending this beautiful publication in to the printer, I cant stop thinking “wow, am I tired!”
I'm serious I think I can go to sleep for a week right now, obviously getting up for tefillos.
However before I go to my deep slumber there are some thank yous that I have to Shtell !
Firstly to Hakodosh Baruch Hu for giving me the Koach to complete this publication and getting it into your hands right now.
Thank you Rabbi Karfoil for proof reading everything even if it meant staying up late at night
Thank you Eli Serebrowski for everything you did for me as technical support and other “stuff”
Aaron Herzberg for all your positive feedback and your listening ears, you were a great help, thank
you so much
Tzvi Greenspan for the half hour you sat next me telling me good luck, thanks. It worked!
To Meir Frischman thank you so much for giving me this opportunity, and thank you so much for all
you've done for the camp in the past 41 years. Hashem should bless you with a long life and nachas
from your whole family and camp!
And to all you campers I hope you know how fortunate you are to be in this camp of awesomeness! I
personally saw how much time and thought your counselors put into your bunk article (because it was
past the deadline…..lol)
Always remember where you come from. You are from RUACH COUNTRY!!!! Make us proud
And how could I forget (no really I cant) thank you Yaakov Lax for the beautiful cover, I chap Hannah
from it every time I look at it
Thank you all so much for a great summer hope to see you all in Camp Agudah Yerushalayim!!!
Signing off

Avrohom Yitzchok Teitelbaum
Editor-In-Chief

From the desk of your Head Counselors...
Dear Campers,
What an amazing summer we had B”H! From the Gedolim who visited, and were
impressed with your wonderful Middos , and Learning, to the exciting activities where
you showed how to play as a Ben Torah, to the fantastic trips where you were Mekadesh Shem Shomayim Berabim . The amount of growth that each of you had in these
short few weeks together is something that should make you proud. The main outcome of
all this is that you have discovered your true essence, and abilities, and that you could
enjoy life in every way while being connected to Hashem . Take all the Ruach back
with you to the city, and warm your cold winter days with the memories of Camp
Agudah Ruach Country.

Hatzlacha Rabbah , and we hope to see you next year in Yerushalayim .
Sincerely,

R’ Avrohom Neiman

R’ Mordechai Karfiol

From the desk of your learning directors...
Dear Campers’ ,עמו״ש
It's hard to believe the summer is coming to a close. This summer, the spirit in
Ruach Country seems to have reached incredible heights creating long lasting
memories. From the early morning cocoa club to Dirshu and the night Kollel our
camp pulsated with Torah
Every camper from youngest to oldest grew in תורהand .יראת שמיםThe מידותyou
each showed in your bunks and on the fields and courts was exemplary and a
true קידוש ה׳
You were fortunate to hear shiur from the greatest Rebbeim in the mountains
and not only did you grow in learning , you also were able to learn such great lessons from these great role models you had this summer !
As the winter months roll in and you need to warm up a bit, remember those
warm memories on those beautiful summer days back in Ruach Country. I am
sure a smile will come to your face and give you that little boost you need.
Remember you are all awesome and have great talent and potential. Search a little harder try a little harder as a real true" Ruach Country boy" does and I'm
sure you will all succeed
Wishing you all a כתיבה וחתימה טובה
And a great year in all areas

Sincerely

Rabbi Eliezer Feuer

Rabbi Avrrom Nussbaum

THE BUNKS

Junior division
To everyone in this great camp;
Wow! What a wonderful and fun packed successful summer. It was great! I can’t believe it’s really
over?!? Chasdei Hashem it was super!
Where do I begin? Oh yeah, the Campers, in my division and all divisions, thanks for the friendship and
the great times. I hope that I was able to be of help and that you enjoyed it!
To the counselors in my division (yes, that includes staff day-camp) you guys were awesome!! It was a
Zechus and an honor working with such talented, hardworking, and devoted counselors. Thanks for the
friendship.
To my fellow division heads, thanks for another fantastic summer, you’re great. I learned so much from
each of you. Beracha VeHatzlacha!
Rabbi Neiman and Rabbi Karfiol, you never cease to amaze me, your constant care, devotion, and
Ubergegebin to the campers is
incredible. The fresh new ideas, T for T, B.Y.B, Chavivos Hamitzvos,
Hakaros Hatov etc… I truly appreciate the companionship and all that you do for us.
To all staff members in all fields, (kitchen, arts and crafts, lifeguards, office, maintenance, infirmary,
biking), thanks for a wonderful summer.
To bunk Lamed Beis- WHAT’S GONNA BE WITH YOU!!! We’ll miss you.
A special thanks to Rabbi Shwebel and the great guys in the kitchen staff, thank you for the professional service and friendship. It was a pleasure.
Avi Shillit, the trips were so much fun! How do you keep coming up with such great ideas?
!אחרון אחרון חביבRabbi Frischman, how can we all thank you for
all that you do for us? May 'הrepay you and your family with
long life, good health, and much !נחת
Be’ezras Hashem may we all soon meet in Yerushalaim with the
coming of Mashiach.

Sincerely

Rabbi Dabbah

counselor
DOVID KNOBEL

ALEPH MINUS

YITZCHOK SCHLOSS

counselor
MOSHE AHRON
SHAPIRO

AKIVA SHARF

In 21 yrs . . .
CC- Dovid Knobel
CC- Yitzchok Schloss
CC- Moshe Ahron Shapiro

Will still spend more time in the gameroom then with the bunk #chaimberlin #masmid

CC- Akiva Sharf

Will still shoot a lefty shot from the right side #confused
Will still be sleeping, will still wear white shirts, will still be a Toras Chesed Boy,
#yeshivish #beseder
Will not be confused for a camper #squeak #kaminetz #pieface

Shmuel Bald
David Dabbah
Shalom Fleisher
Yaakov Leib Frankl
Dovid Friedman
Shaul Ginsburg
Tzvi Goldstein
Ahron Zelig Jurkowitz
Shmuel Levitansky
Meir Simcha Neiman
Zelig Pesach Oratz
Mordechai Ozeirey
Chaim Schwebel
Binyomin Weinreb
Yehuda Goldschmidt
Dovi Greenwald
Sruli Millstein
Rabbi Wolf

Will still be best friends with Dabbah and catch frogs
Will still be best friends with Bald and catch frogs
Will still be smiling
Will still be swimming
Will still play flag football
Will make his own noodle soup
Will be the tallest in the bunk
Will still ask for dollars
Will still hold his bag
Will run the biggest turtle farm east of the Mississippi
Will be 27yrs. old
Will still be singing “hockey wockey chokey” #artsandcrafts
Will still be best at basketball
Will still be awesome
Will finally have retired from sports #golf
Will finally print the Shitah Mekubetzes #pizzawithyitzi
Will be maavir sedra during second seder #kaminetz #pieface #v’zakani
Will take over Gan Eden And Gehinom if we learn on Tisha B’av #wolftime

JUL 3rd– 1st DAY OF CAMP

1

counselor

ALEPH PLUS

FEIVIE BOTKNNECHT

counselor
Gershon salzerg

YISROEL ROSENFELD

SRULI ZAFIR

Y.F.Y
W.I.F.F.
(WHAT IM FAMOUS FOR)

CC- Sruli (Yisroel) Zafir

Soaked!!

CC- Feivie Botknecht

It wasn’t ME

CC- Yisrael Rosenfeld

Gatorade man

Shlomo Feuer

“I WAS here!!!” #choirpractice

Dovid Friedman

Camera man Jr.

Yissocher Glustein

“Can I play?”

Mordy Halbertal

“When are we starting?”

Yehuda Kaplan

“HUH………………………what game?”

Ahron Majeski

“How many doughnuts again!!?”

Yakov Majeski

Unofficial camper of the year

HAVE A GREAT YEAR!!!!!!!
See you guys in Agudah Yerushalayim

Sruly

Feivie
Yisrael

counselor
Chaim Dovid
Kaplan
Chesky fogel
C.C. Chaim Dovid Kaplan
C.C. Chesky Fogel

C.C. Boruch Feigenbaum
(C.C.)? Gershi Salzberg
Michoel Bald
Levi Tzvi Basch
Avraham Dabbah
Yitzy Fine
Moshe Dovid Frankl
Yoel Goldstein
Yehuda A. M. Goodman
Eliezer Green
Moishe Hirschel
Avram Leib Jurkowitz
Yaakov Majeski
Shmuel Newmark
Yona Yehuda Oratz
Shlomo Ozeiry
Aryeh Malkiel Reich
Chaim Reich
Zevy Schwebel
Tzvi Teitz

Yirmi Zoberman

ALEPH ALEPH
If _________ was head staff……

counselor
Boruch
Feigenbaum
Gershi
salzberg

He would have to be more tough. #12th grade?!
#alwaysshowsup #wherearethecounselors #whatsoffday
#grubners #mirboy
He would know where every camper is at any given moment. We missed you!! Get
well soon. #bestcounselor #bestinbunk #dollars #alwaysshowsup #offday?
chasvshalom #caretoomuch #wherearethecampers #wherearethecampers
#nosickleave #wherearethecampers #weloveyou
Camp shirts would be buttoned down. #Short-SleevedColoredButtonDownShirtsTuckedIn #make-upwork #hikes #TzitzisOut
#anotherFeigenbaum?!
#ninetyaverage #chaimberlin(er)
He would be listening to music and working at the same time. #earphones
#thegreathunt #localstations #readreadread #pooleveryday #lake #fearthebeard
#nevershowsup #wherewereyou
He would be co-head counselors with shlomo and give out bug juice. #shlomoozeiry
#michoelshlomo #thecutest #myfathersgazebo #bugjuice #lake #agudah #ditching
Likes kokosh cake. #zaidy #bnos #broinbunkzayin #ditching
loves chef Flams food. #waterguns #CounselorAppreciationNightOut #meh-he-co
#choir #agudah #ditching
loves his bunk. #smile #notfairteams #choir #bnoseinu #ditching
Camp would serve hot sauce chips every meal. #hotsauce #connect4 #bnos
Buy more kokosh .#sports #choir #agudah
He would have to shorten his name and he would pull campers ears to get their atten
tion. #Y.A.M.G. #gokarts #Bnoseinu #ditching
He wouldn’t stop chewing his knapsack. #tastyknapsackstrap #canihavemoney #AFFL
#bnoseinu #ditching
He would finally have to stop climbing. #ropes #climbing #soakMrs.Oratz #lake
#agudah #ditching
Would have an official Avos Ubanim in the Masmidim Beis Medresh every day.
#avosubaniminBM #Yirmi’sTwin #choir #bnoseinu #ditching
He would get rid of half of the day camp’s assistants and coach the basketball team.
#basketball #daycamp #bunkalefplus #bro #choir #agudah #ditching
He would direct camp from the woods next to the small basketball courts. #director
#newgymfloor #choir #agudah #ditching
Staff day camp would continue to run smoothly during third and fourth activities.
#staffdaycamp #payos #soakMrs.Oratz;) #lake #bnos #ditching
He would be co-head counselors with Michoel. #michoelbald #michoelshlomo
#SefardiVS.Sefaradi #lake #agudah #ditching
Every camper would get a busload of nosh every day. #doyouhavenosh
#pullBoruch’sHand #Who’sWho #AtLeastIShowedUp #bnoseinu
He would not be confused with Aryeh. #newglasses #lakewood #Who’sWho #bnoseinu
He would be the most multitasked individual after Rabbi Avi Schilit. #thekitchen
#lamed-bais #dirshu #soakMrs.Oratz #agudah #ditching #ComputerRoom
He’d be the role model of every
camper. #Passaic #participation
#example #rolemodel #swimming
#choir #bnoseinu
Fishing would be an official activity.
Looking forward to seeing you in
Lakewood! #fishing #Jurky’sTwin
#GokartsPartner #happybirthday
#grubners #lakewood #choir
#bnoseinu #ditching

Thanks guys for a great summer. You guys were awesome and it’s
been a pleasure getting to know you. Have a great year in yeshiva
and shteig away. See you next year in camp Agudah yerushalayim!

counselor
DANIEL
SCHULMAN

ALEPH

counselor
SHMUEL YECHEZKAL
STERn

If I had to describe ________ In one word it would be_________
CC- Daniel Schulman
CC-Shmuel Yichezkel Stern

The Name says it all!!!!
King Of The Mike

Yehuda Zev Blatter
Nachman Cohen
Dovi Dicker
Shmuel Chaim Friedman
Yisroel Frischman
Zisha Lefkowitz
Tzvi Lehmann
Chaim Tzvi Neiman
Moshe Safia
Daniel Schoor
Dovid Seidenfeld
Alexander Weinreb
Jack Gottesman
Shmuelli Grossberger
Aryeh Kamelhar
R' Dabba
Daniel Bressler
Shloimy Shrone
A.Y. Teitelbaum

Teenager
Easy Going
Shmuel Dickers # 1 Fan
Staff Kid (LOL)
It Depends on Tzviki Neiman
"Smooth"
Silent but deadly-(in Sports)
It Depends What Yisroel Frischman is
Clown, # Makes Us Laugh at the worst times possible.... # KNOCKOUT!!!
Yekey (#always on time LOL!)
Best Baby (imitator)
origional/creative
The Creator Of The World/camp Famous Evil Jungle chicken Series
Great Awesome Yid
My Fat/chubby Uncle
My Teddy Bear
PERFECT #Zecher Lechurbon
Aryeh Kamelhar
;)

counselor
Zack
DEVOR

BAIS

counselor
YEHUDA
VOGEL

If we would somehow develop a time machine and travel 27.3yrs, we would find that…

CC- Yehuda Vogel
CC- “Zack” Devor
Yitzchok Flam
Zevi Herzka
Chesky Krause
Shuli Lowy
Dovid Neuman
Shalom Yehuda Rosenberg
Sruly Schwartz
Moshe Yehuda Silberberg
Tzviki Zahav

Would still be trying to find out why his cubicle is infested
with “visitors”
Would be learning all 4 activities
Would’ve become known as one of the greatest basketball
players on the Agudah team
Would’ve became a high esteemed math professor in Yale
Would’ve taken over Meir Frischman’s job and become a
famous singer
Would’ve become an awesome MLB player with a passion for
the game
Would be the owner of the famous/greatest FT&P (French
toast and pancakes) takeout chain
Would’ve taken over the canteen
Would’ve taken the stage, bought a house in Boca, and a dog
named “Fifi”
Would’ve become a professional NFL player whose known for
sacking all the QB’s #willalwaysbehungry
Would’ve become so good and quick at reading hed be able

counselor
Tzvi
CINER

GIMMEL

counselor
YITZCHOK
merzel

IF THE YBG`S (YO BRO GESHMAKSTERS) WOULD BE QUIET @6AM….
CC- Tzvi Ciner

Coming to Darchei…went to Engleweed…friends with Reb Yeshuah Yissocher…
boys with Lebron…part of Tashbar maintenance… getting a Tanya from Moseys
cousin…bunk story teller
CC- Yitzie Merzel
Is the Darchei representative…boys with Rabbi Heller…sings alma maters during
seder…learns with Menachem Zaks…CEO and founder of the YBG`s (weeds cofounder)….learns mussar with Tzvi @3am(camp)…on the Agudah Eagles Basket
ball team…Darchei boys tatty and mommy…is not in Chaim Berlin
Binyomin Altschuller
Would wear the “mem” yarmulke & play 1st base in pants
Moshe Altschuller
Would wear the “bais” yarmulke & play 1st base in shorts
Chaim FleisherNever happens since he's a day camper!!
Moshe Aaron Golomback
Basketball…basketball…basketball
Chaim Goodman
“Goody”…Lakewood..camp is fun!!!J
Hillel Greisman
The real Hillel Greisman…Passaic hocker(P3)…would invite Yitzie and Tzvi for
shabbos…Goldman Sachs
Yitzy Himy
Would get his kitchen sink delivered by his bed…part of the Monsey cult
Elimelech Lebowitz
IS!!!!! Would ask for quiet because the counselors are sleeping & wouldn’t
change his batting number to the end of the order
Chaim Lehmann
Former Darchei guy…fathers chavrusa with Rabbi Sender
Moshie Meisels
Would learn with Reb Elimelech Shlita…would get a pic of Reb Matisyahu
Salomon Shlita
Yitzie Mozes
Solo…drummer…camp shortstop…BFF with Chaim Fogel…wont sprain his ankle
Naftoli Newmark
Would get his father to raise the ac…wouldn’t forget his football cones
Meir Richman
Line got lost with the Pony Express
Yitzy Richman
Line got lost with the Pony Express
Chuni
Would have to mamshech our 4am schmooze
Thanx guys for being the BIGGEST YBG`s and for amazing summer please KIT...going to miss you guys!:)

counselor
YAAKOV ZEV
PEARL

DALED

Junior counselor
YOSEF YEHUDA
FRIEDMAN

If Bunk Daled would’ve gotten rocketry or win something by “bank it” then ___would…
C- Yaakov Zev Pearl
Jc- “YY” Friedman

Gershie Biderman
Binyomin Klein
Eli Kolodny
Tzvi Dov Konstam
Chaim Dovi Lebowitz
Yisroel Meir Schaffer
Meir Singer
Motty Steinberg
Naftali Tzvi Wasserlauf
Avi Weinstein
Shevach Zand

Be pounding his bungalow or giving out freeze pops and
pretzels while saying a Simon Shapiro story #sickestgoatee
Be videoing it while juggling or doing a magic trick for the
bunk #L.C.S.W
Start dancing and give everybody a Tisha B’av schmooze not
to fight #cleanestbed
Go back to DS while making another deal with it
#rockingupzemiros
Be working in the canteen while eating YZ’s freeze pop
#lastoneup
Line got lost with the Pony Express
Elimelech will be…whoops, Chaim Dovi would still be
mistaken for the Jc of the bunk #1stoneuplol
Not be there cuz he’s either on the basketball court or giving
his mother his laundry #mugzeee
Would be rocking up the concert #sweepeverydaylol
Probably be by cocoa club or choir practice
#mishnayosnonstop
Gets his name announced again for a 3rd birthday
#awsomehaircut
Still be jumping up and down screaming “it’s not us”
#”itsnotfair”
Be with his cousin or trying to beat up YZ and YY
#goodshabbos

counselor
AKIVA
BESSER

HAY

counselor
DOVI
FINKELSTEIN

If Bunk Hay would stop hitting Akiva and Dovi with stolen golf carts then…
CC- Akiva “kivi” Besser
CC- Dovi “buzz” Finkelstein

Dovid “lebraun” Braun
Eliyahu “Einstein” Eisenstein
Avrumi “the fox” Fox
Moshe “chocolate cake” Kleinkaufman
Mendy “kokosh” Neiman
Yisroel “cousin 1” Nussbaum
Dovid “daveed” Ozeiry
Yitzchok “DJ” Pesach

Yosef Meir “sababa” safia
Yisroel “cousin 2” Seidenfeld
Moshe Yehuda “porch” Storch
Moshe “teichy” Teichman

Won’t get hurt, will stop talking about the JETS, will get
the cubicle
Won’t get hurt, will be off the bench, will put a lock on
his cubicle, and will continue to keep the skunks out of
the bunkhouse at night
Will buy the canteen from A.M.K
Will stop asking his brother if the stories are true
We’ll finally know what the fox says, and the Mets will
win the world series
Wont get hurt, will wear his JETS t-shirt more often
Wont have his counselors chase him during 4th activity,
will hang another pair of goggles by his bed, STOP LAUGHING!!!!
Will stop asking for stories and start believing them
Will sleep in the bunkhouse, will stop playing checkers
Will move to America, will stop wearing his Achim tshirt, will wake up
Will stay up by stories, will sing by zmiros
Will make his own stories for the future and stop acting
like a zeidy
Will grow long arms like big bro and will stay in bed by stories
Will miss cocoa club and catch monsters in the lake

counselor
SIMCHA
BRAUNSTEIN

VOV

counselor
JANKELOVITS
YEKUSIEL

@bunkvov #kuti&simcha5thgradeco’s

Yoooooo guyyyzzzzzzz!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Thanks for the most awesomest epic dominating summer ever!! uu were
amazing!! we owned fifth grade this summer, whether by sports (#undefeated),T4T or always winning BYB J.
Dovid Blatter: @THEDANCEMEISTER ur hilarious! Keep rocking those slides, and next time don’t forget ur
Shabbos pants in ur laundry bag (the one thts not supposed to b in this article!!)#hp8#pick6
Michoel Edelstein: @CHECKOUTMYFIGHTFACE try keeping ur pillows inside the bunkhouse[just don’t open
the window ;)]..just kidding, ur the best, and so r ur boots.#coolest.hair.ever…
Moishe Hersko: @6PACKOWNAGWE(saywhat??) thx for taking care of the showers, hope u win ur big bro
in THE CONTEST… #Joe(prankcalls)#$100#DONUTS!!!#bigreader
Dovi Kay: @carlos&gabbys thx for being the quietest guy in the bunk by lights out, too bad u don’t sing
aleinu… next time u flip us in the lazy river, we’re gonna get u.#kutisfan#mendyscap#doorstringsitch
Eliyahu Levitan: @iBROKEtheATV we rlly appreciate u being the first out of the showers and for always being there by bentching.#ragic#yarmulkasize15#rabbiG#flashlight#fox40
Dovi Nelkenbaum: @THEFISHINGROD srry for being such embarrassing counselors. Btw the yellow slides r
way cooler than ur regular shbbs shoes.# shabboscottonpants#showerdance#bloodsuckers
Shalom pearl: @UNCLEAVI yo try to pick on someone ur own size.I think it was ur ginger ale tht always
made u so hyper(btw do u know how to swim).#Mitnik#gold#football#facepaint#cousins.
Avrumi Ribowsky: @FAMOUSOLDERBRO can u ask ur father if he can send us packages wen u get for urself
(btw im still scratching my head over all those riddles)#whatsleagues#smartest#davening
Tzvi schon: @RUBBERCHICKEN there is nothing to talk abt u need a haircut now.why is ur twin bro still in
daycamp?#shmooze#nightcardgame#newleagueteam.
Mendy schuss: @broonrayimteam tht dunk on bunk hey was legit inface(went crazy).ur getting carried
away with simcha’s fest yeshivish dancing.#rayim#5laundrybags#lightbulb
Meir Sokoloff: @ISRAEL@TEXAS@KANSAS thanx for starting the trend for getting fishing rods.i think Eliyahu wanted to be with u in my bunk.#jersey#toraschaim#topshop#t4townage
Yitzy Solomon: @BIGNATE Question… wats ur favorite megillah?”I don’t care” ”I dont care” ”I dont care”.
Fyi, we wear yarmulkas, not caps(just kidding).#megillasRUS!!#loudmusic#newfishingrod
Pesach Stern: @MISHNAYOSMASTER NO. u cant have simcha’s head phones. Thx for cracking all those jokes
this summer, ur definitely the funniest guy in the bunk.#backgammon#Fishingrod#upsherin
Yaakov Tajerstein: @TAJofWILLOWWOODS Thx 4 the late night porch chills, mbe if you’d switch to twin
bridges u wouldn’t have such laundry problems(its closer)..#betterbungalow#avi#dougies#avi#story
Dovi Weiss: @butugottahavepaaaaaaaaatience. But… “IMMMMSOOOBORRRREDDDD!!!!!”. thx for hitting
threes, not us. #pamperprankcall#waterhiking#soccerball#firstasleep
Shimon Zilber: @jr.BROADWAY thx for all the food ur waaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaay too hooked up,
#AZHerby #Whisky #simcha’sneighbor #ChaimHerby #aryehwielgus
THANKS FOR EVERYTHING, KEEP IN TOUCH. BEST. SUMMER. EVER. KIT:
KUTI-646-499-1439
SIMCHA-347-419-6936
LOOKING FORWARD TO SEEING U AROUND!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
#yeshivishdancing#5thgrade#pantsrwaaaytoocool#5thgrade#growabeard#messycubicle#ustolemycubicle#5t
hgrade#omahaomaha#Cansaswitha”C”#theteam#counselors#twinbrdges#5thgrade#pataaaaaaience#inface#
yeabibby#lernngfirst2activities#kollelwife#steins#ucantbreakdance#bose#watermelon#nightseder#5thgrade#dovid
gold#elimills#lifegaurds2015#backofdalodge#adultchoir#4thactivityfootball

6th grade division

To my dear 6th grade division.
Wow! What an awesome summer we had. As I think back to
all the things that we did, I am amazed by all the Non Stop
Action that there was. 8 (or 4) weeks of constant, never
ending, never slowing down, PUMP!
When you are sitting at home on a cold winter day, pull out
this yearbook and relive all of the pumping moments of summer 2016. It was surely one of the best summers ever, and
will help get you through the cold winter days until next
summer Iy"H.
See you next year in Ruach Country Yerushulayim!
Sincerely

Rabbi Shmaya Friedman

counselor
Menachem
Kramer

ZAYIN

counselor
ARI
SHINDLER

______ should say a story for curfew because…

CC Menachem Kramer

CC Ari Shindler
Chaim Yehoshua Basch
Dovi Belsky
Yechezkel Ginsburg
Menachem Goodman
Yisroel Handler
Daniel Hoffman
Naftali Horowitz
Eli Katz
Yirmy Kravetz
Mordechai Levitansky
Simcha Moskowitz
Avi Oldak
Aryeh Schuster
Uri Seitler
Menachem David Stefansky
Elchonon Teitz

#togetheragain #thirdyear #2,4,6 #nextyear8th #withJC’s #cubicle
#leaderofGrandSing2016 kramernaterJR #oar #noiwillnotgo #adultchoir #ooooahh
#wasshtarkfirsthalf #Bestbunkbothhalfs #YTV #hollonders #rabanowitzpesach
#withbesser
He does #withuagainL #basketballnights #yaaaa #blackgarbagebag #cubiclestealer
#lemonade #tonsofcaps #rabbiwolf #intvwithme #hollonders #smart #adultchoir
He rocks the towel curtains #rockscurfew #justawesome #bikewaterpack
He can’t cause he is too busy rocking sports #notwithmoshe #nextyearsleepaway
He will scare everyone and they won’t show up for shachris #rockssports
He will always be a rauch country boy #awesome
He has the sickest chair #perfectincredibleguy #flatcaps #awesomekosherlamp
He ligit knows how to sing #altiesbro #dentist #zman #sickpitcher #tzitzisinnose
Brooklyn is better than monsey #onlyinMTJ #unlimitetedsneakers #loud
He owns the disco #DJ #guitar #awsomeallstarsneakers
He is best in bunk #cooler #bib #bikewaterpack #bestbedincamp
He owns the trips #withmenachemagain;) #urawesome
He got a hatrick #boropark #nearari #musical #actor #cherba
He beat the shower line and is already #prez #runaftolis’bro #noheismybro#ysv
#aris’zeidy
He can’t cause he is by the canteen #fakecall #shimons’twin #ysv #aris’zeidy
He met simon Shapiro #rockedtheconcert #ysv #aris’zeidy
He will FISH up a good story #dips #jacksbro #sneakerack
He finished seder moed #goaly #brokenglasses #t4t

SHOUTOUTS: first half bunk Tes and Yud #uguyswereawesome, Meir Zevi Eyal #missuthishalf #isreal/isreali #hollonders(notzevi), Danny #feefee
#missuthishalf #noam, Shaul #sleepnextdoor #rotator, Stern #stopbotheringmetoopenthedoor #overalls, Zach #kollel, Tzvi Ciner #17 #5th grade
#darchai, Yitzy #darchai #coolgraduatingsweater Dovy #baabaabaabaa #shooting #creepy #steelwool #buzzofthebench, Akiva
#weknowwereitsrocking;) #rabanowitz, Frier #bestoffday;) #oldmachinesstillwork, Krizzy #smash #bumpercars #tct, Daniel #bballgames
#cubiclelights #colorwar, Eliezer #fridge #general, Cutie #mrshipper #staffdaycamp, Lowe #propanetank(likeeliezer) #tvnextyear #torahbowl,
Botch #crazy #crazy #crazy #hollonders #peyos #faschnitzele #adultchoir, Tzvi Cherba #bbqbuddies #masmidim #youwin, NisinJ #2ndhalf #shtark
#undershirts #ifiwasu #bestrotator #songs, Yehuda #bestgeneral #slides #kramernater #3ss, Ruu #tv #onthehill #slomo #wrists #rabbik, Js’ in the
back #headstaffdaycamp #aronseeunextyear #scarewithjobs #ac

Guys seriously keep in touch (u can even text) rly amazing summer u guys are the best

Menachem

Ari

917-231-5328

718-744-5401

counselor

CHES

BORUCH
FRYER

counselor
SHMUEL
KRZYWANOWSKI

Sitting here writing the article (obviously past the deadline, thanks A.Y.!!!) we can’t believe the summer
went by so fast, but as they say time flies when you’re having fun, and that sure aint an understatement¿
AND NOW………………..
IF _______ WAS COUNSELOR OF BUNK CHES………..
Uri Abramov- Still wouldn’t get his bed inspected by Rabbi Friedman.
Eli Deckelbaum –Would still fall into the“grass”
Yitzy Fleisher- Will add beds for staff kids.
Eliezer Fried- Will still ask Boruch Fryer to say “the” story.
Avi Furer- Will move the bunkhouse to the gym.
Mendy Gluck- Will still give the same shrug\_(¨)_/.
Yossi Green- Will eat as many different flavored Dum-Dums as possible at the same time.
Moshe Harel- Will get a special shelf for his cheerios.
Avi Jacobwitz A.K.A AJ- Will make cleanup as an activity.
Avi Wohlgemuth- Would make fishing an activity.
YY Wolman- Will still look down at his shirt and get flicked.
Dovi Zzzzzzzaglebaum A.K.A Ziggy
{“””- will finally be able to have his own private bed.
Boruch Zidele- Would still wear his FFL shirt to sleep.
Menachem (Meenuchem) Ziskind –will finally find hock in the back of the bunk house.
Nissan Fetman-Will learn the story of Simon Shapiro and won’t mess it up for everyone.

And there it is guys it’s been real hope to keep in touch,
Boruch Fryer
Shmuel Krzywan…...
845-866-1088

347-554-1111

counselor

TES

DANIEL
BRESSLER

Junior counselor
MENACHEM Dovid
HARTMAN

Our JC Menachem Hartman wakes me up with ten minutes to go to line up. I step out of my cubicle and am immediately approached by a smiling
Moshe Herzberg “What time is lineup? Where is lineup? Etc...” I let him know that lineup is the regular time and that he only has two more question left for today. Immediately after our bunk is called at lineup I see a blur in the distance flying towards me. I jump back in surprise and when
the dust settles I see Yaakov Sutton huffing and puffing. “I’m on time, right?” he asked and goes on to explain ten valid reasons why he is on time.
By the time I convince him that he isn’t late and I go put on my tefilin I already can hear Ashrei being belted out loud at a decibel not humanly
possible. Looking to my right I see Moshe Pomerantz davening at the top of his lungs while keeping a watchful eye on his bunkmates T4T ticket
progress. After singing Aleinu and explain to R’ Freidman that we indeed got 258 tickets just by Shema, I make my way back to the bunkhouse for
cleanup. I tell Eliyahu Cameo that he has to put the Diablo down and that he and everyone else should take all their stuff off the railing. ”Don’t
forget to close the door” I yell to no avail as the bunk files out for breakfast. At breakfast we obviously get into BYB with Shlomie Shapiro’s help
and obviously don’t win but watch as bunk Hey wins cans of soda again. I stop by the bunkhouse and there is Yitzy Levy who immediately starts
explaining to me that he just came back to quickly get his…I go to shteig like a boss...Learning group end and the bunk is ready for their jam
packed day of Ruach Country fun. But first they must find their Amazing, Glorious, Incredulous, and Spectacular counselor DANIEL BRESSLER (yes,
that is written in bold, italic, underline, AND ALL CAPS!) and they are joined by Menachem (see above). We look at our activities and see that we
have 18-18 punchball on junior hill (cue bunk Tes color war song). Moshe Belsky comes, sees our activity, leaves and promises to come for
leagues. Yitzy Brand suggests horseback riding and immediately returns to writing all the baseball players names he can remember. After our hike
for Daniel we sit on the porch and Ooo and Ahhh in response to Gershon Levy’s baseball catch with (well…really anyone who wants to…) We head
toward lunch and see Nosson Schloss carrying his noodle soups to the lunch room. “What’s for lunch?” I ask. “Noodle soups” he responds
promptly. I fill up Nosson’s and most of the bunks soups then politely explain to Dovid Mitnick that the head seat is mine and he should please
move. He looks up and lets me know that I need to do transaction (even though I was sure we did it the day before). Lunch ends with bunk Hey
winning BYB again. (Chof Gimmel once again didn’t make it. Phew.) Rest period is now here and that means more work. I ask Mordechai Teitelbaum to change all the fly tapes then I turn around and see Akiva Herman standing there with his pointer finger right in my face. “Place nose
here for boop.” I do. “Double Boop!” Menachem (see above) yells from my cubicle. I finally am about all asleep when Tzvi Nockonofsky runs
over and enthusiastically asks what is for leagues. I obviously have no clue so I wander until I see my team. They all roll their eyes and say it’s
about time and asks if it is my day to show up or Menachem’s (see above). After a thrilling loss we make our way back to the bunk to get ready for
Mincha. “Yes, Shlomo Maimonn, you have to change out of shorts” He walks away muttering incoherently something about a Menachem Kramer
being his second to favorite counselor (not to be associated with Menachem from above). After a glorious mincha where Mooky Loketch earning
10 T4T tickets just for Shmonei Esrei. I fall asleep from exhaustion to be awoken by Menachem (see above) who informs me that Yitzchok Deitel
(not Eliezer) was the only one by night activity and that we, again, didn’t win BYB. Marriv. Showers for most and after telling Betzalel Michaeli to
stop beat boxing like DJ curfew comes. Curfew brings wild jungle chickens, Chucky, and escaping from Jail with color war breakouts and Daniel’soff-day-post-curfew-parties. The bunk finally settles down and goes to sleep then I finally have free time for myself so I go to the porch to relax
and then Our JC Menachem Hartman wakes me up with ten minutes
I’m not sure of when you are going to read this. It may be several days after I write this or several years. Regardless, I want to let you know that
you guys were an awesome crazy and definitely memorable group of guys I had the privilege of getting to know this past summer. I won’t forget
the fun and weird/good times we shared.
Where ever life takes you, remember to be yourself and be sure to have fun and smile every once in a while [trust me, it’s healthy]. Signing out,
your counselor and JC Daniel & Menachem
to go to line up….

Daniel

Menachem

347-772-0572

718-662-0054

counselor
ELIEZER
FRANK

YUD

Junior counselor
Kuty
SHIPPER

OLLY-WOLLY POLLY-WOGGY UMP-BUMP FIZZ!!! WITHOUT FURTHER ADO…

Eliezer Frank- Well for starters, waaaaay too many speeches. Do you think you’re some kind of psychologist or something? And why can’t you get it through your
head that no one hears a word you’re saying anyway? Why don’t you just go and hug your fridge? And speaking of the fridge- when are you bringing it to the bunk
already? In case you don’t know me, I have a serious obsession with my fridge. In fact, I’m offering a prize to anyone who can count how many times I mention the
word fridge in this article. In case you’ve been living under a rock for the last 8 weeks and don’t know what fridge I’m talking about, go soak your head. Anyway,
enough on me, let’s get this article started before AY Teitlebaum bites my head off. Kuty Shipper-This guy is great you gotta love him (you love everyone) absolutely
amazed and astounded by the song heneni beyadcha and somehow only heard it right before second trip started can you please explain why everyone calls you
kuty shippa?? I’m not gonna mention that other nickname, don’t forget things you need to work on like not laughing at other people except when it’s funny lol
please it’s enough already but you always came in extremely clutch with the pretzels. Kuty when they told me you were gonna be my JC I’ll be honest my first question was “who’s that?” and I have no idea why I just wrote that because I just said that because I happened to have not known who you were. But I found out very
quickly that I could never have asked for a better JC you’re so much fun to have around and devoted as can be thank you so much you have no idea how awesome it
was working with you. Menachem Tzvi Cohen- you still owe me a lesson in skipping stones, I will now publicly thank you for being the only person in the bunk
who knew right away where I stole olly-wolly polly-woggy from just when everyone was about to believe that I was smart enough to come up with it myself, and for
always coming up with very clutch terms to describe things such as my macho fridge. In fact it would be nice if I had you here right now so I wouldn’t have to keep
retyping this. Menachem, it was awesome having you in my bunk I can’t tell you how much I enjoyed getting to know you, those DMC’s we had were fantastic and
your sense of humor was always a pleasure to have around I’m gonna miss you have a great year. Shuey Engel- extremely awesome chair, except when I wanna
use it you’re usually using it so anyway we’ve some really awesome dances where instead of dancing you put the tips of your fingers together and close your eyes
I’m not sure what you call those but we should’ve done those more often Shuey I think the first time I really met you was when we played football on shiva asar
btamuz before you were in my bunk but I think I’ve gotten to know you a little better since then ;) having you in my bunk was like a dream come true for me it was
awesome getting to know you I had so much fun I hope you did too. Ari Friedman- the official t for t ticket getterer of the bunk (along with AY of course) as well as
many other things such as always being available to help me on all those walks down to the fridge to tell everyone in Aryeh’s bunk that we were taking it and totally
freak them out Ari it was amazing to see how mature you’re always able to be about things it was a pleasure getting to have you in my bunk I’ll take you again any
day I’m really gonna miss you please really come visit (you know what I’m talking about when I say really) Yosef Dov Goldstein- did anyone ever tell you that you’re
way too good at math? You wanna explain how you knew what 1+1 was? So Yosef Dov knows his way around my bunk already, as the only member of this bunk
who was not a first time camper of mine, and all 4 times I had you (2+1=4 right?) were each more amazing than the next I hope you enjoyed it as much as I did have
an amazing year I’ll be seeing you around ytv! Meir Yechezkel Kohanteb- Meir Yechezkel? Who’s that? It’s MC, since, as everyone knows, Yechezkel starts with a C
(that was a joke) anyway you seem to always
be smiling even as you’re talking about how
something just went wrong which is a true
testament to your wonderful positive attitude
and I don’t even know what I’m rambling
about anymore but that sounded nice. MC from
your see-saw riding skills (do you even remember what I’m talking about?) to being the only
person who knows how to play a game without taking it seriously, to the wonderful job you
did as my anger interpreter, you were awesome it was amazing having you in my bunk I
loved every second of it, and I won’t be missing you because I’ll be seeing you #YTV baby!!!
Shmuli Lefton- well there’s a lot to write here,
but what really stands out in my mind is your
fantastic ability to make grilled cheese sandwiches. Nah just kidding Shmuli I don’t even
know where to start I guess I’ll start with apologizing for all those speeches I can’t begin to tell
you how awesome it was having you in my
bunk I’m really gonna miss you you live too far
away man what’s your deal?!? Seriously you’re
gonna have to come visit at some point. Chaim
Leiser- sitting in the middle of the bunk
chilling cause your bed’s in a random corner or
suddenly running off to practice leining with
Rabbi Schwebel at all hours of the morning (I
mean the part of the morning that most people like to call ‘night’) Chaim you’re way too nice
it was awesome to see how you keep such a
positive attitude about everything it was so
amazing getting to know you have an amazing
year I hope you enjoyed as much as I did. Avromi Max- I think Ari Scheff would just write
WATERBURY!!! (I’ll check if that’s what he wrote
for simcha merenstein) but I’m not Ari Scheff
and I don’t write things like ‘WATERBURY!!!’ I
write about my fridge. And yes it’s a shame we
didn’t get it thanks for offering to carry it to the
bunk yourself but I think we still had fun even
without the mighty fridge hard as that is to
believe. Avromi a huge part of why I had so
much fun was that you were in my bunk it was
amazing every second of it thanks for everything you did this summer (because you did) this sounds random but I learned a lot about life whenever I talked to you I
love how I was able to talk about all this deep life stuff that I’m into with you I’m really gonna miss you you live too far away too you need to come visit or else maybe I will. Wait before I go one last time- MAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAX!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! Avrum Yaakov Mermelstein- before I say anything, can you explain how you
scraped your knee in such a perfect circle?!! That’s creepy man. Aright anyway although I amaze you at how I manage to say the same thing over and over again so
many times, in truth you have that same ability deep within you if you just try to find it. Anyway enough of that I gotta say AY I was blown away at how much you
grew and accomplished over the summer it was amazing to see and it shows a lot about your character it’s really very special keep it up man you’re awesome I’m
really gonna miss you have an awesome year. Aryeh Tzvi Minzer- Mr. ATM himself, the man that everyone looks up to (no really) we seem to have a lot of people in
the bunk that like to call themselves by their initials, or, in MC’s case, make up initials about themselves, but the reality of the matter is that there’s only one ATM
and that would be me since everyone is always borrowing money from me (not you) (that was not a funny joke at all) lately I’ve found myself writing thing without
having any clue what I was talking about I think I should stop this already so I’ll just say Aryeh I haven’t had many campers that I enjoyed having as much as you,
you’re just an awesome guy to have around it was so much fun getting to know you I’m gonna miss having you in my bunk but I’m not gonna miss you because as I
said before…YTV baby!!! Yehuda Pomerantz- the main reason that I’m ATM (why am I building on one of the stupidest jokes I ever made?) but I always knew I could
trust you, also a fantastic barbeque saucer. In fact I think you should consider building a career in barbeque saucing. Yehuda I can’t tell you how much I enjoyed
having you in my bunk it was great getting to know you I hope you have a fantastic year I’m gonna miss you and all those DMC’s we had. Remember just be happy.
Dovi Schoenbrun- S-C-H-O-N- wait no he spells it schoEn oh well I guess we can’t do that. Dovi there’s really not much to write about you since you’re such a quiet
guy (that was another joke), randomly sticking your head out the window to talk to passers-by at midnight, brushing your teeth at 3 AM, and always being the guy
who knows all the inside hock because you have all these connections, and I could go on and on and on but I’m already so behind schedule Dovi you da man it was
great to finally actually get to have you in my bunk I really enjoyed it I hope you did too I’ll be seeing you around YTV oh yes I will!!! Simcha Weinreb- so my uncle
lives in your grandfather’s old house? Did I get that right? Also Simcha Braunstein’s cousin which was funny cause you also have the same name (please laugh at
that it was funny) and one of the few people who figured out how to say olly-wolly polly-woggy correctly. Anyway Simcha I gotta say I can’t explain how much fun it
was to have you in my bunk I’ll have you again any day how about you? It was really amazing getting to know you have a great year I’m gonna miss you. Zevi WeisOh my goodness where do I start? From Reggie Dimonjiper to Crafty’s nature hikes that I guarantee you there aren’t more than 20 people in camp who have any
idea what that is to sunflower seeds and wacky weeds to all those hysterical facial expressions and where do you even get all this stuff from there’s never a dull
moment around you Zevi I could keep writing for 3 pages about you but already way over my space limit thanks for being so much fun to have around and always
adding some spice to everything it was just so much fun and so hysterical having you around the entire trip have a great year I’ll be seeing
you around YTV baby!!!!!!
Do you go on nature hike for fun?!?! What?! Hey pappy!!!! Oh man I gotta stop already come back to me for more any day. My 1st Half Bunk Chof-Daled- from
locking Steve in the fridge to my body guards shouting REB YID at everyone and Leiman (y’know) you guys were one of the most awesome bunks I ever had I miss
you all so much I’ll have you again any day (who knows) guys have an awesome year in high school I wish I could give you your own article here but there’s no room
for it hopefully I’ll send you one soon. My Old Bunk Yud-Alef/Yud-Beis- you’ll always be my bunk you have no idea how much I missed having you guys this year I
feel a really special connection with all of you I hope you all have an amazing year and let’s stay in touch again this year. To All My Campers, whether you were ever
actually in my bunk or not, and to everyone else in camp- Wishing you all an amazing year I’m gonna miss you all so much you guys are the greatest friends anyone
can ever find and the reason this camp is the greatest place on the planet To Bunk Yud- I’m sitting here writing this and unable to come to grips with the fact that
this summer is really coming to a close I loved having you guys so much and you cannot explain how much I’m gonna miss you all I’ll never forget all the amazing
times we had together you guys all grew so much this summer whether you realize it or not I see it just keep it up guys and you better I repeat you better keep in
touch My number is 917-588-7059, and Kuty’s number is 845-608-9483. Aaaaaaaaaand- were done.

counselor
YOSSI
BOTKNECHT

YUD ALEPH

counselor
YEHUDA
LOWENTHAL

Bunk Yud Alephs lights were on an hour after curfew because…

CC– Yossi Botknecht

Was atill looking for the CD that Ruzo stole #wakeup

CC- Yehuda Lowenthal

Yossi wasn't there, torah bowl/grand bechina. Supporting a kollel counselor was getting hard and being
the most AWSOME counselor he needs to make curfew fun!! #thursdayshopritechill #kollelfamily

Daniel Aryeh

The Rebbe said menuchas hanefesh was more important

Meir Bergman

Was trying to figure out the MEYS score while drinking a case of Mt. Dew

Yosef Dabbah

Was looking for an open bed

Aryeh Dickman

Was lost under his bed looking for the latest camp hock #lakewood #mr.rumor #dickie

Avromy Goldblatt

Was waiting for his ride, was davening mincha

Yechezkal Gutwein

It was to early and everyone else was talking

Shimmy Kraus

In Boro Park there is no lights out, neither by his bungalow

Mordechai Lebovits

Was looking for his shirt and didn’t shower yet

Eliyahu Metz

Didn’t take a shower yet, Avigdor had a sheila

Avigdor Nathan

Eliyahu had a teretz (which I was never there for!!)

Moshe Yehuda Neiman

Had to practice with Rabbi Schwebel Yari Hoch was very Interesting #AMhock

Yehuda Ruzorsky

The party just started!!! #KO

Shmulie Schon

Was Excited for early morning music

Yosef Schwebel

Was in his bungalow working on the siyum

Yossi Weinberger

To be able to read his book

Shevach Weinstock

Was sorting through all his packages

Shlomo Dov Yaroslavitz

Was finishing mishnayos for the siyum and answering Metz’s shailos when Nathan wasn't around

counselor
OZZIE
GLEIBERMAN

YUD BAIS

Junior counselor
DOVID
NEIMAN

If Bunk Yud Bais wouldn’t be spoiled…
C- Ozzie Gliberman
Jc- Dovid Neiman

Line got lost with the Pony Express
Line got lost with the pony express

Aron Ariel
Chaim Binet
Shloimie Cytryn
Heshy Ellenbogen
Shloime Frischman
Dovi Frier
Ari Janklowitz
Dovi Katz
Tzviki Lieberman
Dovid Lowy
Naftoli Mandel
Menashe Neuman
Eliezer Presser
Yossi Simonovits
Tzviki Yurowitz

Wouldn’t have to go to every AFFL night game
Line got lost with the Pony Express
Wouldn’t know every staff member in camp
Wouldn’t have the latest style “Hat Box” tie
Wouldn’t only speak Yiddish
Would show up to camp meals
Wouldn’t have to have every teams jersey and cap
Wouldn’t have to hear a new story every night
Would manage without his drawers next to his bed
Wouldn’t have to find out night activity early every day
Would still be best in bunk
Wouldn’t ask us to go to ShopRite every night
Line got lost with the Pony Express
Wouldn’t have a tradition soup every day by lunch
Wouldn’t have to have sushi, dougies, and sesame chicken by the
Shabbos meal
Would get over the fact that he’s an 8th grade counselor and
wouldn’t mess up my off day
Wouldn’t be a payday bidder
Wouldn’t have to give his fridge to
the bunk

Hillel Greisman
Nisan Fetman
Yehuda Goldschmidt

counselor
TZVI
BARUCH

YUD GIMMEL

counselor
SHLOMO
CHURBA

The reason why _____ is part of the Masmidim is cuz…
CC Tzvi Baruch

He’s yeshivish, I mean duh, he’s going to Lakewood next year, he has blue hair, he officially won “Most
Awesome Beard of all time”, lost his gartel, rocked the adult choir, and is on the team #TzviOffTheBentch

CC Shlomo “Churbs” Churba

Well duh, is brother is in Masmidim already, he’s Sefardi, he has multiple Gemorah’s on his shelves, won
“Best ‘stache of the year”, and well… he’s just Churbs.

Adler Uri-

Is not in Torah Vadaas, rocks his mesh Tzitzis, is from the first ten to Shachris, Mincha, and Maariv, and
has the brightest flashlight in camp.

Blatter Luzzie-

Is not in Torah Vadaas, rocks his minion cap, has a bazillion yarmulkas, blue tzitzis, his own cubicle and
fan, and of course nonstop awesome singing day and night.

Davis Michoel-

-

Is in Torah Vadaas, is the #1 big man of the bunk, has the best chair in camp, and has his own chulent and
kugel.

Yechiel Frank-

Is in Torah Vadaas, is Eliezer and Mayers brother, has cleats, and is a JETS fan.

Yissachar Dov “Sachi” Fried-

Is in Torah Vadaas, sleeps in his clothing, and is definitely a contender for “Skinniest Person in Camp”.

Hertzberg Moshe Dov-

Is a Shtultzy Chaim Berliner, is Totty’s 1st cuz, and has had tonz of other cuz’s in camp dating back to
opening day 75 years ago to present. #blackandwhitepics

Isner Dovid Yoel-

Is in Torah Vadaas, is the official bunk pitcher (aside from Tzvi of course), rocks his Rangers cap, and is the
bunks goto man for DS usage.

Lapidus Yanky -

Is in Torah Vadaas, sleeps with his minions: Dave, Stewie, Smooch and more, and sleeps above the counselors.

Posy Chanoch-

Is a non shtultzy Chaim Berliner, takes a shower K’vasikin, is super awkwardly flexible, and reads and
sleeps with his goggles and earphones #yourbooksupsidedown

Schuster Shea-

Is in Torah Vadaas, davens in Boston, is an epically late night reader, and didn’t bring sneakers.

Weis Eli-

Is in Torah Vadaas, spells it with one “s”, rocks the agudah towel over the shoulder look, is the originator
of our great name, and sleeps with giant donuts. #bunkcomedian

Zahav Sruli -

Is in Torah Vadaas, used to wear adidas slides #underarmor, needs to own my phone and has his own
kitchen minus the crockpot. #5js’s

Thanx you guys, you are all awesome, each one of you in your own way. Hope to see you next year in Masmidim Yerushalayim, and don’t
forget to hang ‘em low.

7 GRADE DIVISION
th

To the Greatest 7th Graders,
As I sit down to write this year’s yearbook article, I begin reminiscing about this summer and
it seriously makes me………….”dizzy”! The summer of 2016 was one that simply did not give us a
chance to catch our breath! Every single moment in 7th grade was full of fun, excitement, and
“pumpage”. So in order to keep my dizziness under control, I decided to think of a quick way to
run through my brain some of my “Summer 2016 7th Grade Experiences”.
A: Aquatopia (the 1 st half trip to Aquatopia and Funstation was a blast!)
Archery ( a brand-new CA activity!!)
B: BYB (we bentched like never before and earned sushi etc. etc. )
C: Carnival (the Gymzebo was transformed into a mega carnival!!)
D: Danishes (at 4: 00 a. m. we ate danishes and drank hot cocoa after our 1 st half trip)
E: Entertainment (Avrohom Fried & Benny Friedman concert, Boruch Levine Kumzitz,
Meshoririm)
F: Flams Food (Chef Flam fed us the best in the mountains!!)
G: Gameroom (CA brand new fun zone!!)
H: Hockey Tournement (the 7th graders went into overtime during Olympics ’16)
I: Intercamp (the loudest gym in the catskills CA basketball team was the dominating
team this summer going 8-1!!)
J: Jokes (Shalosh Seudos weekly comedies that taught us lessons too!)
K: Kaufman- Reb Elya!- Division Head of the best division!!
L: Leagues (extremely competitive league games throughout the summer)
Learning Torah (even though we were on “vacation”, we still learned so much!!)
M: Magic Shows (we had Mr. Levinger for an activity and we won’t forget Elliot Zimmet!)
N: Niagra Falls (the mega super 2nd half trip!!)
O: Olympics (a 7th grade classic and it was the closest one yet!)
P: Productions (CA staff took the play to a whole new level! Liberty Highschool!!)
Q: Quirky Counselors: (They really were nuts and gave us the greatest summer ever!)
R: Ropes Course and Rides (Amusement Day had a 40 ft water slide!!)
S: Shabbos (an indescribable experience in Ruach Country)
Sushi Day (yum!)
T: Tefillah Program (Chabura Chizuk Tefillah had so many incentives!!)
U: U Boys (who made this summer so AMAZING!!!!!!)
V: Visits by Gedolim (was a zechus to host so many Rabbonim and Roshei Yeshiva)
W: Water Hiking (A thrilling activity!)
X: Xtra fun ( Twisty Tuesday, Bank-It Day, Agudah caps, Night Activity, Etc. )
Y: Yelling ( Whether it was for red, orange, green, blue, or our greatest pride-“ 7th
grade”….”7th grade”……”7th grade” )
Z: zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz (the lack of sleep due to the never ending action-packed summer of 2016!!!)
Have a great year! “Shteig” and “Smile”,

Reb Elya!!!!

counselor
CHAIM LEIB
MANDEL

YUD DALED

Junior counselor
SHIMON
SCHUSTER

If there was a fire in bunk Yud Daled________would take his_________
C- Chaim Leib Mandel
JC- Shimon Schuster

Popcorn machine, massive umbrella, and fancy camera
His Baron’s regent book and baby face

Asher Bugayer
Avraham Cywiak
Eliyahu Ehrman
Moishy Fogel
Menachem Gibber
Moshe Gordon
Doniel Gross
Chaim Gross
Moishe Hamada
Elimelech Katz
Yitzchok Moseson
Moishe Ostrovitzy
Shlomo Chaim Perlow
Efraim Rosenfeld
Binyomin Schwartz
Moshe Szanzer

Rubix cube and his voice to say good morning camp agudah
Gifts from Whiskey and his books
Picture post cards and sports goggles
Hat, jacket, tefillin and his Mishpacha Jr.
Mothers cinnamon buns and his morning timeouts
Nothing, because all he needs is his seat by baseball field #2
Imaginary pillow and Hamada’s clogs
Camera and pink goggles
Lanyards, all his snacks, and Nachman yarmulke
Cool sunglasses and noodles soups
Video camera and fishing rod
Camp volleyball and his fathers baked goods
Hockey stick and jersey
Snow cone machine, Basketball hoop, and Rayim t-shirt
Winnings from 6 flags, tissues, and flashlight
All the letters in his name- except for the silent “z” in his last name

AND OF COURSE THEIR DS’S

counselor

TES VOV

AVRAHAM CHAIM
PERLMAN

Junior counselor
SHIMON
ISAAK

Bunk Tes Vov will come to activities when …
C- Avraham Chaim Perlman
Jc- Shimon Isaak

#siyumhashas #fixingspeakers #props #colorwar
#golfcart
#sleepinginthebunk # quitebydavning
#Rebelaysassistant #bbq

Sruly Ackerman

When the rest of the bunk doesn’t # never # always
#12kidsinthebunk #barmitzvah

Heshy Bornstein
Bentzi brecher

When his brother stops giving him haircuts #onlyboating

Eli Feuchtwanger
Boruch Eliezer Finkelstien
Yeshayahu Leff
Nachi Lefton
Mordechai Pesach
Yosef Moshe Podemski
Aryeh Schwarcz
Yaakov Yarmark

When he stops throwing water balloons #always
#brotherincamp
Line got lost with the Pony Express #nevertalks
When he finishes asking where the activities are #laughing

When he finishes his book #lazy
When he puts on a shirt #waterballoons
When he stops getting amazon packages #everyday
When his parent’s leave from surly bar mitzvah #firstShabbos
When he gets back from his bar mitzvah #barmitzvahincamp

Line got lost with the Pony Express #always

counselor
IZZY
KRASNOW

TES ZAYIN

counselor
ARI
SLOMOVICS

“Tzvi Gold would’ve stayed in bunk D.S second half, but he didn’t because”……
CC Izzy KrasnowCC Ari SlomovicsShmuli BergerA.Y CohenMordechai ElyDani FreundBozee FreidmanYisroel Meir JacobsenMenachem Dovid KleinmanYehoshua LudmirYakov ManelaYehuda MillerMordechai MinkoffShimmy SchreiberDovid Yaakov SinnreichMichoel SontagBenzion SpiraCamper ShinamonTzvi Gold-

May have demoted Tzvi from G-O-L-D J.R J.R, and always wanted to
know WHAT WAS GOING OOONNNNN! #SHTELLMEHOOOOOOCK!
Took over and DOMINATED, and is a great Met fan shoulder to cry upon
#THLOMOOOOOOOO!!!!
Was too intimidating with his batting gloves and Batman hat #ManningBrothers

His high-top cleats and wooden bat were too cool #Shortstop
Was gonna form his own bunk with Minkoff #Radio #3Straight
Wouldve made Tzvi work out #6Pack
Tzvi is a natural long stop and Bozee learnt to dominate the position this
summer #WHATSGOINOOONNN?! #3Straight
Wears the Cespedes sleeve to all sports #FlossPicks
#SickPitcher #3Straight
Wasn’t funny even though he was HUMOROUS! #ImSoFreeeem!
Bought a Stoudemire jersey after he retired #ISSABELA! #3Straight
Would’ve then stayed in bunk Tes Vov #OneHandedBuzzer
Tzvi was too scared of his head staff radio #PunchballHomer #3Straight
Was a cool “DUDE” #79
Was the Rosh Yeshiva of Bunk D.S #Victory
Was gonna take over mountain biking and force Tzvi to come #FisherOrTrek?

Tzvi wouldve pronounced it “Speera” #CocoaClub
Shinamon told Tzvi he was gonna be co’s with him #HowManyJ.C’s?
Was going to stay, but got sick of all the Romimu jokes #NotF-A-T!

FIRST AND SECOND HALF BUNK TES ZAYIN- Be it 1, 2, or 3 halves in a row (wow!) it’s been an absolute pleasure being with you
guys, we had a great time! Please keep in touch during year! #TesZayin

Ari

Izzy

347-641-6683

516-666-2986

counselor
YISROEL
LEVIN

YUD ZAYIN

counselor
ELI
MILLER

The Oilim HaTeirah is doing Gantz Shtark Gevuldik because...
Yisroel Levin
Eli Miller
Moishe Goldstein
Mendy Leshkowitz
Moishe Kohn

is by far the handsomest counselor in camp, it's not even a shailah! The petting zoo is closed,
so MEEEEEHHHHHH!
is a total zeesekait, don't let the beard fool you! Sheker hachein... But where is the mustache???

poshit has more cheftzas nailed up in his cubicle than me. Nu? Does the construction ever end?
mamash scrubbed a monkey, was there really a tzarich to do that in my cubicle?
doesn't own a beged that doesn't say “Cleveland” on it, yes, even his zukken! Emmm, zug mir,
would that sheigitz, what's his name? LeBron? Yea, LeBron, would he have a shirt that says “Kohn”
on it?
Tzvi Rosenshein
bites his toenails b'kvius, and at least once a week has KD days, ich vais vuss.
Eli Katz
is a shtark rayah that lamaisah Passaic isn't ungantzen shver. (Ober nuch aleh maisehs it is duch
shver).
Menachem Zaks
is ah tayereh yidel who settled in our bunkhouse. Ah gruysah dahnk for gracing us with your
Pringles.
Tuli Goldschmidt
has echt pajama minhagim. What's pshat in the pencil?
Shea Bergman
didn't want to be best in bunk. V'kach haveh.
Hanoch Wagschal
wanted a Leben. He has walkie talkies and more videos than Rabbi Friedman, (grada where does
that footage even go?? FBI???). He takeh also knows who's putting on sweatpants.
Chaim Zwick
is unzereh very own head staff member, or lechol hapochois the gabbai of Avi Schillit... Chaim,
efsher you could shtell me eppes a shvitz shmatah? You know, vi azuy m'reeft ah "Rally Towel"?
Elyakim Getzel Gelbard roshei teivois: EGG, has more sports equipment than the shack! Takeh Getzel rhymes with pretzel.
Tzvi Edelstein,
(grada it's more yeshivish if pronounced Eidleshtain.) uses his gabbai voice. Sha!!
Avi Lichtschein
is bakant in ALL the hock! Like when we're going to Niagara. Or when the 7th grade Olympics are.
Or who the color war generals are. (Shmez and Shuie?) Avi, stick to the perpy noises!
Zevi Sprei
is a panim chadush from veretzky, a shtark huysafah to the chevrah!
Eliyahu Meisels
is still Elya Junior, zait mir moichel, but please be masbir the dimyin, I don't really hear so shtark the
tzushtell.
Shoutout to our 1st halfers:
Zevi Weinberger,
a MVP gamur!
Avrami Lenorowitz,
a boss she'ain kamoyhu who would frequently ask me how I came to be so good looking, and
always wanted to mess!
Ari Kravitz,
a major zeesekait, who could shtell a few muyredigeh accents, particularly the farshideneh Brittish
dialects! What is FNV??? Ask Nosson Halbertal, who is a Tzadik Yesod Oilam ever since he took
you on the roller coasters! I'm so happy you now respect and admire him!
S'hut mir mamash vai geteen not having you all in my bunk second half!!
Major major shoutout to Avromi Schron for being the most amazing JC ever! It was so fun working with you, even if it meant
accepting that I am not the true owner of my iPod, Or whistle, Or speaker, Or... The list goes on!!! Whatever, what's mine is
yours and what's yours is yours!! You're the best!!!!
Bunk yud gimmel/yud zayin, you guys were clearly the best bunk in the seventh grade division!! Every one of you individually
is awesome in your own way, even if you happened to be a Torah Temima boy! (Thank goodness for the veretzkiers and the
YTV boys!!) And together you were an amazing crew! The bunks achdus was unparalleled and I was so proud to be involved!!
Shabbos and all the zemiros were a whole new level, I hope you take my arm waving dances home with you! Thank you for
being quiet in the bunk Shabbos afternoon so I could sleep. Ok, realistically, thank you for CONSIDERING being quiet, it's
really the thought that counts!!!Thank you all for the best summer of my life!!
Please stay in touch! 516.787.1128!! I am notoriously bad at picking up phones and staying in touch with people, but keep
trying!! Can't wait to see you all next summer in Camp Agudah Jerusalem!!! ...Yisroel Levin
Guys, thank you all for such an amazing half!! I had such a great time with you guys, every day was a party! Please
K.I.T.! 347.439.0153!! ...Eli Miller

counselor
AARON
HERZBERG

YUD CHES

counselor
mike
RABINOWITZ

Rabbi Karfiol, Rabbi Neiman, R’ Herby, and Reb Shimon Newmark got demolished and destroyed in an epic water fight battle because…..
Aaron Matisyahu “Totty” Herzberg …. Oakohwannaloogy, whos your totty, YFR!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! Has the best chavrusa in the world!!!
Michael “Mikey” Rabinowitz…………...Has an epic beard, has the best cubicle in camp,back arm squish, oo ooo ooo cream cheese, darchei
Bentzy “The Crusher” Adler ………………always won mercy, was always shmoooozing, was the king of handball, was the handcrusher of the century,
wanted to do the grand bechina, owned back-up center, and said krias shema al hamita every night.
Matisyahu “Maximum” Bertram……..had the best chin ever, never went to sleep, kept to the four rules (or else…), had great back arm squish, was
a great tree in the play, and was the best beatboxer ever (if mike didn’t hog the mike).
Beinish “JC/Commissioner/General” Draizin……..was too busy knowing french, acting, looking up,cleaning the bunk, screaming “HERZBERG”, shtelling fresca and herring, annoying gaby, and sleeping in the cubicle. Oh, and red rageous-ly being the only dainish.
Pinny “Jersey” Herzka…..was too busy taking 8th grade stats, knowing all the hock, owning up all the basketball courts, getting thrown up by zemiros, demolishing the grand bechina, and winning awards for watching affl.
Chaim Baruch “The Reader” Ilowitz…….was playing slide during zemiros, laughing constantly, asking mike to help him up to stand on a bench,
having an awesome mustache, borrowing phones and just being tremendously awesome.
Leib “Neck Hurts” Nekritz….. was back arm squishing, zemiros shoving, phone borrowing on the way to Shacharis, “I haven’t seen you in such a
long time”-bear hugging, breaking rule number 6, and having the most bugs by his bed.
Shabsi “Hiss-Shabsi Malachim/Shabsi Yerushalayim” Ostreicher……had a very expensive guitar, had a crazy flashlight war with Totty and Stef, borrowed Stef’s ds, was the greatest backup center in history backing up centers, was cousins with Totty, and left early.
Binyomin “Ben/B.O./Staff/Paltiel” Ostreicher……was in a staff meeting, was by Ari Slomowitz’s table, was biting others and getting bitten by others, was wearing a superbowl shirt, was cousins with Shabsi, was rocking his eighteen pairs of sneakers, and running off to Orlando.
Pinny “The P” Perlstein…..was wondering what’s gonna be with you??, never cleaned under his bed, was always the first to wake up, wanted to
continue tournaments, and read one chapter a night.
Gavriel ”Gaby/The Gab-ster/Gabi/Gabby” Prag……….was engaged in a non-eating (only on fast days), always sleeping (except at night), croc wearing (unless they’remissing), angry facing, springy chair bouncing, best league team captain-age having situation. And “get out of my life”!
Yosef “Sure” Schoor…………..was the league team rocker, was getting his salami sliced in the kitchen, had an epic white fridge, is an epic speech
writer, read about the rebbe, chilled-zich, ate during bentching, and shtelled massive amounts of beef jerky.
Dovi “The Greatest” Schron ……………..was a massive Mets fan, thought he owned the fridge, is cousins with Shloimy and Avrumy and Zevy and
Moishe and Yehudah and Tuli, had too much Shabbos lamp drama, always carried a bentcher,
R’ Moishe “The Grandson” Sherer……………… always wore his sport glasses, had endless supplies of chocolate, helped with the color war decorations, tried swimming in the pond by the bunk picture, always started the we know where its flocking chant, and left his lamp on the entire night.
Yehuda Steffield” Stefansky………...... caused massive ruckus with his tent, never came late to shacharis, ate up the grand bechina, hooked up the
epic sushi, and was a great actor in the play (even though his tent was way better).
Yehuda “Floor” Warman………………. Shtelled pizza for the bunk, was the best dancer ever, played despite his injuries, best davener ever, Y.F.R.
(A.K.A. deracheha-_________-noam), Olympic bunkhouse floor swimmer, had 85 bajillion things on his bed, and rocks backup beatbox squeaky
noise action.
Mordechai Aryeh “Wassy” Wasserlauf- had a great afro, loved hockey, won leagues first half, got out of bed at the last second (and miraculously
always made it to shachris on time), and wished he had his own kosherphone.
Shmaya “Little Wise Guy” Weiss- was energetically being wise, was an amazing barefoot barbaric barbarian in the first half oar grand play, missed
three weeks, was always pumping it up, and was checking out the infirmary.

counselor
AVI
GELFAND

YUD TES

counselor
ARI
SCHEFF

Bunk Yud Tes will always be friends, but will never go to sleep at night because..
CC- Avi Gelfand
CC- Ari Scheff

Will come on time, and will stop showing ……..ism (wink wink)
Can stop bugging about his slides (can never be too careful), will shump out the worst times

Yitzhak Elnadav
Dovi Geizhals
Shua Greenman
Avi Gruen

Can’t stop squishing the back of peoples arms, can’t get enough of Mordechai Shapiro
Can’t stop pinching Gelf’s cheeks, might actually wear his tefillin till the end of davening

Naftoli Hoffman
Nesanel Isaak
Baruch Mendelovitz

Will always be bundled up, will always cover his ears from the speakers
Is a huge Manchester United supporter, will bolt the back door closed so light won’t come in

Can’t get away from Ari Feinstein, can’t stop emitting exotic screeching sounds from hismouth
Will always be there to bentch for camp, looks good in a peanut butter rice crispy beard
Will always conveniently become thirsty for a soda right after curfew, will always be a
Romimu boy at heart
Simcha Merenstein
Tremendously overrated the 8th book, “BIG FAN” of Waterbury
Fullie Moller
Has 8 Cruz jerseys, is a shpitzy Lakewood boy
Alli Roberg
Is as strong as 10 regular men, if he can’t do it….GREAT!
Jack Rosenblatt (splats) Will finally understand Moller’s conversation, really enjoys his walks with Chuni
General Rubinstein
Will stop making Gelf feel bad about breaking his glasses, will stop being so good at football
#Odell
Motty Septimus (septy) Will get along with Ari Feinstein, will learn how to read
Shlome Tress
Prefers dougies over crunchies, is always too tired for a night time football catch, pounds fries
at 3am
Binyomin Tress
Has the most tremendous handshake (not much hand) with Gelf, is underrated epic dancer
Yitzy Waldman
Will stop making Gelf worried sick and stop leaving camp, wont invite Gelf and Scheff to his
Bar Mitzvah
Lt. General Willner
Will finally get over that there was a grasshopper on his covers and sleep in his bed,

counselor
Moshe “Mo”
BERGER

CHOF

counselor
CHAIM
GELBERMAN

Camp Chof #bnosboys rocks because…
CC- Mo Berger

Originally from Mexico, looks like the camp crew guy, revolutionized benching. And yes CJ is older
#LUBAB

CC- CJ Gelberman

Loves beating 13yr olds at volleyball, don’t even think about looking at his knee he might faint
#hinthint

Simcha Braunstein

Why you hating on my middle name? #Gadol

Chaim Feder

Ben Harav Feder, requested to be in the same bunk as his powerade bottle

Shmuel Feuer

Gets a “P” for punctual and loooves his tefillin #packages #hodu

Pinchas Fried

Nooo! Stamp that foot! Is crashing weeds wedding

Yehuda Leib Ginsburg

The coco club master #respectearned

Mayer Goldfeder

Only 7th grader who makes your zaidys suspenders look good #tipofthehat

Ahron Golding

Yes, I’m related to CDG, Ding, Eli, and the Golding in Winnipeg, Altoona and the Golding in….

Dovid Tzvi Goodman

I’m a Bnoseinu Boy not a Bnos!!

Zelig Heller

Is one of the boys!! Is somehow related to Rabbi Heller…

Eliyohu Kahn

Is Chaim Berlin royalty #nicesleeve

Yaakov Newmark

Shimon Newmark’s nephew IS NEVER BORED! #waterhiking

Shmuli Scherman

Has something to do with Feldheim publishing, right? #confectionarysugar

Chaim Yehuda Schwartz

Let’s go Yankees!! #2 #billbuckner

Yechiel Weichbrod

Why in the world do you like parsnip ice cream?! #shabboskugel

Benny Wolf

Can I borrow your phone, my fathers in Thailand…..

counselor
SHLOIMY
SCHRON

CHOF ALEPH

Junior counselor
ZEVI
GOLDSCHMIDT

This line got censored because…

C- Shloimy Schron

Was busy with his drone ,veahavta, 7 pairs of shades, cups by seuda, popcorning at night, 3pc
suit, trim beard, furry hoodie, Bluetooth speaker, and missing fridge.

Jc- Zevi Goldschmidt

Zevi Jc part 4, U SHAaaaaVED!! Rocked first base on the team, propeller hat, shades, beat Romimu,
Ostreicher!! Which one?:) drivethrough, why #17?, Joro chup, Riiight! Shimon-Zevi-Shimon (#3Jc’s), shoe
store, regents in Kiamesha, cough laugh, shtell me hock, rocking 2 nd cousins (mosh, dov’s), whats going
on? Avromy reffing ABBL, Dooooove!! Floor! (yes you walman) who’s tent?!? Hertzberg!! Fly guitar
swatter- Muktzah! Mahapecha, #2runhomerun, Schron 2.0, #maxbday, avocado with crunch, wilners
“good” at sports. Shout out to my best shortstop, Meir Laniado! USHAaaaaVED!!
Thanks guys for everything!!

Reuven Atias

Was becoming a big air freshener hookup #SEFARDI

Aharon Shaul Feigenbaum

Was shrieking too much and has too much tradition soup

Moshe Fishelis

Is a Chaim Berliner and has a chashuva Rav

Yaakov Fruchthandler

Was busy cleaning my cubicle and is getting best in bunk

Yisroel Meir Greisman

Was working in the office and is a real Mir bochur

Yehuda Itzckowitz

Will keep guarding the house and come back the whole summer next year

Yehuda Aryeh Jacobi

Has the coolest glasses in camp and will stay the whole summer

Moshe Klein

Got to go to the canteen during the night

Leiby Mutterperl

was busy playing punchball

Yarom Olshteyn

Never missed cocoa club and shacharis

Eli Rechnitz

Went to bed on time and will move to L.A.

Yehuda Schlesinger

Wishes he was an American and got to use my ipod

Yosef Teitelbaum

Became the doctor for Ruach Country instead of Oorah

Shloimy

Zevi

646-584-9230

646-866-1676

8 TH GRADE DIVISION
To the 8th grade division,
As you sit down to read your yearbook let's take a moment to reflect on the
awesome summer we just finished. I say this without the slightest doubt in the
world. You guys are the greatest division in Camp Agudah history! Each one of
you campers are really amazing. All you guys really came through big time. I truly
think that this was the greatest summer ever!! The trips we went on from bowling on the first night of camp to Aquatopia, sonny’s place, six flags New England,
Fishkill sports club, funplex and Kalahari indoor water park were absolutely
amazing (thank you Rabbi Schillit). The activities in camp from leagues to bikes,
ropes, hiking, swimming, archery etc.
especially the amazing ABBL the activities were really something special this
year .You made it happen!! How could I leave out Shabbos in camp? What an uplifting experience. From the Shabbos Gadol to the zemiros by the great shalosh
seudos and all that’s in between, Shabbos in camp is really magical. I could go on
and on about how great a summer we had and how great camp is, but the truth is
nothing would be possible without you the GREATEST CAMPERS AND STAFF
IN THE WORLD!! I want to thank the staff and campers of the 8th grade division for giving me such an amazing summer. I am certain that each and every one
of you came out of summer 2016 with some great memories. As you start the
next part of your journey I hope you take those awesome memories with you
through the long winter and use it to help you grow into the great person you can
be.
Remember always think positive, look up and remember you are a true RUACH
COUNTRY BOY!!!
Have an awesome year!!

A.Z. Herby

counselor
HILLEL
GREISMAN

CHOF BAIS

Junior counselor
AVROMY
SCHRON

Tznius we love it every single day, were into the way we dress ooh ooh, ooh ooh
C- Hillel Greisman
Jc- Avromy Schron

Yehuda Aryeh
Yehuda Biberfeld (Frischman)
David Davidov (Frischman)
Aharon Elbaz
Dovid Fink
Aharon Fox
Elozor Frischman
Mordechai Frischman
Gavriel Moshe Ganger

Played basketball once. Pounds TUMS, is the bunk pod supplier, wears a shirt
always, actually there was that one time
Underrated member of the DS club, sleeps in his suit, happy ya’alozu day, is the
baseball guy
Injury prone, a proud member of the DS club, wears his right sock higher than his
left when he plays basketball
Keeps shabbos, Bibi Netanyahu,always answers the question he was asked must be
smart cuz hes going to philly
Daaaave! All lives matter, his aunt married who?!! Never had to sleep on the porch,
speaks russian
Elbows, sambusak, practices ropes course ball every night so he can get good, leeayaff!

Brick and a half, brother makes cholent in chofetz chaim, did NOT drop an entire
case of Mt. Dewon someones bed
Has a special shelf for his slides, is Aaron Greenbergs pen pal, proud member of the
DS club, cheesy shirts
Hair up, will always be a ruach country boy, best alarm clock ever (seriously dude
youre so clutch, thanx a million)
Cleans his slides, hair down, Ari Scheff, makes davening way more enjoyable for his
neighbors, prank calls
Major ices hook up, looks older than his older brother, got a free t-shirt from
someones b-Day

Dovid Zev Glucksman
Chaim Halbertal
Shimmy Hartman

Will give away all his possesions for dougies, is part of the MTJ society but lives in seagate

Aryeh Jurkowitz (Frischman)
Yehuda Mandel
Moshe Dovid Manella
Moshe Pearl

My pillow, underrated bookworm, lives in Queens, does that Persian accent thingy, Jerky

Semi member of the DS club, got crossed over, is scared of bugs, loves camp plays
Lost his hat, then found it but lost his jacket sleeve, knows hebrew, member of the
DS club, you used to call me on my cell phone

Yehuda number three, how’d you come up with grizzly?
Member of the DS club, vanilla
Plays with that high past, is Reuven’s brother, is a total morning person, moves with
efficiency
Shmuel Yosef Pluchenik (Frischman) Dude what’s with the random infections, gloves in the summer, gum for breakfast,
didn’t deserve the technical or did he?
Chananya Simcha Sandel
Massive Yankees fan, in the MTJ society, is a great grandson of R’ Moshe

counselor
DOVID
DAVIDOWITZ

CHOF GIMMEL

Junior counselor
YOSSI
AKERMAN

Besides Moderation, Fundamentals, Lack of indecisiveness and ruining the benching song
the Key point in_____’s summer was______
C- “Ditchy” Davidowitz
Jc- Yossi Akerman
Moshe Blumstein
Shimmy Brodt
Chananya Egert
Hillel Gold

Ezzy Goldberg
Baruch Grossberger
Yehuda Himy
Chaim Kamenetzky
Avi Moseson
Leib Shafer
Kalman Weber

Moderating the bunks fundamental’s with extreme lack of decisiveness while
ruining the benching song
Shtelling hock with the bunk when he’s not busy shaking tables
His morning quacks, blackmailing Ditchy and earning legendary status by eating
croutons in hot sauce #flougies
Bickering with Chananya over nothing and ensuring equal rights amongst all
people even the minorities of us that aren’t overweight
Bickering with Shimmy over nothing, chilling with D’niel and discovering Gold Bond

Eating that infamous pre-running brownie bar, enjoying ice cold water on ice
cold every morning. And getting mixed up which bed is his and which is Ezzy’s
#crunchycoke
Not messing with the bro code, ensuring we will always have an Ezzy even
though he’s a little young and getting a 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8…etc. #outranbyditchy
Wearing light up sneakers, eating grilled cheese for breakfast, lunch and supper
and his slumber party
Hiding his musical talents
Sneaking an extra soda and making sure to keep his fingers protected
WHAAAAAAAT! OH! Sleeping through tornadoes, hurricanes, earthquakes and
Yossi’s shaking of the table
Cleanup, making his siyum and getting legendary status by the first BBQ #11
Making sure everyone calls him Walman Keber and having timed early nights

Thank you guys, you were all epicly amazing, fundamentally inspiring and always sock changing. Hatzlacha in mesivta and don’t forget when the going gets tough just yell
“OY VEY! RIBOINOI SHEL OLAM!!”

Ditchy

Yossi

917-538-1116

415-737-9025

counselor
ARYEH
KAMELHAR

CHOF DALED

Junior counselor
YITZCHOK
FRISCHMAN

If __________lived in Flatbush then……..

C- Aryeh Kamelhar
JC- Yitzchok Frischman

Cutest teddy bear/baby/puppy, bought shorts, cattle car, isn’t sure
why he isn’t on bball team, maxes out at 5 pushups!
Shtell me hock! Voice message to Leni, will realize 8th grade is more
chilled than 7th

Shimmy Benedek
Sruli Blatt
Binyamin Chetrit
Efraim Fireworker
Meir Fishelis
Yehuda Greenberg
Yosef Chaim Rechnitz
Yosef Rosenberg

Would miss cocoa club and talk during davening #joro

Shmuel Shapiro
Moishe Sherer
Shlomo Sorotzkin

Wont be related to everyone in camp, will get us hooked up in maintenance

Yosef Dov Tress
Yechiel Zisowitz

Lives in Flatbush, will sing a a song without getting screamed at #magician
Will shteig in Darchei, his counselors will be able to pronounce his name #siach
His head wont be hurting him, will stop bopping tress’s matress #waterboss

Lives in Flatbush, lost 35lbs #itsnothingpersonalimjustachaimberliner

Will always be a ruach country boy
Will willfully wake up for shacharis, tent clearly didmt work out #relatedtorabbibelsky

Will stop harmonizing everybody (p.s. sounds very good), wont
annoy rechnitz #benedekduringdavening
wont have so many cousins in camp, pink tyros, actually (almost) owns camp #prez

Will get up on the benches by zemiros, wont be talking about being
on the best league team
Owns the camp, will take off that ridiculous sleeping yarmulke #eli
Wont have enough dips to supply the bunk, wont be in aryehs bunk
both halves #glattgourmet

counselor
ELI
SCHLOSSER

CHOF HAY

Junior counselor
ASHI
SHARF

If bunk Chof Hay would be able to add something to camp, then ____would add

C- Eli Schlosser
Jc- Ashi Sharf

Would work out every night, would chill with the bunk #censored
Will be a boss, will do curfew/wake up, will have the bunk by zemiros, brush his
hair. B.F.A. do 3rd activity, and campers will ref and counselors will play

Sruli Altman
won’t
Yehuda Bash
Avi Galinsky
Eli Goldstein
camp
Yisroel Meir Greenspan

Will be in the Lakewood bunk, carry his J-pod all day, will have a 6 inch brush,
have to wear white shirts or long pants by davening
Will have voice lessons, will have “boots” for the rain, will be a mime comedian
Certified “broomer” in camp, listen to Harry Potter on his I-pod
P.Y.B for B.Y.B….pick your bunk. 2hr hibernation time, score the most points in
(you know what type of points), and football every day, six pack with no brace
Shiurim on Moshiach, hire a caretaker for the S.B.C and check on his donkey till
it comes
Would have DS time, only day leagues (and not even that), everyone will follow
him verbatim, a bottle of Snapple, building sinks, stop signs as activity
#fishtanks #bunkpolitician #vintageklepfish #kaminetz
Office boy, Erev Shabbos phone calls, 8:00 would be on time to davening,
shower by night, music my meals
Campers can have phones, front line in volleyball, call his counselor by his first
name
Be on Machina schedule, not lose his hat, have his own wash and dryer
A 2 day water hike with R’ Halbertal, have a library in the bunkhouse
Good Shabbos on Tuesday, and every other day, Mashiachs partner in arrival,
“the Snapple bottle of Moshiach”, rock carver, have his own chasidus, knows
when to exit
#voltage undefeated in leagues, will own a bowling alley, own a real volleyball

Duvid Kar
Ezra Klepfish
Aryeh Lesser
Eli Liberman
Azriel Silber
Laivie Silber
Motty Steinmetz

Ezriel valt

counselor
SHOLOM EZRA
“shMez”
LEVENSON

CHOF VOV

Junior counselor
YISROEL AHARON
KAUFMAN

Bunk Chof Vov has their own porch and always has lights out 1st because…….

C- Shlomo Ezra “Shmez” Levenson

Needs more room for sticker’s #silverspring #oy

JC- Ari Kaufman

Biggest tayva for sleep

Eliyahu Braunstein

Do you know what uncle Georgie told me????

Avrohom Friedman

Water hiking! “scared of bugs”! iPod!

Eliezer Moshe Gottlieb

Water hiking great talent jumping on the benches

Chesky Green

Stayed up all night after the fast claims couldn’t fall asleep

Shloimy Hirsch

A minski boy! Stop reading!

Dovid Meir Kaplowitz

DMK all the way!

Moshe Chaim Respler

Drayfa! Are you a monkey or a donkey!

Shmuli Septimus
Jpod!

“Thinks he could do what he wants because daddy” watter hiking!

Yosef Dovid Silberstein

HOW!?? Way too much pickles

Yehoshua Turkel

Lower east side chill “cubicle”

Michael Weingarten

“Dr. levenson & dr. Weingarten” / am Yisroel chai smid!

Taken at 4am

counselor
EPHRAIM
SLOMOVICS

CHOF ZAYIN

Junior counselor
DOV
FEIGENBAUM

The grass is green and the sky is blue not because of inspectors but because…….
C-Ephraim SlomovicsJC- Dovi FeigenbaumAhron BermanChaim Danzger-

Yossi EcksteinAvrohom EisenElazar EisenstienNachom EpsteinBinyomin HorowitzYisrolie JanklowiczLeibi LebowitzYosef LevYossi NeuhausEliezer ObermeisterHirshy SchiffenbauerYair SchorrMoshe ShwartzReuven ShindlerAvraham SilberYitzchok Zafir-

Can never get enough breakfast, Is Finally on senior hill, Won OAR, and
is captain of the baseball team
Always manages to get the best leauge team, and will be 8th grade CO’s
with CZF next year
Will get to choose which league team he gets traded to
Didn't give up a hit in the 1st half World Series, and was MVP of the ABBL
championship game
Will welcome his new neighbor in Marine Park
Will be in charge of cleanup every day
Izzy’s BIB, has an awesome cheer and won't be shy in Babad anymore
Will have a DS rematch with Slomo and win, and hire crafty at his next
siyum
Will Join Masmidim, and not let them wear Tiro’s
Will make sure there are no more then 6 guys on an ABBL team
Will have a lot of cold water in Engelwood and always be Jumpman boys
With Slomo
Thinks he's still in Akerman’s bunk, and is good at keeping secrets
Will invent a (AHL) Agudah Hockey League, and insert hockey in Leagues
Will make an amazing library in camp, and talk to Dovi in CB
ITS NOT FAIR CUZ WE GOT HIRSHY, and knows he's a good kid
Thought he was in Professor Trelawneys bunk, while pounding Hawaiian
Punch
Will join AFFL next year, and win the championship
Is bungalow boys with Slomo and finally won an ABBL game
Stayed in Dovi’s bunk for more then 5 days, and has the best bed in the
bunk
Will be able to use the top screen, and then you must fear the beard

counselor
AARON
GREENBERG

CHOF CHES

Junior counselor
MOSHE TZVI
EISENSTEIN

When Moish is on the team…
C- Aharon Greenberg

Jc- Moshe T. Eisenstein

Yosef Braunstein
Yehuda Cohen
Chaim Donat
Eli Engel
N.D. Finkelstein
Eli Goldschmidt
Binyomin Gottleib
Yehoshua Gutman
C.N. Hager
Shloimy Kahan
C.D. Kelman
Y.Y. Kenig
D.J. Michaeli
Doni Mintz
Sruli Perl
Chesky Rosenfeld
Yehuda Schlissel
Nachman Schlosser
Duvy

Gets chicken wings from Shapiro, best shot on the team, best counselor in
camp. Late night playing basketball, still chilling with poopy (cousin)
#biggestchillers #westpark #luxor #israel #R’asherweiss #Israelileaguetshirt
#haveagreatyear,everythingshouldbewellchill,learnhard
#redface #5bottlesofdeoderant #4thtimejc
#stillthinkshecanbeatahronatbasketball #hisporsche #onthestaffteam
Mayo won’t be frozen #shtultzy
Bother will finally have a beard, card tricks, #shwekeysnephew #kenigcuz
Actually be good at 3DS, stop knocking off side mirrors #DD #wylerices
He’ll wear a streimel made out of birds nest
He’ll eat 5 bowls of soup on Friday night. Be part of maintenance
Stop poking on sides, actually have a bunk hockey game
Sell his nosh to the canteen, be in camp for a month straight #sleepdressing
Father will come to waterpark, finally dry off #gonets #redcheeks
Fancy Shabbos sandwich, DS, Prada bag #longbeach
Order more water, stop erasing numbers from moishs phone #masmidimshabbosshacharis

Finally understand the difference between harry and yeshivish #bunkroshhayeshiva

Start hitting 3 pointers #cohenscuz #hotglasses #awsomecaedtricks
Always be a METS fan #uncleDJ #sssshhhh #mashgiach
He’ll be jumping on benches, dance at concerts with Prada shoes and Ferragamo

“pumped it up” #screeching #imitating
Birthday is tomorrow #redvelvetoreoes, he’ll have his own shelves
He’ll play his own “cool” music all day on his cool Bose
Stop popping waterbaloons on his head #napkinfetish #longbeach
Pie in his face #bestchavrusa moishs bed, suspenders, fish
#1stoverallpickinAFFL #morris
#3DS #waterfights #tuligoldstein #yoeli Isaak #jsschwartz #simchasleepinginhisowncubicle
#moishontheteam #dovidgold #shloimecytryn #BD #hilchoslashonharaatnight

counselor
ZALMAN
KRASNOW

CHOF TES

Junior counselor
CHAIM
FEIGENBAUM

“ALL ZEH PARTY PEOPLE LET ME SEE YOU MOVE!!!!”
C- Zalman “Z-man” Krasnow “Cuz I’m dancing like I used to know….” #yofitofi #eizehyy
Jc-Chaim “Zanvil” Feigenbaum No line-he’s by the scores table
Shuie Bergman
Chaim Dov “CDB” Bienstock
Moshe Dov Eherenberg
Rephael “Ralph” Englard

Nossi Finkelstein
Efraim Herzka
Mordy Himy
Bentzion Lasker
Meyer Lehrer
Yosef Neiman
Naftali Oldak
Moishy Schuck
Ari Schuck
Yehuda Leib Stefanksy
Yehuda Leib Stefanksy
Moshe Taub
Dovid Wohlgemuth

“AO AO…” Will follow through on his promise to bring celebrities

Couch potato, will direct a documentary on D-day
#siach, go get ‘em in YFR!
Oh where do I start, the prisoner, the chasiddish guy from
Camp Pupa #fleishigs, the hick family father-son relationship,
best night of the summer, you’re a good sport
#olympicswimming
Knows that it’s never time to take off a MGM robe, still
waiting for mine #zebo
Hashi not Ralph, you owned face on the water hike
The co-partner of the “geshmake guy” line no matter what
anyone says
Geshmake guy
What was the meshoririm doing there?
Coast guard plates, landscaping, will take over St. Lawrence
Is very into his Yankees pillow
Will keep his hands down on the video, and no gestures to
rebbi #vanwinkle
Very enjoyable watching surfing with you #bathingsuits
May be lactose intolerant but we’ll never know
May be lactose intolerant but we’ll never know
Has to hear Himy tell everyone they are cousins
Will walk down to his Chupa with a t-shirt that says “Own you” etc.

9TH GRADE DIVISION
So Teity is down my back. He wants an article. And he wants it now! And you don’t mess with Teity. So here goes.
Now, this article thing is hard. Because where do you start? So much happened in the two months that we were in camp. So
should we start by talking about the AFFL? The Shabbos seudos? The learning? Color War? OAR? And the list goes on
and on. Like I said, soooo much has happened that it’s hard to put it into words. So I won’t.
Now, before Teity gets all mad at me let me explain. You see, I’m not gonna ignore the great Teity and skip the whole writing thing. (See first paragraph.) But I won’t try to recap the whole summer either. It’s just too much. Instead I’ll just let
my mind wander a bit… and think back… and remember the good times we’ve had…
So here goes…
I remember right at the beginning of the summer when it all started. We were all new and before we even had a chance to
introduce ourselves we were out bowling on our first trip! That’s what we call the “jump-right-in” beginning. I mean, I barely knew your names and you were still trying to figure out what Senior Hill guys are supposed to be doing and there we wererolling out of camp a few hours after we got here. Yeh, I remember that.
I also remember how energetic all you guys were getting out to those activities every day after learning Torah never ended!
Which reminds me of my best investment that I ever made. $7.86. For a super activity starter. Strictly used to give chizuk to those who still felt too much in the learning groups mode to go out to the fields to battle out the activities. Which
brings to mind leagues.
Leagues started on the first Erev Shabbos in camp. Well, almost! But regardless of when they actually started, the leagues
brought the activities to a “whole nudda level” (as they used to say in the not so very distant past)!
So with leagues a’happenin’ and AFFL a’knockin’ we thought that we had just about maxed out when we found ourselves
a’rooooolin’ to Niagara Falls on the grand ninth grade trip! First we traveled a few hours to hear the famed Rabbi Lax deliver his one-of-a-kind sermon. Then came davening, breakfast (with donuts!), mini water park (Starbucks?!), Get Air Buffalo,
Maid of the Mist, WHIRLPOOL JET, BBQ in the park, night falls run-around, and back for go-karting as we were left breath
a’gaspin’ and a’wondrin’ what else Rabbi Avi Shillit could possibly have dreamed up for us?! (Did I mention crutches?)
And then came the Gatorade bottles. Critics thought that the AFFL could not possibly get any better but then along came
Rabbi, Avi, Shillit (last three words to be read out loud and slowly in the niggun that is accepted in camp) and said, “Uh uh!”and along came those bottles and brought a whole new professional dimension to the game! AFFL truly was amazing down to
the super bowls of trip one and trip two…!
Which reminds me of the Cantata! [Please bear in mind that this article does not have to have any real flow to it. It’s just
how things go when one thinks back and plops them on paper with Teity down one’s back and stuff.] Which, in turn, reminds
me of the plays. (Amazing how memories go!) Which reminds me of course of the skits. So many performances in one summer. Not to mention two magic shows. The sports place with the sauna and the pool and the shvitz and counselors verse
campers basketball game and the racket ball, Aquatopia, Funplex, Kalahari- the list goes on and on! And, how can we not
mention the buses?! No! Not the buses that got lost/broke down/went back/blew the horn/had no ac/no video! Not even
the buses that left us stranded in Liberty High School! I meant the beautiful brand new buses that took us to Niagara!
Yeh, with the wood trimming and the classy drivers. Those were really something! Just figured I’d mention them.
Ok. This ramble has got to stop somewhere and I think that that time has come. So let me end by saying this: It’s going to
be hard to say good bye to all of you Senior Hillers. I really feel like we’ve become one big Senior Hill family and it’s hard to
leave family behind! So I won’t say good bye at all. Instead I’ll say, “Let’s keep in touch!” And when you’re in the area or
just in the need of a chizuk shpritz please come by or give me a buzz @ @ 732-330- 1785.
Hatzlacha and see you next year in Agudah Yerushalayim!

Sincerely,

Rabbi Septimus

counselor
YEHUDA
KRAMER

LAMED

Why bunk lamed is separate from all other 9th grade bunks
Yehuda Carmel

Elchonon Feiner
Shloime Gitelis
Eliezer Glick
Nuriel Meir Gross
Naftali Gruen
Avromie Hertz
Simcha Kleiman
Moshe Avrohom Liberman
Avraham Lieber
Yossi Ostrovitsky

Shimmy Perl
Zevi Seitler
Tzvi Shipper
Yaakov Moshe Shurkin
Moshe Dovid Steif

Daaaaarrrrrchei Torah best birthday party ever Pinchas
Eissenberg Has sucha cool cuz omg! Best food box in camp
needs to stay away from Ditchy Zalman and all of Yehuda’s
friends
May or may not like granola bars with milk minimum of 5
books a Shaboss and by far the best pound for pound receiver
in AFFL also rjfl much better
Best wakerupper ever the most eloquent speaker in the camp
by far LOVES THE CAMP FOOD just like his counselor
Super excited to make the move to bunk lamed#makingmoves
best balancer ever
A ball of fun always happy loves HaShem
loves light Hashem loves him
Has a quiet cuz in the bunk idk how he deals with him joke
you're both great
Will always be a ruach country boy
The most polite person I've met always positive and trying to
help youre awesome
Will own the shower house will be the new Shwekey just like
Shmeil u don't even know what shippers favorite food is
Has a really cool younger brother loves drinking water and
staying hydrated awesome Mohawk
Beats his counselor loves Coca Cola has the best fan in camp
You can not stop Zevi Seitler or so he says best non pro ball
AFFL player in the history of the AFFL #rjfl is so much better
Kutys cuz best lineman in AFFL way too strong for his counselor take it
easy on the weights

Retired from dos acquis, minimum of 4000 pushups a day just
like his counselor
"When they didn't take stats I had 3 tds a game" lol rjfl has a
cool cuz

To our amazing tenants thanx for all the ruach u add lol fox, Pfeiffer and of course Shua k
(Romanian) u guys rock pleasure having u.
Ps rent is due Pfeiffer
Thank you guys for a awesome half kit

counselor
SHUEY
KRASNOW

LAMED ALEPH
“WHATS GONNA BE WITH YOU?!”
(Special voice required for title)

C- Shuey Krasnow
Yitzchok Barron
Avi Becher
Nachi Berg
Leo Cameo
Simcha Drillick

Imagine if he doesn’t become a doctor? Will hopefully have less campers asking him if he’s general #out2lunch
NHL all-star, hopefully more people will pronounce his name correctly and will stop sleeping through breakfast
Insert funny funny cute cute line here about fishing. “Who’s a good boy?”
Will use his indoor voice and keep secrets well yah secret #Aber
Will find Entemann’s on sale and will give less attitude by wake up
Wont lose his luggage next year! Thanks for the big cleanup and remember big that big things come in small
packages! (You said I can make fun)
Yehuda Friedman
Wow what a summer!! You rocked all those trips and practically became an Olympic swimmer. Keep on smiling
and remember that as always I hate you :)
Chemy Hersko
Owner of a bakery (did you see those goods after the fast?!) and has that Kaminetz shtultz
Motti Kolodny
Loves to kill bugs (special voice required), AFFL superstar who never complains and is currently holding out for a
trade and larger contract
Shua Krasner
He’s gonna ask Rabbi Reisman later, Professional iced-coffee man, will also one day have 3,500 songs on his iPod.
You’re awesome and B.I.B was an easy choice.
Eli Miles
Eli Miles brother of Tuli Miles who give the best reports about Shuey. Will work on his foot
work and become the next Kobe
Yoni “Melman” Nelkenbaum Hopefully not too depressed after complaining about counselor making too much fun of him. BTW the deli roll
rocked
Yehuda Perlstein
Proud member of the Mogul Chabura and remembers “back in the day” when the Perlstein’s
had only 36 #Avil
Moshe Boruch Reich
Who knows his counselor didn’t chill enough with him! Hopefully less time at the
chiropractor. You’re welcome for the cleaners.
Shlomo Rubinstein
Hall of fame lineman of the AFFL who retired in the prime of his career. Will stop imitating
Shuey during davening and stop giggling.
Yaakov Schiller
Will be known as “Schiller the chiller”, get a better league coach, and be in the right place at
the right time #12:30shower
Yehuda Seruya
Worlds greatest DJ (love the speakers), will get rid of that goatee and find less yeshivish bed linen
Ari Toiv
Will tell Shuey when he leaves for Shabbos next time, always looking after Halacha. You rock
and mazal tov on the family Simchos!!
Yehuda Weis
Pablo Picasso did you see the drawings?! Is Max’s favorite nephew
Shloimy Zahav
Will be allowed to fillet fish every night. Has two little clones who visit quite often
Dovid “Zeli” Zelikovych
Wow!! A rough summer between the death of Andrew the plant and those mysterious Friday
nights :) Hatzlacha next year in Clifton

counselor
NOSSON KANNER
YOSSI KOHN

LAMED BAIS

counselor
PINCHAS LEVITIN
NOSSON YEHUDA
TURKEL

Bunk Lamed Bais is and always will be the most AWESOME bunk in
camp because…
D’Niel Cohen
Eli Compton
Yehuda Davidowitz
Yosef Zev Finestone
JA Kamenetsky
Shimi Katz
Mendy Kuntzlinger
Yisroel Meir Mendlowitz
Dovid Phillip
Chaim Rosenbaum

His heart is better than yours
Enjoys eating eggs and hamburgers
Sings, splashes and has a great time at the pool
Always gives amazing concerts
Wakes up early to learn before shacharis
Gives out Shabbos party to everyone
Continues to drink diet Snapple and work
for Avrohom Moishes canteen
Davens and learns like a true Agudah boy
Is always on the blue team for color war
Always walks around with a smile

counselor
YAAKOV
LAX

LAMED DALED
In 20 Years….

C- Yaakov Laxbut
Ari BernsteinMenachem BresslerDovid BrodtDovi Brick-

Yisroel CohenReuvem ElbaumShloimy FriedmanYY GangerMordechai HershkowitzYosef KatzLevy KleinbergYechezkal KrasnerChaim KrausYitzy LevyShimon LundnderYehuda NussbaumYehoshua ShinerDovid SchwartzbergChaim Tzvi WeinbegerShimon ZuckerAaron Tzvi Zoberman-

Will have a full head of hair. He also wanted to write a line about a tree
somebody in camp is related to a tree so the line was censored.
Will always say the right thing at the right time
Will write the rules for the AFFL
Will still be on Shueys league team
Will be the face of heads and shoulders and will have a "the" in his
name just like his father "The Shuey Brick". “Vikarei shmoiy biyisroel”,
dovi the brick
Will be the manager of the Buzz BP
Will still be asking for a Gatorade bottle
Will be known as Cantor friedman for his Musaf davening Skills.
Will overtake Tzemach in the Gedloim Picture business.
Will be known as a Better D lineman than his brother.
Will be a world famous magician
Official candy man for Eli Septimus
Will go by the name “Manny”
Will be a world renowned Singer
Will be known as a founding member of the famed Gershon Boaz
agudah dynasty.
Will write the newsletter with all the right Yeshivishe words.
Will be the first to go to sleep and in charge of coco club
Will still go to sleep in his Cap.
Will officially be known as Schwartzstein
Will look like Lew
Will still be Yaakovs Neighbor
Will be living in Toronto.

counselor
NATI
GURWITZ

LAMED HAY
DITCHY MISSED FIRST HALF BECAUSE..

Michoel Adler

Had the best bday ever #homerun #AFFL trade #cake? and spent 75
bucks in ShopRite
Moishe Dachs
Started the most creative rumors and owns 75 nursing homes
Chaim Mordechai Feifer Got to have Nati for the 2nd time #2nd grade and never rough the
passer
Eliezer Fine
Is a huge Steph Curry fan and made a great trade with Hershkovitz #?!?!
Naftoli Gellis
Knows that Nati owns him #sk40 and has a great imagination #book
Shlomo Ghoori
Has a real eye for horses and had a sick Dougies chill with Nati
Duvi Greenberg
Likes Agudah better than bonim and does a great peter imitation
Bentzion Greenberger Lost his cavs caps #stephsabeast and loves Nati's fan
Shmuly Lerner
Was hilarious by the grand bechina and got into my bunk :):)
Ephraim Levin
Has the best lamp in camp and is sick at prank calls #tyrwhitt
Dovid Neiman
Dave!! Wasn't gonna play AFFL:) and wasn't in Kramer's bunk #kk
Shragie Newhouse
Will now say hi to Nati by Scheiners shul and is the best rotator in
camp
Ari Nussbaum
Is an awesome magician (I still never saw that trick :) and went to
Florida
Eli Salamon
Thinks he knows the maintenance hock and is the best props guy in
camp
Yossi Schonbrun
Doesn't like talking and went over the line :):) #eli
Isaac Schulman
Has the best goatee in camp and started the tattoo chill at funplex
Moshe Schuster
Wanted a shtender and some Dunkin chills Meir Weissman- hooked

UNATTACHED STAFF
o, yes it was an amazing summer. Thanks for asking. In all my fifteen summers in camp this one was obviously the best one (but of course, last year was my
14th summer and that year was the best, and of course two years ago was my thirteenth summer and that was my favorite summer, etc. etc. U get the
picture..). No but really the unattached staff really make the summer. They are the driving force behind camp. In fact during the winter meetings for the
head staff there was talk and speculation that the regular camp would lessen and more unattached staff members would be taken. I mean, one hundred guys is not
enough because we need more. Imagine how much easier the lives of the head staff would be if there were less campers and more unattached staff #TheU members. You see this subject was seriously contemplated by one of the famous meetings which was held in Boro Park in the famous dwelling place of Rabbi Karfiol
where it all goes down. It was definitely a brand new experience for me and Yitzy as this was the first time we were allowed to come into these winter meetings. It’s
almost like the head staff texting group me chat. U must have some type of prestigious or elevated stature to get on it. It’s like Head Staff power rankings. Stage 1: If
U get onto head staff, your prize is a radio, the chance to get fresh hock about who was sent to the head counselors office, which bus can come down for the trip,
and what time Maariv is for 75th time (I believe that’s the trending number) this summer. Incidentally, around two hundred campers are on the same channel listening in and snickering in their bunkhouses. Stage 2: If U are on the head staff team a bit longer as a sophomore U now qualify to get into the super secretive counting
the scores for Color War and OAR meeting. Numbers are flying everywhere, different sides are taken, Elya and Herby are laughing out loud the entire time, and R’
Karfiol and R’ Neiman are laughing inwardly (oh a call just came in…… it’s Mr. Eli Neiman who tells me the years when there was no AC in camp, the social hall was
used as the Shul, the Grand Sing house, the dining room, the Barn, the GAGA night activity, Howie’s hockey game he reffed during Color War, R’ Zishe Heschel’s
bungalow, JORO’s Island, and Simon Shapiro’s white van parking spot, and the years that Gershon Kramer dominated the mountains with his dazzling display of
athleticism on the basketball court) used to win every year. Stage 3: Once U are a real veteran in the Head Staff U get on the group me chat that features R’ Septimus’s humor, books about vampires, and Mosey sarcasm. Al Kol Panim, let’s get back to the subject. We all pile into R’ Karfiol’s humble abode on a cold winter
night in January. R’ Feuer and Mosey in his black minivan from Bayswater (snicker), R’ Septimus, R’ Elya, and R’ Friedman from Lakewood (LOL), and Herby, R’
Neiman, Avi, R’ Dabbah, and R’ Wolf roll in from all over Brooklyn (everyone bow). We are greeted by our amazing Head Counselor Rabbi Karfiol in his dining room
with fresh Carlos and Gabby’s (the one from Cedarhurst, duh, Pashut) spread across the table. Topic of the night: UNATTACHED STAFF. The U. U see the Unattached
staff became so popular over the past few years that it has resulted into an overwhelming amount of applicants that has never been seen before. Everyone wants
to be part of The U. And, as R’ Karfiol and R’ Neiman are explaining to a dumbfounded yet not surprised crowd of head staff members, there are 6th and 7th graders
actually applying for the U. No longer on the application does they say their bunkmate requests rather they state which bunkhouse they want to sleep in. So, concludes the head counselors, there may be an option to actually decrease the number of campers and instead enlarge the Unattached Staff. This is a clip of how the
conversation went:
R’ Karfiol: “We have 250 applicants applying for the Unattached Staff and we have NO BEDS (hands go up quickly and come down to rest on his thighs).”
R’ Neiman: “This may not be such an issue because we can just have T4T, BYB, 123, 456 for these Unattached Staff members. They all show up on time for Davening
and they are ALWAYS by meals so there should not be such a big problem. In fact we must take in Aharon Simcha Bronstein for camp because otherwise I won’t
have a go-to prize for BYB #icedcoffee (yes, for those concentrating at home and wondering if he just mimed a hashtag symbol or if he actually said the word
hashtag, he did very well say the word hashtag and then fist-pumped Herby)”.
R’ Feuer: “You can have as many Unattached Staff members as we want as long as Moishe Krasnow and Akiva Nathan are here to schmooze with. The rest can all
just learn in Bais Raphael and for those who don’t show up I’ll Knas them a Junior Combo or $100 (Hi Moish, Yossi, etc.).”
R’ Karfiol: “There are NO BEDS!”
R’ Wolf: “But you should’ve told me because I already made the activities! Mosey save some pastrami eggrolls for everyone else, thank you!”
Avi: “If we have more unattached staff members we’ll have to pay more money for the busses on the trips as they can only ride in party busses.”
R’ Neiman: “TO THE SHULS, TO THE FIELDS…..”
R’ Karfiol: “NO BEDS!”
R’ Karfiol: “NO BEDS!!”
R’ Karfiol: “NO BEDS!!!”
R’ Karfiol: “NO BEDS!!!!”

UNATTACHED STAFF
Etc. etc. etc.

When all was said and done they decided that the Unattached Staff #TheU would be updated for 2nd half as they are what make the camp tick. Most of you campers don’t realize that and I will tell you how you should because without most of these guys, there is no equipment to play ball with (well, on that note….), no ropes
to swing around on, and no computers to play 2K16 with. So, I am just going to walk you through a regular camp day (obviously not Sundays because that is when
day camp counselors are(n’t) OFF) and you will then find it easy to appreciate these amazing, special, phenomenal, and hard-working individuals we call Unattached Staff Members.
After Shacharis I go back to my room to pick up a much needed coffee for breakfast and head down towards the dining room. Immediately at the head table we
meet AHARON SIMCHA BRONSTEIN who as you all know supplies most of the camp with his phenomenal iced coffee that people are clamoring to fight for. Three
pitchers is not enough anymore as yes, I can confirm the rumor that Starbucks and Dunkin’ Donuts are in the midst of a bidding war for the rights for his coffee.
Thanks for all your work at the woodworking! (special 1st half shoutout to YEHONATAN MONHEIT for his excellent iced coffee). No one knows about his work for
the I-9 forms for the Department of Homeland Security. Me neitherJ. Breakfast as usual was awesome and we all go to learning groups. After learning groups Yitzy
and I start making our walk throughout camp. Our 1st stop: Ropes Course. Where Yanky Hirschel and the Faithful Four are tirelessly working to keep the mini Tarzan activity going. We start at the beginning of the course where we meet MEIR LANIADO. While all of you know him as the best shortstop in the mountains, no
one (I mean the ones that are sleeping before 2 in the morning) don’t know about his amazing choir he leads in the shower house late at night exclusively featuring
Shwekey songs. His singing can be heard around the camp as all flock to listen to his amazing choir. The easy smile that comes to his face is contagious and it is a
pleasure that he decided to stick with us full season this year as we have signed him to a lifetime deal with no opt out clauses. Next we meet NESANEL TEPFER. His
easygoing and chilled personality makes him the great guy we all love and who everyone wants to hang around with. It’s too bad we didn’t have you 1st half.
Thanks for giving us an excuse to make a birthday partyJ just kidding you’re the man thanks for being such a sport about everything. Following Nesanel we meet
DOV TEPFER. Dov has a special place in my heart. Besides for being my phenomenal chavrusa throughout the summer, he has helped us with absolutely EVERYTHING! From cleaning up BBQ’s, Kiddush, Shalosh Seudos, carrying Sedurim, and just being there to help and assist with every even that we had, constantly giving
a helping hand with a smile and needing any Kovod for it, Dov you are literally the best and I am absolutely thrilled you were able to remain 2nd half here part of
#TheU. You and Nesanel are fan favorites among everyone else and Yitzy and I have no words to express how much we appreciated every single time you did things
for us without being asked to, volunteering literally at every step of the way, and for just being so humble and nonchalant about it. You are the 2016 Unattached
Staff member of the year and it was a unanimous vote. I love you you’re the best! Last but most certainly not least at the end of the ropes course is the man
MOISHE WROTZLOVSKY. You see Moish is one of these guys that is the life of the party and he works hard at his job. It’s not easy bringing guys down from the zip
line without getting kicked in the face from writhing kids. I personally want to thank Moish for letting us save face in Rayim with his big win for the basketball team.
We never doubted you guys! No but seriously your personality is awesome and we loved having you around here with your positive attitude and fun way! It was a
great summer! Thanks for being here Moish! (special 1st half shoutout to EZZY ECKSTEIN and HAMER HAMER HAMER MOISHY HAMER). We then make our way up
the hill to the equipment shack where THE HARDEST WORKING STAFF MEMBER IN CAMP is working there literally being the force and the backbone behind the
activities in camp. We all know who he is, it’s SHIMI GOLDSZMID. There is so much work that goes into running that equipment shack on a daily basis. So when all
of you come there and take out a piece of equipment just realize you are one of 35 bunks + Masmidim + Day Camp which = Shimi Goldszmid. One person who
takes care of that shack. It is not easy and everyone who reads this article and happens to see Shimi around in the city during the year must go over and thank him
for his incredible job he did running the shack and supplying camp, keeping inventory, and doing it all with a smile and only in a way that Shimi can. I will start off
with the 1st THANK YOU SHIMI for everything! (special 1st half shoutout to AHARON SIMCHA BRONSTEIN). We then move over to the most popular activity for all
ages in camp: the Computer Room. There we find NAFTOLI FREUND & BINYOMIN GUTMAN. Naftoli’s willing hand for BBQ’s and the like is always appreciated!
Your happy-go-lucky personality is perfect for the unattached staff and we definitely need more guys like you! Yitzy and I were thrilled you joined the JS team 2nd
half as we knew we can rely on you! Thanks for everything! You see no one saw Binyomin’s dominant play in the three on three tournament coming. We probably
should’ve expected itJ. Thanks for bringing a positive attitude to #TheU and just being the great guy you are! (special 1st half shoutout to AHARON SIMCHA BRONSTEIN & ELI KAHN). We now move towards the ranch are where we walk into a very dusty room where we find TULI MILES & AHARON SIMCHA BRONSTEIN hard at
work cutting the pieces of wood for woodworking. Naftoli’s constant smile and awesome personality is obvious as is just as obvious as what his phone call requests
are when he calls Yitzy or myself. Thanks for being a three time veteran at #TheU! We then move on towards the new FUNZONE of camp AKA the game room
manned by CHAIM PERLOW & CHESKY WEISS. The appreciation we have to CP3’s devoting work to start this brand new game room up and running it in a tight
enclosed area cannot be expressed. See when it comes to basketball, he is what Yitzy likes to call the X-Factor. But yes when it comes to Cavs vs Thunder or CP vs
CF we all know who comes out on top right CP?:). Thanks for being with us full summer we love you! Obviously we’re not gonna skip over Chesky Weiss who was
more than willing to get involved in the game room for us 2nd half. Thanks for your willingness to offer for the job! We also noticed you never missed a shacharis.
Whenever we needed you to daven for the amud there was never complaints. We need more positive guys like you as having 10 guys like you would have been
amazing! It’s too bad you’re missing the last week of camp we’re gonna miss you! Thanks for being here this summer! (special 1st half shoutout to SHLOIMY KISS).
Hatzlacha! Finally moving on towards the arts and crafts we find the 3 years running most wanted person in camp in the arts and crafts room: YITZI NUSSBAUM.
Yitzi has been asked by pretty much all of the jobs to get involved with their jobs. The office has demanded compensation for us taking you away from them.
Boneinu is refusing to continue next year if you are not taking charge of it. Yitz we appreciate everything you do and you deserve this job in Orlando! Enjoy it!

UNATTACHED STAFF
Moving towards the dining room we find the Bike Guys trudging up towards us after a long trek up a couple of mountains. Obviously led by the dynamic duo SHUA
BECHER & YEHUDA ARYEH SCHUSTER. Shua’s outgoing and fun demeanor makes him an instant favorite among the unattached staff members and head staff.
Thanks for taking charge of bikes, fixing them, being there whenever Whiskey needed U we really appreciate how that that job can be off our heads as we know you
are on top of it. And by the way great job in the three on three basketball tournament! Yehuda Aryeh, where should we start? From Bikes to Gabbai to waitoring
Shabbos, thanks for all that you do and always with a smile and a comment to sayJ. Thanks for always making sure I stay busy and always reminding me how little I
do for the unattached staff! Just messing, it was awesome having you around again and you too thanks for taking charge of the biking and being Whiskey’s right
hand man. Following these 2 are AVROMI HERSKOVITS (DALLAS) & YOSSI ECKSTEIN. Avromi, your willingness to be Mevater throughout the entire summer and
taking the job given to you with a positive attitude will hopefully go a long way and we really appreciate that you did this. Whiskey was very happy with you and
having you around was great for the summer! We need more guys like you in #TheU. Hatzlacha in yeshiva! Yossi’s skills was definitely needed 2nd half and he was a
humongous upgrade for the unattached staff basketball team as you single handedly took care of Rom Vnisa for us. Besides for that thanks for being around late at
nights keeping s up and I know we will never match the famous counselor in Tashbar. Oh and by the way I don’t think he would save you if you ever get stuck in
Greenfield MeadowsJ. Thanks for being here 2nd half it was a pleasure having you around! Finally we see DOVI GREENWALD coming up from his water hike. HAHAHAHAHAHAHA what water hike? Dovi it was awesome having you around 2 nd half and you did your job phenomenally! You are a great guy to chill with and it was
shame you weren’t here 1st half so that we could more often. Hatzlacha in Kaminetz next year! (special 1st half shoutout to YEHOSHUA ROTH!) As we make our way
into the dining room we notice ARYEH LEIB SEPTIMUS working the phones, writing out messages, and dealing with the packages for the office. You see this guy over
here is one of the unsung Heros of camp as he juggles all of this at once. Aryeh Leib, your willingness to work and to be involved in camp did not go unnoticed and it
was awesome having you around. Thanks for your work with Boneinu! I’m thanking you in advance for the phenomenal video/slideshow you’ll make for #TheU and
I am sure it’s going to come out amazing! We need more Aryeh Leib Sepimus’s in camp every summer and I was excellent having you around! (special 1st half
shoutout to ELI KAHN & ZEVI NORDLICHT). We also notice AARON KATZENSTEIN working in the office as he also juggles a few jobs as the camera man and the official CampAgudahApp director as he is the man behind the scenes with it. Aaron, your laid back ways and your positive attitude you bring to the camp is what camp
needs. Thanks for coming back this summer and you’re always welcome back. We make our way to the back of the dining room and who do we notice but
YECHEZKEL OKOLICA AKA as the Go-To. Your expertise at pouring milk from the bottle into the cup with the 1.34 seconds from empty to full is off the charts as no
one has been able to top that in years! No, but seriously, Yitzy and I were thrilled that you were back with the JS’s and you know how much we appreciate the fact
you are always on call and willing to pitch in when needed. Yes, sometimes I may get the best of you at basketball, but your dominance over the three on three
basketball tournaments was a phenomenal thing to watch! I love you man and KIT. Last, but most certainly not least, we see YITZCHOK YERUCHAM SCHIFF. You see
not many people are able to roll into camp late and still get a great job. Yitz, your work with Boneinu was greatly appreciated by all and your nice, easygoing personality was something we could have used more of in the unattached staff. I apologize about the bed situation! How’s your league team doing?:)
Now we move towards the pool where all our lifeguards are sitting there ‘watching’ the pool and constantly being on the lookout for any kids in trouble:). Thanks
for everything: CHAIM ECKSTEIN, AVRAHAM FRIEDMAN, YOELI IZSAK, YEHOSHUA KIELSON, SHIMON LIBERSOHN, AVROHOM SCHECHTER, SHMUEL NACHMN
SCHWARTZ, ELI SEROR, DOVID BAKST, YEHUDA ARYEH BRECHER, MICHAEL COHEN, ELIYAHU DASHEFF, BETZALEL DASHEFF, YESHAYA DOVID HELLER, YITZCHOK
SINGER, MOSHE SPITZER, NOSSI SPITZER, DOVI STEINBERG, PACEY WETSTEIN, EPHRAIM SWISSA, ARYEH LEIB BARKANY, ARI ITZKOWITZ, ARI KAUFMAN, and
YEHONATAN MONHEIT!
Now I wish we can speak about everyone but Avrohom Yitzchok Teitelbaum is literally breathing down my shoulder for this article and I want myself to remain alive
in one piece so I am we are going to thank all the day camp counselors who put in all the effort into the day camp especially Moishe Krasnow, for your work and for
your cheerful and easygoing way with the day campers. You guys got these jobs for a reason and we can’t express enough thanks. From dealing with crying, lying,
lost, whining, knapsack-wearing campers I can understand the rest you need at nights and the time off you (officially) get on Sundays:). V’Eilu Hein: NOACH
BIENSTOCK, AVROHOM BLOOM, FEIVIE BOTKNECHT, BORUCH FEIGENBAUM, AVI FINE, ARI FINKELSTEIN, SHEYA FIREWORKER, CHESKY FOGEL, DANIEL FOX, SIMCHA
FREEDMAN, YEHUDA GOLDSCHMIDT, YAKOV GOTTESMAN, SHRAGIE GUTMAN, SHMUELI GROSSBERGER, MORDECHAI HANA, AVI HERSHKOWITZ (N.D.), PINNY
JURKOWITZ, SHUA KALISH, CHAIM DOVID KAPLAN, SHAUL CHAIM KAUFMAN, MEIR KAUFMAN, DOVID KNOBEL, MOISHE KRASNOW, MOSHE CHAIM KREISER, YEHOSHUA LAX, TZVI MAGID, MOSHE MAJESKI, SRULI MILSTEIN, AKIVA NATHAN, SHRAGI OBERMEISTER, AVI PRUZANSKY, AHARON RABINOWITZ, MESHULAM RICHTER, AVRAMI ROSENBERG, YISROEL ROSENFELD, GERSHY SALZBERG, YITZCHOK SCHLOSS, BORUCH SCHOENBRUN, MOSHE AHRON SHAPIRO, EZZY TEPPER, ZEVI
VOGEL, ARI WEINGARTEN, NECHEMIA WORCMAN, SRULI ZAFIR, YEHUDA LEIB “UNCLE FEIF” FEIFER, AKIVA SHARF, SHALOM BLAU, SHUIE FINKEL, SHUA FONFEDER,
CHESKY FRANKEL, NAFTOLI FREUND, RAPHAEL GLAZER, MENDY HALPERN, SHULI JUNGER, PINCHAS LEVITIN, YECHEZKEL OKOLICA, TZVIKI SALZBERG, SHAYA
SHAPIRO, BENJY STEINBERG, DOV TEPFER, SHLOMO UDMAN, CHESKY WEISS, and FALEK ZONENSHAYN!
If I left anyone out I am sorry…..
Guys, it has literally been the best summer of my life and I appreciate all you guys for making it that way! From bowling to Crunchies to basketball tournaments to
intercamp to sweatshirts to R’ Heller chills to being the 100 UNATTACHED STAFF MEMBERS you guys were amazing to hang around and for being the very happy,
laid back, chilled, and fun gang you guys are! I hope we weren’t too harsh on you at any point and that you enjoyed the program #TheU had to offer! Always remember #TheU and Hatzlacha in all of your respective Yeshivos!

Chaim & Yitzy

O.A.R

GENERALLY SPEAKING
ORANGE

GENERALLY SPEAKING
RED
….. And the winner was…..REDDD, WOW WOW WOW. It was all you guys who put the time and effort in to each and
every part of the day. I had a blast leading the way and hope you guys enjoyed too. There are a couple of you guys
who really went above and beyond and I really really appreciate. The real thank you goes to the head staff, especially R’ Karfiol and R’ Neiman. Now to the orange general, good friend and Rapp’s buddy, thank you for helping make it
the best OAR there ever was. A huge thanks to all you guys who took activities in the hot weather and helped pull
out the victory in sports: OKOLICA, FONFEDER, TEPFER, BEINSTOCK, LEVITIN, NATHAN, BUZZ, DIAMOND, GLAZER,
BARUCH, BASCH, FINKEL, BOTKNECHT, LIEBERMAN, CINER, ZACHY, IZZY, CHURBA, ACKERMAN, FINK, BLOOM, M.
KRASNOW, NATI, GREENBERG, ZOLTY, FRANK, ROSY, TEITELBAUM, FINE, BRESSLER, SCHRON, KAMELHAR, CZF,
FRISCHMAN, and of course TATTY. And last but not least to my Lt. General Slomo, Ari you were amazing, and I could
not have not done it without you, Thanx LIL BRO!! To Greenberg, you were so awesome and are the best co-bunk
guy to have especially during OAR you completely went above and beyond for me and I really appreciate it. Rosenberg and Ackerman you guys too led me straight to victory taking care of the races, being involved in sports, helping
at team time, you guys hit a huge homerun in what couldn’t have been done without you, thank you!! And Dovi I
didn’t forget about you, thank you for holding up the bunk for those few days, and in general for being the best the
best JC someone can ask for, you are amazing and will make a great counselor next year I”YH. On to the songs, Izzy
and Aharon, I thought I was seeing things when I saw you were both on my team but you guys rocked it, both songs
were truly amazing and rocking, and thanks for the late hours spent, it was definitely worth it. I can’t thank you guys
enough. Now to the skits and plays, I have 1 word for all of you, or actually 2 words: UNFREAKIN-REAL, Levin,
Bressler, Tatty, Mike those skits had me rolling, especially the Jamaican me crazy, LOL, and Tatty please take it easy
on the rice crispies, your belly can’t handle them, and Mike always calm and collected, your abilities were truly
amazing. How you can fit in as any character, and all your hard work, and the unbelievable banner gets you a special
thank you. I didn’t forget about the amazing torah bowl, you guys did a spectacular job! Thanks Zacky D, and Lieberman, I really appreciate you guys taking the job no one likes doing. And the same few guys killed it in the play, along
with the few campers! You know who you are, all you guys did a great job, AY Teitelbaum lights isn’t an easy job
when doing them the first time and only having 5 minutes preparation, but you were great and thanks! I feel a special thank you goes to Daniel Bressler, for all your help in the skits, plays, and ABBL. You’re always on top of the situation. Thank you so much for helping me stay sane! You’re a pleasure to have back in camp, and on my team, really
a HUGE HUGE THANK YOU!! CZF thanks again for races that demolition was what put us over the top and to victory!
Thank you A. Greenberg for taking care of the theme speech and choosing Finer. You both did such a great job, so
clear and to the point. Thank you guys so much, both of you!
If I missed anyone I am truly sorry and I do really appreciate all the work you did, but I’m writing this three week s
late so I must have forgotten someone, please don’t take it personally. As a team you guys were all amazing and I
could not have done it without each and every one of you!
GO! RED! GO!

Signing off
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COLOR WAR

5:00 AM- Hey everyone! I seem to be one of the only guys in camp up right now (yes Aaron, who is rumored to be in the shower now, plans on doing his in-general
tomorrow when the deadline for the yearbook comes and passes), and it feels a bit eerie. Yaakov Lax is sitting to my right writing his bunk yearbook article.
Avrohom Yitzchok Teitelbaum is breathing down my neck making sure that this in-general is moving along. Bless Meir Laniado for bringing me a diet coke that is
caffeinated so that my eyes which are closing on their own accord can have some desperate resurgence adrenaline and I can whip out an in-general. So yes, we did
not come in 1st place for this color war. I am going to answer all your questions you will have for me the next few days so that you font have to cover to me. No I am
not disappointed we lost color war, no we did not anyone and Yes! Ask Hashem. Guys it was an amazing color war! From the beginning by the Liberty high school al
right all the away until the end when the scores were announced. It was a ton of fun and I want to express my appreciation to the few people who made this all
happen.
5:54 AM- wow my eyes are literally closing up on me as my fingers have lives of their own. They are racing across the keyboard like a chicken without a head. Can
chicken actually walk around without a head? I’m calling false on that. ZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZ……………………………….
12:31 PM- WELCOME BACK EVERYONE! You may be wondering what just happened. Pretty much my battle with the fatigue was raging and I got owned by them at
the end. They captured me for almost 7 hours (incidentally the longest shluff I has this summer) but finally I was able to shake them off and WE ARE BACK!
I would first like to start thank Hakadosh Baruch Hu for giving me the strength to be general and for conducting my life in the way it has been so far and how it will
be in the future! Thank you for everything!
R’ Neiman- I thought we had a clause in the contract!?!? Thank you for the opportunity and for giving me one of the greatest summers I ever had here in my 15
years at Camp Agudah. The way we worked together and your listening ear with the overall plans of the unattached staff I can’t appreciate enough! Thanks for an
excellent summer!
R’ Karfiol- I’m glad you thought it was so funny I was up there for Grandsing for a 7th time. You sure know me too well:). Thank you for your guidance throughout
the entire summer and for giving me this opportunity to work with the unattached staff, all 101 of them! I am so happy you saved me a bed this summer because as
we all know there are NO BEDS in camp! Thank you for everything and not just things you do for me in the summer.
Yitzy Stern- The perfect match or the ying to the yang or whatever you want to call it. Yitzy, the entire summer was phenomenal and I appreciate how you put up
with me and you calmed me during stressful times. How you picked up and did everything that had to be taken care of was amazing and there is no one else I would
have chosen to work with. Thanks for an unbelievable summer!
Aaron Schilit- Wow what a color war! Literally the only person I was willing to do color war with was you and it was so much fun. I think th e tuxedo guy would
be maskim! This color war was so chilled and calm which made it that much more enjoyable! We’ve been friends for forever and
And now for the BLUE TEAM:
Nati- You did everything during color war! You stepped up whenever you saw I needed something to be done. From the staff meetings to sports to march all the
way down to pastrami sandwiches you can’t imagine how much easier being general was. This entire experience would not have been more enjoyable without you!
Thanks for being a great friend throughout the summer and throughout the entire year!
Yaakov Lax- I remember that first day Yaakov Lax walked into camp for the 1st time like it was yesterday! 13 summers in the books it’s amazing how time can fly! It
goes without saying that the skits and plays were Yaakov Lax classics and you didn’t let anyone down with them! They were amazing, original, and hilarious! I know
you want me to write about what an amazing friend you are! Thanks for Chaki, Toes, Time, NO BEDS, Arite Arite Arite, backscratcher, etc.etc. B & H PHOTO HOW
CAN I HELP YOU? I’m not here to do Mitzvos! Thanks for a great summer!
D. (Ditchy) Davidowitz, E. Frank- Lt. Generals who were a constant help and your dedication to the generalship:):):) Thanks for being there ditchy for pregame,
halftime, and postgame! Eliezer, you’re a real Camp Agudah boy shkoiach for making camp so much fun! Now get yourself some of that Sandy Massage!
Izzy- You pretty much wrote every song this color war! The cheer song was crazy, the march song was gadlus, the alma mater beautiful and how about that Hebrew
song! WOAH! AHALLELO! Definitely one of the craziest and most wild Hebrew songs ever seen in Camp Agudah history. It was amazing working with you the last 2
summers on songs! You have such a talent with words and we got that alma mater done in crunch time! Thanks for all your work!
N. Fetman, A. Pruzansky, S. Gutman, S. Grossberger, A. Sharf, S. Milstein, A. Scheff- Thanks for all your help on the songs especially with the theme song! Not
many people know that this song was written with a group effort and I am going to make it known now. Avi, that line in the alma mater was one of my favorites!
Thank you all for chipping in!
OZZY- OZZY OZZY OZZY OZZY OZZY!
D. Feigenbaum, Y.Z. Pearl, M. Hartman, Z. Devor- Going up against Lowenthal(s), Besser, and Churba is not an easy feat and you guys stood up to that and went all
in on the Grand Bechina. I know how much work, time, and patience goes into the studying, chasing everyone down, testing, and overall effort put into it! Thanks
for stepping up to it with a smile and for giving it your all! We got so close! It’s amazing and so gratifying to see how most of these boys are able to get up there and
whip out answers and Halachos just like that and I and camp owe it all to you! Thank you! All those testers thanks for your time!
C.J. Gelberman, M.T. Eisenstein, A. Scheff, A. Hoffman, S. Levinson, Y. Botknecht, S. Isaak, A.S Bronstein- Those costumes! I meant it when I said they were the
most original I’ve ever seen! It was so detailed and different and you guys had the most efficient operation running from the entire color war as I think you got all of
it done in record time! The ideas were brilliant, the colors gorgeous, and the entire getup was seriously brilliant! Thank you for the crown you made for me! I cannot
get over the costumes! Really thanks for all the time put into it!
A. Kamelhar, A. Schindler, D. Knobel- talking about originality that Grand March was absolutely amazing! Did you see the drone picture of it yet? It was flawless!
So, so beautiful! The crown, the Tehillim, and the musical notes, that was also so detailed and full of depth! I know you chesboned one way and then you had to
redo the cheshbon again, thanks for all that time! Dovid, your help with writing that speech was needed and appreciated! Big shoutout to the guys who pitched in
came gametime: N. Fetman, A. Elnadav & A. Hoffman!
Y. Lax, Z. Krasnow, Ditchy, Shinnamon, Totty, OZZY, T. Baruch, S. Goldszmid, Y.A. Brecher and all the trees- The acting was gadlus and hilarious! The skit and play
was awesome and I’d like to thank Huge Red Riding Hood, Supervisor Yoshkah, Grandma Helen, Ralph Markowitz, Charles, Peter from PETA, etc.etc. It was unbelievable and you kept us laughing the entire time. I sat next to the head staff they were rolling on the floor. I mean seriously R’ Neiman was banging his fist on the floor
while rolling around with laughter, R’ Finkelman was crying tears, Mosey was shaking, and the rest of the head staff were uproariously, unabashedly heaving up and
down! Thanks guys! Zalman & Ditchy the comedy skit was brilliant! I was heaving with laughter and your lines were spot on! Thanks for all the work!
M. Hartman, E. Salamon, A. Rabinowitz- Thank you for your help with the play with the props and lights! Yes, every job gets noticed and I appreciate the work
you did for it! Aaron thanks for an awesome summer!
OZZY, T. Baruch, S. Schuster- Thank you for all your help with the Dvar Halacha and the speeches! The halachos were SPOT ON with the theme of Moiach which
incidentally could have been any Middah in the world according to the powers at be. It’s not a one time job as there are speeches every day so thanks for all your
help and OZZY thanks for creating a monster!
Zevi (ben Shraga) Goldschmidt- you cannot imagine how much I appreciated and needed the way you stepped up and was involved in every single aspect whenever you saw something was needed. The Homerun Derby (shoutout to A. Bloom for pitching the derby thanks!)! The sports we pulled out a huge comeback to take
the overall sports! But forget about that, that was a classic job you always dominate. I mean the way you took charge when you saw me stressed out at the end
with the songs, with the copies, and the fact you just were always there to do anything for color war and to offer your services for everything, Zevi you’re a true
camp guy and a mentch! Thanks for everything! Don’t think I didn’t notice!
OZZY- OZZY OZZY OZZY OZZY OZZY!
Shimon Schuster- My right hand man! One of my all-time favs! Shimon thanks for being there throughout the entire color war and being available for anything that
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with the songs, with the copies, and the fact you just were always there to do anything for color war and to offer your services for everything, Zevi you’re a true
camp guy and a mentch! Thanks for everything! Don’t think I didn’t notice!
OZZY- OZZY OZZY OZZY OZZY OZZY!
Shimon Schuster- My right hand man! One of my all-time favs! Shimon thanks for being there throughout the entire color war and being available for anything
that needed to be done. There aren’t many people out there who are as special as you and your help with keeping track of what everyone was doing was huge as I
cannot write this article without your help! You’re a true Camp Agudah boy and thanks for learning last summer! Love you!
A. Scheff, S. Schuster- Thanks for your help with the races! I’m sure it’s not easy to run around and get boys from each bunk! I actually find it kind of funny that Ari
did the races:) Just saying:). Thanks again!
Y.A. Schuster- speaking of Schusters and races I would like to thank you Yehuda Aryeh for taking care of the Apache Race which can be the mo st nerve wracking
job in color war getting everyone to do the race and running all over the place as it’s going! Thanks for your help and for a great summer!
Y. Weiss, D.M. Kaplowitz- WOW! THAT BANNER WS UNBELIEVABLE! It was so perfect and on such short notice! If that was your 1st time creating a banner I wouldn’t believe it! It was beautiful and you definitely have a future here in camp! Thank you!
A. Schechter, A. Freidman, S. Zafir, M.A. Schuster- The psych team was so much fun on the 1st day I couldn’t help but join you guys! It was so hot outside and you
guys stepped up and took the job with positivity and I want to give you guys a serious thank you! Avrohom Schechter thanks for offering your services all over the
place!
M. Laniado- Thanks for getting involved in every little job that needed help or needed to be done and seeing the job through! It was awes ome having you on my
team and your positive and dedicated attitude was so appreciated throughout color war!
A. Hershkovits (Dallas), T. Baruch, D. Knobel- for supervising the cleanup going from bunk to bunk making sure beds are made, floors are swept, and shoes are
in line! Thank you for taking this job with a smile!
A.S. Bronstein, S. Goldszmid, Y. Goldschmidt- Balloons is not an easy job and you guys were more than up to the task! Thank you EVERYONE who helped with
the balloons as there were easily 1000 balloons over there! Thank you for going for it!
A. Pruzansky, E. Feiner, S. Milstein, M. Newman, D. Neiman, M.Y. Neiman, S. Grossberger- You guys spoke great and I want to thank you for taking on the
speeches and Divrei Halacha with a smile! Sruli, your banner speech was incredible you looked like a natural! Thank you!
S. Fireworker, B. Feigenbaum, S. Milstein, S. Plutchenik, M. Laniado, A. Herskovits, Y.L. Feifer and anyone else who worked on the murals- They were amazing! I
honestly thought they should have been the regular banners because they were so incredible and detailed! I saw how late you guys were working and drawing
those murals and I want to thank you for that!
THANK YOU ALL THOSE WHO TOOK SPORTS AND ACTIVITES! IT’S MY FAULT, I LOST THE LIST AND I APOLOGIZE IF I DO NOT MENTION YOU INDIVIDUALLY! WE WON
SPORTS BECAUSE OF YOUR COACHING ABILITIES OBVIOUSLY:)!
I apologize to anyone I forgot about and you can insert your name here ________________.
THE UNATTACHED STAFF- This was an unbelievable summer and I enjoyed it so much thanks to you guys! You guys are so much fun and positive I could no t
have asked for a better 100 guys! It was so special to sing one of the alma maters with you guys! Thanks for making up #TheU2016!
My Chavrusas Avromy, Dov, Yaakov (Jack) - You guys are the greatest! Shkoiach for the shtark learning and for putting up with me when I couldn ’t come! I love
you guys!
THE ADMINISTRATIVE ROOM- It has been an incredible summer with you guys Moish, Tziri (brownies), Zvi, 123, 456, the coffee club, the snack shnorers,
pregame, halftime, postgame, all the guests and stealers! Seriously, Moish thanks for a phenomenal summer and being such a great friend! Zvi, though you were
gone for half the summer thanks for being around and being such a great friend!
THE RETIREMENT TOUR- Nati, Yaakov, Aaron, Zvi, Moishe, Aryeh, and Yehuda! That will be all.
Last but not least THE BLUE TEAM- What an amazing color war! You guys dominated sports, we killed the songs, owned the apache race, knew the Halachos,
cheered so loud, and bossed those 3 days I have no idea how we lost if we won everything!:) Thanks for giving it your all! GO BLUE! Once last time everyone: OZZY
OZZY OZZY OZZY OZZY!!
3:22 PM- “General Chaim Out”
GENERAL CHAIM

As one veteran Green Team General famously remarked in the Camp Agudah Memories 2004 Video, “Color War is
in the bag – We got the win.” Boy, did we win – and what a great Color War it was! From the very first moments after
breakout until the announcement of the scores, the campers and staff members on both teams put in so much time,
work, and effort to ensure that this would be the greatest Color War ever.
I must begin by thanking the Head Staff – for giving me the opportunity to be general, and for giving me the opportunity to be general, and for giving me the opportunity to be general, and for finally convincing me. Thank you also for being so accommodating with my request before the summer.
Avi – Thank you for always being there for me, both in camp and throughout the year. It’s nice that we actually get to
speak every now and then. Love u bro
Chaim – I always loved working with you in the past - as counselors, as songwriters, etc. I never dreamed it would work
out like this, but it was truly amazing working together with you as color war generals. Thank you for everything.
Shuey Krasnow – Wow Shuey, it’s been a while since I was your counselor, but it seems I trained you well :) Shuey, you
were everything this color war. Your lyrical and writing skills really shone out in each of our songs this year. The Theme
and March Songs came out beautifully thanks to your hard work, and the Alma Mater really was all you. I love you for
being able to stay so calm and always agreeing to go along with my craziness and last-second song switches. You also
were always there to step up and get involved in any other area that needed assistance. Thank you for being such a
man, both before, and during this color war.
Menachem Kramer – Menachem it was huge having you around to help. Your additions to each of our songs were
clearly noticed. You did a phenomenal job with the Hebrew song, and I hope you enjoyed leading it as much as we enjoyed watching you up there.
ACP – I have no clue how in the world you manage to take on so many different jobs. Thank you for taking responsibility for the costumes, ballons, the grand march, and the printing of the grand sing booklets, it was really huge having
you on the team.
Yehudah Kramer – thank you for being you.
Akiva Besser, Shlomo Churba, and Yehuda Lowenthal & Family – what a power team! It was amazing to watch you
guys mobilizing from the very first minutes after the teams were announced. You guys led us to an easy and expected
Grand Bechina victory. I hope it was worth the many months of planning and strategizing that you guys put into this.
Daniel Bressler, Yisroel Levin, Avi Gelfand, Mo Berger, Mike Rabinowitz, Baruch Fryer – You guys were the greatest
combination of top-level acting talent this camp has ever seen. Your skit was legendary, you had the entire camp
laughing for 25 minutes straight. The play that you guys put on the next night was spot-on and extremely wellexecuted. It’s amazing how you guys wrote such a great play in such a short time and performed it so smoothly. Yisroel
and Avi, thank you both for accepting the tremendous mantle of leadership that comes with being Lieutenant Generals
of the Green Team, and for executing the role’s intense responsibilities.
Aaron Katzenstein, Akiva Besser, Yehudah Lowenthal, Shua Lax, & Kalman Weinstock – thank you for the great acting
you guys demonstrated in our play. Daniel Schulman – It was hilarious to see you up on stage with the little kids, I hope
you’ll be back in camp next summer. Shmiel Lax – Your violin piece really added to our play, and it definitely spooked
us out a bit too.
Mike Rabinowitz – Wow Mike you never fail to impress. Another beauty of a banner from you.
The Grand March guys - Hillel Greisman, ACP, Eli Schlosser, & Ephraim Slomovitz – You guys did a phenomenal job
there. The grand march is one of the hardest things to arrange, yet as we saw from those overhead photos, it came out
looking stunning.

Ephraim & Ari Slomovitz – You each did a great job taking care of sports, finding coaches and refs, and collecting scores
at the end of each activity. I love the way you guys have the whole operation calculated down to a science.
Dovid Gold – Thank you for taking charge of the Home Run Derby for our team, and thanks for making yourself available for practically anything that was needed.
Yitz Frischman – Thank you for taking care of all the dvar halacha and theme speeches over color war. Campers Moishe
Sherer, Meir Lehrer, EP Metz, & Avigdor Nathan – You guys all did a great job with your speech
Yossi Ackerman & Chaim Feigenbaum – It feels like just yesterday that the two of you were my campers in Bunk ChofAlef…….. Your tremendous enthusiasm at the races were definitely what pushed us over the top :) Seriously though,
thank you both for all your help.
Kalman Weinstock, Aryeh Leib Septimus, Yehudah Leib Feifer, Dovi Greenwald, Sheya Fireworker, & Yaakov Newmark- You guys stepped up to the plate and did an exceptional job with the murals.
Eli Schlosser, Shlomo Churba, Aaron Katzenstein, Feivy Botknecht, Shloimy Schron, Dov Tepfer, BD Kaplan, and all
other campers and staff members that helped out with costumes. Thank you for all your hard work!
Moish Krasnow, Avi Hershkowitz, Nesanel Tepfer, Simcha Friedman, Binyomin Gutman, Dov Tepfer, Yitzchok
Schloss, Shaul Chaim Kaufman, Falik Zonenshayn, Meir Richman, and all other campers and staff members that
helped with balloons – you guys did such a great job there. I don’t recall a team ever finishing all their balloons as fast
as you guys did.
Avrumi Rosenberg, BD Kaplan, & Ari Weingarten – Thank you guys for taking care of the Apache Race, and also for
offering to help, and making yourself available for pretty much anything that was needed.
My utility players –Daniel Fox, Shragie Obermeister, Avrumi Rosenberg, BD Kaplan, Meshulam Richter, Yisroel Rosenfeld, Dov & Nesanel etc. – you guys were awesome to have around, always ready and available to help with anything.
Thank you so much guys.
My bunk, Bunk Lamed-Gimmel – You guys were awesome this entire summer, but especially during the week of color
war. It was amazing to watch all of you work together, and you were all so supportive and ready to do anything to help
the team. That celebration after the Grand Sing was retarded. Thank you all for your help.
Nati, Yaakov, Chaim – Thank you guys for sticking it out through all these years. I love you all and can’t wait to dance
by simchos iy”h in the near future.
To the campers and staff of the greatest camp in the world, Camp Agudah, I leave you with this. It has been a tremendous privilege to be part of this camp for the past 15 years. I urge each of you to make the most of every moment
spent here in camp, and to cherish every memory. For these moments just may be the very best moments of your entire life.
Signing Off,

General Aaron

Your Generals

Color War 2016
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GENERALLY SPEAKING
N.Y.S.
WOW WE WON!! Its been a couple of years now that N.Y.S. has won, well the streak is over!
It was truly a team effort and I want to thank everyone for joining in. I would like to take this opportunity to thank Hashem for letting me spend ten amazing summers here in camp. Each year I come back it just gets better and better. It is
a true privilege to be here, camp has really molded me into the person I am today.
I would like to start my thank you’s with a rebbi I am very close with, rabbi Karfoil. Thank you rebbi for always being
there for me during the summer and throughout the year. I don’t think I would be the person I am today without your
guidance. Rabbi Neiman thanks a ton for all the positive encouragement. It really is very helpful and it keeps me going.
Rabbi Avi Schillit, the amount of work you put into this camp cant be explained we all really appreciate, really we all
agree. Reb Elya Kaufman for those during the year phone calls and telling not asking me that I am general.
Im not going in any particular order, these are the people who really helped us win this awesome neighborhood day.
Our amazing song writer Izzy Krasnow, you really have an amazing talent. Thanks a ton, cant wait to hear another great
song. Zevi Goldschmidt, on this day you really stepped up and were a true neighbor. I cant thank you enough Zevi, you
really did an amazing job. Baruch Fryer the skit was awesome man really you're a great actor and great guy to be
around. Ari Scheff #C.O.L. , I don’t know if words can explain what you did cause either you did a lot or you said a lot
and didn’t do much. In all seriousness thanks a keg for all that you did pumping up the team, helping with the song and
stuff. Daniel Bressler thanks for the intro words. Cant describe what you are and what type of a friend you are, you are
just perfect. Hillel Greisman for saying you believed that I was going to win, and being there in spirit for me. The man
who I owe so much to, Yitzchok Frischman. Yitz I don’t know what to say about you. Anything the bunk needed you
were there for, I can sit here all day which is what I'm doing now and write pages about you Yitz, so in short THANKS!!
To bunk Chof aleph guys this is for all of you, I cant thank you enough for giving me the best summer, each and everyone of you guys are MVP’S, I really enjoyed having every one of you guys. The volleyball team thank you guys for
putting all your energy into it. The 9th graders for a great game of dodgeball, 8th graders for the races. You guys were
awesome. Chaim Fogel for inspiring me with your songs, words cant describe you or your songs. And the two other
generals it was a really fun day and you guys are really awesome, “but the next line slowly.” But Eli is better.
I would like to end off by thanking a few people who have truly had a great impact on me during camp and over the
year. Shmuli Lerner all those good Shabbos texts and phone calls, it really means a lot to me when you send those
texts, keep shteiging in C.C. you're a true friend man, keep up the great work. Menachem Kleinman, I don’t know what
to write for you there is so much to say, being that I know you as a brother keep up the great work, keep shteiging in
Darchei. Yitzy Levy, I don’t think I have to say what type of a friend you are, that’s because I cant describe it. Thanks for
everything it means a lot to me to have you around, keep being shtark in Shar Hatorah.
And for those who wanted their name mentioned in the yearbook: Avrumi Rosenberg or all the funny chats we had sick
times man. Meir Laniado for being the best shortstop in camp. Ephraim Slomovics ABBL commissioner. Moshe Wiederman for always filling the void when the rest of us cant do it anymore. Shlomo Rubinstien for helping to write this generally speaking. Well hope you all enjoyed your summer I know I did. Have a great year everyone, hope to see you all
next year Iy”H in Yerushalayim.

Sincerely

GENERALLY SPEAKING
OUT OF TOWN
Being that everyone around me is telling me to take it easy and it’s just a neighborhood day in general, etc., I’m gonna go against my
nature and keep this really short. So to get right down to business, neighborhood day was awesome, we almost won, bye.

General Eliezer Frank
P.S. So the main reason that I’m writing this is to thank Menachem Kramer of course, but there are all the other random people begging
for a shoutout (Avi Pruzansky, Yaakov Gottesman, Menachem Hartman, Zevi Tepper etc.) despite the fact that they did absolutely nothing, so I’m
gonna have to waste a little time on them. I beg your indulgence. I’m gonna ask you to not take that too seriously , because many of the people
I’m gonna mention really worked hard and deserve it, so to let you know when I’m thanking someone who doesn’t deserve it, I’ll bang the cymbal. On that note, I think I took care of all introductions, so here goes. My first and most important thank you goes out to the cymbal, without
whom we could never have come in second place; you really gave it your all, so thank you. Also thank you to the great Rabbi Yitzy Bald for
providing the cymbal (twice), and to Brother Meir Frank (as in my brother, not as in a monk) (that was a stupid joke) (bang the cymbal) for coming up with the idea, and for banging the cymbal all day except when I was using it, and for putting up with all the people who kept coming over
asking if they could bang it. That includes me btw. Anyway thank you Meir, more on him later. Also a major thank you to Yossi Botknecht for
being a fantastic skipping partner as always. When I was trying to decide on a partner, there really was never any question as to who it should
be. I’d also like to extend a major thank you to Eliezer Frank for being the greatest general in neighborhood day history, and for being an allaround awesome guy, and for making life so much fun, and for overall being the main reason for the existence of the universe. You’re the absolute best person I ever met (apparently I talk to myself). Now to the man of the hour, the man who I spent all this time writing this article for, the
great Menachem Kramer, who spent all night writing the most epic cheer song ever. Menachem when I first looked over the list of staff I had no
idea who would be able to write the song. Then I realized that the ‘Kramer’ on the list was not Yehuda (or at least, as Yehuda put it, that’s what I
decided) and the rest was history. Seriously you’re awesome I never had any question that I wanted you doing it, you have a great future at this
as we all saw during OAR, just remember when you go down as the best songwriter Agudah ever had who it was that discovered you, mentored
you, and helped you develop your talent every step of the way ;). Also thanks to the rest of the crew that was up all night partying as Menachem
was writing the song and occasionally slurring out some insane line and watching as we all went “hey that’s pretty good!”-them being Dani Saidov, Meir Frank, Nisan Fetman, Akiva Besser, Dovi Feigenbaum, Eliezer Frank, and Eyal Edri for keeping us company for a couple minutes. Honestly all those people really helped a lot, specifically Eliezer Frank, who has gotten into the habit of thanking himself for things. Thank you Chaim
Fogel for looking over the song. Ari Slomovics- I asked you to take care of the activities mostly because you’re last name is Slomovics and naturally that was the first name that I noticed when looking for someone to handle it, and you sure lived up to and outdid it. Right from the start you
had the whole situation under control despite how late of a notice I gave you, finding people to do games, putting together backup plans, making
sure that everyone showed up to the games they said they would do, and very calmly telling me to go get a life every time I told you that I needed someone you had written down for something else. Ari thanks so much you’re a real lifesaver thanks for putting yourself on the psych team
that wasn’t to fill out the roster when we needed it. Speaking of which, a very sarcastic thank you to Tzvi Ciner and Dani Saidov for being the
core of a psych team that couldn’t get their act together without me. Just kidding you guys are awesome I know you didn’t really wanna do it ;).
Thanks to Tzvi Baruch who would’ve made the psych team awesome if he hadn’t had to go to the city :(. Thanks to everyone who took bunk
games and made Slomovics’ life easier: Mr. Kantor (this is really dumb but I can’t remember which one I arbitrarily decided was on my teamthanks Reb Elya for making the staff list so clear (that was sarcastic) (;) nothing personal I still love you you’re the best I just had to get that line
in) I think it was Yitzchak), Eyal Edri, Daniel Fox, Baruch Basch, Ari Schindler, Meir Frank, Yaakov Gottesman, Shimon Isaak, Avraham Friedman,
Avromi Schron, Moish Eisenstien, Asher Pomerantz, & Avraham Bloom. Thanks to Yehuda Kramer for deciding to be on my team even though I
chose Menachem and yes, despite what you said, I actually wanted you on my team, I just wanted Menachem more. Plus you gave me the opportunity to add myself to the list of generals who thanked you for putting in the most sleep on the team it was greatly appreciated. Underratedly (spellcheck is telling me that’s not a real word not sure why) you showed up to team time. Did you even do that when you were general? Meir
Frank- You already got a little more on him but believe me I’m nowhere near done. Meir I couldn’t have asked for a more awesome brother to
have with me you were there to help me out with anything and everything from start to finish and everywhere in between and that was one of
the most cliché things I’ve written in a while. Seriously you were fantastic coming up with great ideas for everything from the entrance to the
songs to your amazing skit that we didn’t use that will legit absolutely HAVE to be used one day. Enjoy Israel 2nd half. Dovi Feigenbaum- I mentioned before that you helped with the song but I didn’t make it clear just how much. Your amazing and fun personality was so enjoyable to have
around and not just for the songs. Thanks for all the moral support you give me whenever I need it, and all the DMC’s you’re legit the best.
Thanks for lending your gorgeous handwriting to the song sheets. Nissan Fetman- as you sit across from me watching a computer generated
basketball game, I am now officially bowing down and telling you that you’re the greatest (for the pretzels). Yehuda Lowenthal- you’re just awesome. That is all. You will forever be my JC. Thanks so much for everything. Ever. Thanks to Motti Kolodny and Yosef Lichtenstadter for get all 2
ninth graders on out of town to get out of bed and come to the 9th grade crossfire, and for sneaking a few more 9th graders onto the team (shh).

GENERALLY SPEAKING
OUT OF TOWN
Thanks to the couple of 8th graders who did show up and thanks to Naftali Oldak for being about a mile ahead of everyone else and almost finishing in 1st on a race that you ran twice as much as everyone else. Thanks to Zalman Krasnow for putting together the volleyball team and
backup centering us (see what I did there?) to almost winning except that the New Yawkas cheated (maybe). Thanks also for being willing to
help with anything else we might’ve needed. Yisrael Levin. What can I say? I think most people know how talented you are but what you did
was unbelievable, steering us through all the issues that came up, all the last minute changes that needed to be made, and still creating a hilarious skit that absolutely owned and was even funnier than I thought it would be (yes all you negative people who are gonna start making stupid
jokes, I did think it would be funny). Thanks so much you’re amazing. Dani Saidov- thanks for everything you did, from helping with the song
(Who knew?), to joining the skit at the last minute and saving us all, jumping right into it and doing as good a job as anyone. You were hilarious
thanks so much and thanks for waiting until OAR to overkill “BOCA!!!” Thanks to the 2 Dr. Franks (those among you that are astute enough will
notice that within that line I thanked myself for something yet again), thanks to Shimon Isaak for doing a hilarious and amazing job after switching roles at the last second, thanks to Ari Slomovics the mailman, and thanks to Gavriel Ganger the giraffe-dog. Many of you don’t realize it, but
we made history this neighborhood day as I became the first general in Camp Agudah history to wear a button down general shirt. A huge
thank you goes out to everyone who made this historic event possible, I’m not sure who that would be, but I’m sure an event of this magnitude
wouldn’t happen by itself. Thank you Avi Schillit for putting my first name on the back of the shirt, and allowing people in camp to learn that
‘Frank’ is, in fact, not my first name. I would be remiss if I went through this in-general without mentioning the fridge. Thank you, o mighty
fridge, for all that you do. I could never have gotten to this point without you. Thank you Reb Elya and Mosey for doing an awesome job as always, making neighborhood day so amazing, and for giving me the opportunity to be general. Attah da best!!! Thank you to my bunk chof-daled
for being the most awesome bunk ever you guys are all the greatest. Thank you to my last year’s bunk yud-alef/yud-beis for also being the most
awesome bunk ever I miss having you all. Thanks to all my other campers, whether you were actually in my bunk or you weren’t, or you’re just
a Steve (that’s an inside bunk joke please don’t pretend that you get it). Thanks to everyone else in the greatest Camp in the world, Camp
Agudah, for making this place what it is. Thanks to the head staff for being the head staff (avid readers of my articles will get that joke, all others will think they do but will be way off). Seriously thanks to the head staff for everything that you do. Thank you Rabbi Karfiol for everything
that you’ve done for me all the years I’ve been here, especially since I’ve been a staff member. Aron Lowenthal- I left you out of last year’s bunk
article so here’s an extra one to make up for it. You’re awesome and you’re one of the only people I know that will still be reading this far
down. What really made this neighborhood day so awesome was getting to go up against the greatest general ever, as well as Eli Schlosser.
Aright I think that’s enough ripping on Eli seriously Aryeh give him a break what kind of thing is that to write anyway? (for all of you that don’t
get that line, meaning everyone except the 5 people standing around when we wrote this, I was the one who wrote that line into Aryeh’s ingeneral. Please pause for a moment and laugh now that you get it) (classic I look at the yearbook and find that Aryeh took that line out in the
end) Seriously thank you Eli and Aryeh for making the day so much fun I could never have asked for anyone better to go up against (meaning
because you were so easy to beat) (that was a total joke I just couldn’t resist that line honestly you guys are the best and to all you New Yorkers
who will point out that you beat us I will turn right around and point out that you clearly haven’t been paying attention because I already clearly mentioned that you cheated) (chas veshalom it’s just a joke nobody cheats in Camp Agudah) (I wrote that to avoid the censor). But what
really made this Neighborhood Day so amazing was all you Out Of Towners you guys are the heart and soul of this camp you all really stepped
up and we really won they just felt bad for Eli. No that’s another joke (bang the cymbal) (no don’t its overkilled) really we’re all winners!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! Because we have achdus!!!!!!!!!!!!!! (where have I heard that before?) thanks for letting a city boy like me be your general
believe me in my heart I’m an out of towner. Thank you to AY Teitlebaum not flipping out when I handed this in (at least I’ll find out in a couple
of minutes whether that’s true. If you do flip out I love you anyway, but I have to say, you will have let me down. I spent all this time writing this
line for you!) To anybody still reading- #respect. Have a great year everyone and hatzlacha, I’ll miss you all, you’re all awesome can’t wait to see
you all next year, and hopefully well before then too. There’s no need for me to sign off, being that this is just a postscript.

GENERALLY SPEAKING
FLATBUSH
WOW!! Bada da da da da da da FLATBUSH!!! Bada da da da da da da win!!!
Flatbush that was an amazing neighborhood day. Being my first general experience it was amazing. I really enjoyed it
thanks to you all guys, thank you soooooo much. The greatest part was going up against the greatest generals ever
Eliezer Frank and
Elyakim Getzel Schlosser. Even though we only won in third place its better than coming in
eighth if you know what I mean ;)
I would like to thank Tatty, Mike and Bressler for the amazing opening cheer and Hillel Greisman for attempting Eli’s.
I’d like to thank my fellow generals elyakim getzel schlosser and Eliezer frank for helping to make this an amazing
experience.
A special thank you to the head staff Rabbi Karfoil, Rabbi Neiman, Rabbi Wolf SHLIT”A, and Rabbi Herby for giving
me this
wonderful opportunity, and giving their helpful insights when needed!
To my song writers Nisan Fetman
, Akiva Besser, Yossi Pinter #TORNADO. The songs were amazing and Nisan
your smile is divine. You guys were amazing, thanks for staying up all night long. Special thanks to Akiva for leading
the songs. YOU ARE
AWSOME!!
Thank you Ephraim Slomovics for taking care of the sports, you were amazing, couldn’t have done it without you!
And thanks for putting together the staff volleyball team even though we didn’t win you still put together the best of
the three teams!
For the skits thank you Daniel Bressler #aintithardbeingperfect, my former JC Yossi Botknecht, AY Teitelbaum
#CHAIMBERLINER “it’s nothing personal”, and Tatty and JC Mike. Your acting was amazing in the best skit of time
itself!
Thank you to all the counselords who took their bunks game in the heat, and got the campers involved you guys
were really amazing. Thanks to the 9th grade dodgeball team, 8th grade race team, and the volleyball team!
Extra special shout out to my amazing JC who I did not forget about! Thank you so much for holding down the fort
filled with our campers. And for helping me stay sane! Your help this summer was so amazing and appreciated, I
don’t know if I said it enough but thank you so much for an amazing first half which it really was because of you!
And to my fellow Flatbushians, you're all amazing. Without you we might’ve actually came in eighth place! SHTEIG
AWAY IN YESHIVA, AND REMEMBER YOU ARE AMAZING!!!!

Signing off

General Aryeh Kamelhar
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OLYMPICS

1st Activity:

Inter-Bunk Athletic Competitions (Bunk Activities)

2nd Activity:

Speed Sprint on the Hill of Youth (Races on Younger Hill)

1:00

Orchestrated Musical Preparation (Team Time)

3rd Activity:

ANHL Olympic Hockey Tournament

4th Activity:

Deadly Elderly Volleyball / Aquatic Marine Practice (Staff Volleyball / Swim)

Night Activity:

Quality Hilarious Entertainment (Skits)
Humorous Ryhmes (Grammen)

SPECIAL
FEATURES

Moetzes Gedolei HaTorah Meeting Makes an Indelible
Impression at Camp Agudah
By: Rabbi Shimon Finkelman,

Every day at Camp Agudah is exciting and memorable. However, this past Thursday, 22 Tamuz
(July 28th) was truly special. It was on that day that the Moetzes Gedolei HaTorah held a meeting at
Camp Agudah.
The excitement began half an hour before lunch when an announcement was made that activities
would end early. The campers were given instructions to return to their bunks to don white shirts
and hurry down to the camp gate to meet the Gedolim who would soon be arriving. Minutes later,
spirited singing erupted as the cars began driving through the gate. Campers and staff members extended their hands through the open car window to greet the Roshei Yeshivah who did their best to
personally greet everyone.
The members of the Moetzes Gedolei HaTorah and invited guests who attended were HaRav
Aharon Feldman, Rosh HaYeshiva, Yeshiva Ner Yisroel; Harav Yosef Frankel, Vyelepoler Rebbe;
HaRav Yaakov Horowitz, Rosh HaYeshiva Bais Meir; HaRav Shmuel Kamenetzky, Rosh HaYeshiva Gedolah of Philadelphia; HaRav Aryeh Malkiel Kotler, Rosh HaYeshiva, Bais Medrash Govoha;
HaRav Yaakov Perlow, the Novominsker Rebbe and Rosh Agduas Yisroel; HaRav Aaron Schechter, Rosh Hayeshiva, Mesivta Yeshiva Rabbi Chaim Berlin. HaRav Elya Brudny, HaRav Simcha
Bunim Ehrenfeld, Mattsedorfer Rav; and HaRav Avraham Chaim Levin, Rosh HaYeshiva, Telshe
Chicago; participated via video- and tele-conferencing. They were joined at the meeting by Agudath
Israel's Executive Vice President, Rabbi Chaim Dovid Zwiebel; Chief Operating Officer, Rabbi Yosef
Chaim Golding; Executive Director, Rabbi Labish Becker; and Director of Torah Projects, Rabbi
Avrohom Nissan Perl. Rabbi Shlomo Gertzulin, Executive Vice President for Finance and Administration, joined via video-conference.
The meeting was held in a dining room of the camp's beautiful main building. The dining room's
doors have windows and as the meeting continued, campers continued to look through the windows
to watch as the gedolim convened. When someone suggested that perhaps such behavior was not
respectful of the gedolim's privacy, the camp's mara d'asra Harav Yisroel Reisman disagreed. He
maintained that the children were not disturbing the meeting in any way and that if a child growing
up today has a strong desire to get a glimpse of a gadol b'Yisrael, this should be encouraged, not
discouraged.
As the three hour meeting drew to a close, an announcement was heard throughout the camp, instructing campers to once again don their white shirts to escort the gedolim from their meeting to the
various battei medrash, to which they would proceed for Minchah and then address those assembled. Once again, campers of all ages stood and watched in awe as the gedolim emerged from their
meeting room; young and old then walked alongside the gedolim as they made their way through
the camp.
Following Minchah, Rav Kotler addressed the masmidim in their beautiful beis medrash. (This year,
the masmidim are led by Harav Elimelech Belsky, of Kiryat Sefer, who has been well received as a
successor to his beloved and unforgettable father, Harav Chaim Yisroel Belsky zt"l.) Rav Kotler
lauded the bachurim for having made the decision to use their summer vacation primarily for limud
haTorah in a program that is sure to have a powerful impact on them.
In his address to the older campers, the Vyelepoler Rebbe recalled his days as a camper in Camp
Agudah when it first moved from Highmount to Ferndale. He told the boys that what they can accomplish for themselves by performing acts of chesed for one another in camp can be a solid foundation for character building.
Rav Kamenetsky spoke to the younger campers about the need to feel and express hakaras hatov
to their counselors and rebbeim, and to their parents for sending them to camp. The Rosh Yeshivah
beamed with pleasure when he was later informed that the camp was in the midst of a major
hakaras hatov awareness program, involving daily recordings in a "gratitude diary" and being
awarded prizes and other incentives.
At the end of the day, the gedolim took their leave of campers and staff and headed to their respective destinations. The visit came to an end, but the memory of that glorious day will be with young
and old for the rest of their lives.

B.Y.B

I

BY: Menachem Hartman

f you’d walk in or past the dining room towards the end of meals this summer you’ll hear the camp rocking out to bentching. Everyone is on the
benches screaming their heads off. Counselors are trying to come up with
good shtick to get the oilam involved (Frank: NECHAMA!!!!!). “Why?” you may
ask. The answer dear friend, is called BYB. BYB stands for Bentch Your Bunk. If
the head staff pass your table and sees your bunk bentching, your bunk is entered into a raffle to win exciting prizes, like sushi or pizza for your bunk!! It’s
even rumored that Dougies was once raffled off! Who knows? So if you’ll ask
“B? Why B?”(1,2,3 - Now I get it!!)just watch as bunks who always win such as
Hey, Ches, Yud Bais, Tes Zayin, Yud Zayin, Chof, Lamed Bais, and Lamed Hey enjoy the amazing treats they win for the amazing BYB program!!!!!!!!!!!!

T.4.T
BY: MENACHEM HARTMAN

nyone who has davened in Bais Rephael during the 2nd half this summer knows about
the fantastic davening program known as T4T. T4T stands for “Tops 4 Tefilah”. Every
day Tefilah tickets are given to those boys who are davening out loud. At the end of the
week the top 4 bunks with the most tickets proportionately (for more information as to
what that means see R’ Neiman or Daniel Bressler) get a prize for the entire bunk. Prizes
include going out for pizza or ice cream! It is well known that Rabbi Dabbah and Chuni
Spiegel an out tickets like water while R’ Neiman and R’ Friedman guard their tickets
closely. There are even times when Rabbi Karfiol can be seen flipping out tickets!!!! Obviously the senior leaguers weren’t zoche to daven in Bais Rephael as they would never be
able to handle the amazing program the way 4th 5th and 6th grade took it!!! Davening in
Bais Rephael has never been better!!!!!

Chag HaSiyum
The summer of 5776/2016 had many exciting, memorable moments. Without a doubt, one of the
most memorable was the grand Chag HaSiyum that was held in the main dining room on the last motza’ei
Shabbos of the camp season. At that event, 17 campers celebrated siyumim. Some completed masechtos of
Gemara, others sedarim of Mishnayos, and one camper completed all of shisha sidrei Mishnah.
In addition to the entire camper body and staff, Camp Agudah invited the parents of the mesayamim
as well as the boys’ rebbeim. The invited guests surely “shepped nachas” and there is no doubt that the Ribono shel Olam did as well. The Chag HaSiyum represented what Ruach Country is all about — a place
filled with great activities, special events and excitement, but most of all where the ruach of Torah reigns
supreme.
Our beloved Mara D’asra, Harav Chaim Yisroel Belsky, zt”l, ruled that if Minchah is being davened
at a siyum, then we do not say Tachanun because the simchah of the siyum affects everyone who is present

Camp Agudahs Baseball Team
By: Shortstop Meir Laniado
ts bases loaded, two outs, in the bottom of the ninth, and the score is 3-1, Agudah. The opposing team has its last chance to either tie the game or worse… win it on a walk-off.
As the power hitter of Camp Romimu’s team stepped up to the plate, a million thoughts were racing through my mind, because being a shortstop; you’re responsible to cover
most of the infield. “What will happen if he hits it up the middle?” “Or maybe a line drives towards second base!” “Will I have to dive, or throw him out?” This was pressure I
never ever felt before. To put it simple, I was terrified. The batter was ready. I took one last look at my First baseman Zevi Goldschmidt, with fear in my eyes. We both understood the situation at hand. Our gold-glove leftfielder, Ephraim Slomovics was sitting out on the side due to a leg injury earlier in the game. Our backs were literally against the wall.
Our CY Young pitcher Avromi Rosenberg winded up, and threw a fast ball on the inside corner of the plate for a strike. Next came two balls that were a bit high. At this point I was
sweating buckets. The count was 2-1, Avromi stared at the veteran catcher Mo Berger. Nodded, they both understood. This was the pitch of the game. It seemed like time slowed
down when that baseball went sliding down to the plate. SLAM! The hitter bloopped one to short left field. As the ball was in the air, I see Izzy Krasnow come flying in from deep left.
The thoughts by now were agonizing, if the ball goes past him it’ll go all the way to the wall and they’ll win it on a dramatic walk-off. But then again, Izzy Krasnow is not like any other
left fielder. He came in, feet first sliding to make an amazing catch which won the game for us! We won, we showed that when we’re together as a team no one could stop us. The
game was over, and we all shook hands, it was hard not to contain the smile on my face. We then went on the bus back to camp and that’s when the party began.
Big shout
out to all my Teammates:
The Captain- Ephraim slomovics.

The best First Baseman in the mountains- Zevi Goldschmidt
My trusted Second baseman- Ari Slomovics
The tremendous Third Baseman- Noach Birnstock
The power hitter on the team- Izzy Krasnow #monstershotinromimu
The Rookie of the Year- Shua Kalish #Goaheadhomerun
For being every ounce of Noah Syndergaard – Avrumy Rosenberg
All-star Longstop – Zalman Krasnow
And the spirit of the team- Mo Berger

You Guys Are The Best!!!!!!!!!
Big Thanks to Everyone Who Made this the Best Summer Ever!!!
The Legendary Chaim Fogel, thx for making the “U” what it is! Pruz: You know why you’re here #showersingers CJ AND MO BERGER For being the best guys
ever!! Ropes Course: Nesanel, Moish Dov, Yanky. Yitzchok Frischman- For being my brother #voicemails The Entire 7th 8th and 9th graders for being geshmak!
#scarystories

MUSINGS OF A ROTATOR
By: Nisan Fetman
efore I begin, I have to start out with……IM WRITING THIS ON CAMP AGUDAH GROUNDS!!!!! HUUUUGE thank you to R’ Karfoil and R’ Neiman for allowing that! I would
also like to point out that we rotators work really hard. Just saying. Here’s a rundown of our typical day: After shachris, we go check if we’re on duty. Avi Schillit then pages
you and tells you personally which bunk to go to. And then, just like that, you are now OFFICIALLY rotating a bunk! Voila! BTW stop saying: “you’re a rotator! Go rotate!” (And then make the rotating/spinning motion with your hand). Seriously! I will not twirl randomly on the spur of the moment just to satisfy your desire to complete
your joke which is also by the way, NOT original. L’maaseh, what I learned over my days spent as a rotator was that….there are NO OTHER CAMPERS LIKE AGUDAH BOYS!!!!! It really
didn’t matter which bunk we were assigned to that day, it mamesh felt like I was their counselor forever. Not necessarily a good thingJ. Random underrated helpful simchas hachaim
tip: Starting from when you read this article, every time you walk past our very own POND in the front of the main building, stop and think: Ma Rabu Maasecha Hashem. How wonderful and glorious it really is! It can lift your spirits and mamesh make you feel lucky to be looking at such a splendid creation cared for tenderly by our very own Meir Frischman. As a
rotator I learned many other things as well. Does anybody know that the equipment boys make cheshbon of the items every night? Does anybody know that the Computer room guys
play Xbox till at least 4 am just to make sure it’s working for you the next day? (Legit right now I’m sitting here at 4 am and they’re playing….)Does anybody know that all the counselors and the JC’s work atrociously hard and only through their tireless efforts can you enjoy yourself? I know it’s not the ‘year of the hashtags’ but I honestly do not know how to put
these next few words in without it: #Hamilton #YouGottaFendForYourself #WaitForIt #Nets #Z.G.M. #Ice #SmashBumperCars #JensenJared #TheBigThree #1stHalfJC which reminds
me…..shoutout to myself for being a JC first half! Major Shoutout like a boss to: Kramer, Shindler, Krizzy, BUMPER CARS!!! Stern, Dovi, Besser, Bressler, Krizzy, Ab Rosy, YEHUDA GOLDSCHMIDT (you deserve those caps!!!!)Ashi, Ari, Churba!!!, and Simcha Braunstein for the Spanish lessons, Chuni, Levin, Schron, Zach, Tzvi Ciner, and everyone else who was my best friend over the summer. Thank
you AY for doing an amazing job. Everyone who knows the ‘inside hock’ knows that no matter how hard you try, Camp Agudah is in you. That’s something to be proud of. No matter
your position of staff or even a camper, be happy and proud that you’re from ruach Country. As a rotator, one may think that I couldn’t really be involved in anything, and wasn’t part
of anything, yet I say with conviction, I KNOW WHAT I WAS PART OF. And that is part of Camp Agudah. There’s no better thing than that. Trust me.

SEAWEED
By: Someone who spent way to much time by the lake this summer

S

eaweed. It’s green. It’s slimy. And it was in the lake this summer. “Okay, everyone, the first rule is no flipping.
The second rule is stay away from the sides of the lake because you’ll get stuck in the… Hey! I said NO FLIPPING!” Splash! That’s one camper in the lake. Luckily, his fall is cushioned by a nice soft patch of seaweed. But instead
of being grateful, he yells, “Aaaaaaaaah! Help! What is this stuff? It’s got me! Help! Okay, here comes the lifeguard on
a surfbike to help …Oh no, now he’s stuck! Wait …here comes the Seaweed Cleanup crew, led by Iggy. (The SCC was
responsible for the diminishing amount of seaweed in the lake this summer, and for the pile of seaweed left on the
wall of the bumper boats.) The seaweed is removed and another tragedy is avoided. In conclusion, I would like you to
know that seaweed is actually a plant and is edible. Seaweed is not that green. It’s not that slimy. And it might just
taste good for lunch.

HOCK
By: The Hockers

D

ear Hockers, or any future Hockers; As you may know there isn’t a summer that goes by without hock spreading around Six Flags Ruach Country. Whether the hock may be legit or just a few random words put together by
unknown people, never the less it will cause hock.
The five top hock questions this summer:
1. Is he engaged?
2. Is breakout really tonight?
3. Why didn’t he come back this year?
4. Did you hear who is coming to camp?
5. Is there a game tonight?

From these top five questions you can truly see what type of hock camp revolves around. SO nevertheless the only
hock that makes an impact in camp is what effects one from another. From this article you can see what true hock is,
and by reading this hock you’re still not a Hocker. By the way, how many times does it say hock in this article?

Camp’s Mud
Anyone who ever made it to the gymzebo this summer must’ve come across a familiar scene. The infamous mud of Camp Agudah. If you went in
crocs, your feet got dirty and if in sneakers then they were done for the season. All everyone does while walking from senior hill to the gymzebo,
is concentrate on their route to step in the least mud possible. As you balance precariously on a piece of plywood, a shout from behind causes
you to lose your balance, and SQUELCH there you go, right into that thick luscious mud. In the old days there used to be an activity in camp that
helped us use the mud for a good purpose known as mudsliding. Now there is just nothing. As we on senior hill walk to the shower house a large
amount of mud stands in our way. Feeling clean after the shower? Not to worry soon your feet will squish through the beautiful brown sludge
behind the bunks and you’ll soon need another shower. And then the cycle repeats. So as we go home to our beautiful bathrooms and tiled
floors, we salute you, dear mud, for being such a huge part of our lives these past 2 months. Also a big shoutout to the random pieces of wood
doing their best to bridge the gap between these beloved mudpiles.

Unanswerable questions Campers ask Staff members…
hat league team am I on (on day 13)? What’s for supper? (Lunch, breakfast) How much do you
get paid? When is your day off? What do you do on your off-day? When is the canteen open?
When is color war? Can you fill my tradition soup? What happened to the go karts? Can I have a
ride on the golf karts? When is laundry day? Is _____ going to be married next year? Who are going to be
the Color War General’s? What time does the head staff go to sleep? Where do the Pollock’s go during the
year? (On a trip after walking on the bus) where is my Yarmulke? Who’s getting best in bunk?? Could we go
to Shoprite? Where is Feinstein? Why do we have to go to sleep? ………..AND THE INGENIOUS ANSWER……….. I DON’T KNOW……REALLY, I DON’T KNOW…… HONESTLY I DON’T….. I WILL TRY TO FIND
OUT…… IM SORRY, YOU GOT ME…… IM STUMPED… I’M ONLY HUMAN…. IF I KNEW WOULDN’T TELL YOU?.......

“LIFEGUARDS
GET ASKED…”
-Do I have to sign in?
-Could I go in if my buddy is out of the
water?
-If I am wearing a band, does my buddy
also need one?
-Could we race?
-Could you ref our race?
-Could I swim underwater? -Could I swim on
my back?
-Could we Quadruple up?
-Could I push him into the water?
-Could I do a belly flop?
-Can I climb up the back of the rockclimbing
-Do I need a lifejacket in the pool, like the
lake?
-Do you know how to swim?
-How much longer is this activity?
-Could I have a pretzel?
-Do I have to wear suntan lotion? Goggles?
-Could I swim backwards?
-Do I have to take the deepwater test?
-Could I take the deepwater test in the
shallow?
-Could I take the test tommrow?
-Did you past the deepwater test?
-Can I dive into the shallow?
-Do I have to go swimming?
-Who is Rabbi Pearl
-Is the water cold?
-Is there chlorine in the water?
-Did they clean the filter today?
-Are you going to save me if I drown?
-Could you swim all the way to the bottom?
-How much water is in the pool?
How long does it take for the pool to fill
up?
-How much does it cost?
-Are you certified?
-Do you get suntanned? Sunburned?

Toes
By: Yaakov Lax

Within the conquest I pursue,
along the thoroughfare of Life.
At times, have arisen occasion,
against obstacles, I stubbed my toe.
These hurdles, oft' I thought,
cross my path with purpose placed.
To alert and expose these pitfalls to me.
In my Master, my faith prevailed.
When loudly, oft' I would complain.
For all, to know my pain.
Or in silent prayer petition.
From outstretched Hand, grant me strength.
The tenacity I lack...instill.
to overcome the anguish from pain,
which visits, tempting me to stray.
Heal my affliction, grant I complete my quest.

Allow me to minister, to those 'long their way.
Whose toes as I, have stubbed.
Impart such awareness, as patiently the Spirit
awaits.
To hear but request, to conquer and disperse any
anguish.

A pArting letter After 24 yeArs…...
By: BinyoMin “BenJy” KArfiol
As I write here expressing how I feel after being privileged to be on these grounds for the past 24 years and how much has passed and
changed over these years, and knowing I may be leaving for the last time as I prepare for my Chasuna BEZ”H and you’re all invited (see invitation-it’s your personal invitation)!!!
It all started on visiting day July 11th 1993 at Harris Hospital a mere 4 miles away from camp agudah!! All parents were visiting camp looking
for R’ Karfiol but he was nowhere to be found… cause he just had a baby boy in the hospital!!! Mazel Tov! 2 days later at the young age of just
2 days old I was wheeled into camp in a baby carriage and I got my 1st breath of ruach country air!!! I started being an Agudah boy from quite
a young age!!! They tried putting me in a bunk but they said I wasn’t accepted cause I was still addicted to pacifiers…. That Shabbos my Shalom Zachor was in camp. It wasn’t great cause camp has a policy NO BEER!!! Then Sunday was my bris in camp! I’m not sure if they named me
Benjy or Binyomin!! I’ll have to ask Crafty he was for sure there! In any case I couldn’t have chosen a better venue!! So as the years flew by I
was that little pipsqueak Chevraman running around camp as a little boy with a chocolaty face at times!!! And finally I reached the stage that I
can join camp in bunk aleph minus. It seems like after 7 years I graduated it and moved up to the reg. bunks, where I was that kid who
thought he was the guy that ‘owns’ this camp cause I’m a staff kid!! Having such legendary counselors like the 1 and only Reb Elya Kaufman
when I was in bunk aleph, and his brother YMK in bunk Tes Zayin and having a rocky bunk all the years that included our now and former
legendary CA counselors Nati Gurwitz, Chaim Fogel, Yakov Lax, Reuven Pearl, and many others…we rocked up camp all the years it!!! Then in
2006 it was Bar Mitzvah year!! It was the year of the fire and the Bar Mitzvah was held in the tent that was CA’s dining room catered by Mrs.
Lankry!! After a few years of Novominsk I returned to rock up the 7th grade as a counselor the past couple of summers! It was epic under the
leadership of the most amazing Hagaon Moreinu V’rabeinu K’vod Kedishas Reb Elya Kaufman Shlita who absolutely took it to a whole nother
level bruchniyus ubgashmiyus!! And finally being a learning Rebbi in a setting that’s so cut out to bring out the kochos of every boy, and also
putting the boys to sleep (or trying to!!!) and just sitting by the head table trying to hear all the hock!!!
There is so so much I gained and grew from camp in every stage, but what’s most special is the Ruach…but what does Ruach mean? It doesn’t
just mean noise. It means being positive excited uplifted and satisfied with yourself and the people around you in a deep way. That’s what CA
is all about and that’s what’s special about Ruach Country and why we feel like 1 big family. It’s that true deep feeling that we feel and sense
every moment were here! So take it along with you and keep that RUACH COUNTRY GLOW ON YOUR FACE ALL YEAR ROUND NO MATTER
WHERE LIFE TAKES YOU!!!
There are so many people to thank and mention but no space so we’ll keep it short. Firstly Reb Meir for hiring my Totty so I was able to be a
staff kid all the years! There’s nothing like it! Thank You for everything all the years and for hosting a beautiful aufrif! To Totty Shlit’a R’
Neiman Reb Elya Shkoach for the opportunity of letting me use my kochos, it was a zechus and pleasure every time I got to put a smile on a
boys face or helped them grow! It did for me more than for them! To R’ Feuer & R’ Nussbaum for the Zechus I had the past 2 summers it was
such a Chiyus! AND LAST BUT NOT LEAST TO MY FORMER CAMPERS, TALMIDIM, AND EVERY AMAZING CURRENT CA CAMPER AND STAFF
AND FRIEND THAT I KNOW, YOU GUYS ARE ALL AMAZING YOU’RE ALL ETCHED DEEP INSIDE ME AND I LOVE ALL OF YOU SO MUCH!YOU ALL
HAVE SO MUCH WITHIN YOU AND ARE AMAZING! USE YOUR GREAT KOCHOS THAT YOU REALIZED YOU HAVE FROM BEING IN THE GREATEST
CAMP IN THE WORLD! YOU ALL HAVE POTENTIAL FOR VERY BRIGHT FUTURES! JUST KEEP GROWING!! You’re all all personally invited to my
chasuna and if you can’t make it please daven for me! It’ll mean so much to me! Please KIT all of you no matter who you are. If I don’t pick up
leave a message it’s just great to hear your voice! Till after succos usa # 718-614-8866. After succos iyh in Israel! 929-224-5305 (or call 718436-8403 and ask for my number).
This might be the final few days I’m ever in CA but all that I’ve learnt the past 24 golden summers will be in every fiber of my being for the
rest of my life!!! Hatzlacha to my entire CA family in all areas
Signing off from the bottom of my heart, Binyomin/Benjy Karfiol

From The Top Of The Ropes Course
Ropes course is one of those things that are just flat out underrated, you get to work with some of the best
guys in camp. It almost feels like we weren’t working because we were having so much fun JJJ. You don’t
come across an individual like Yanky who’s always relaxed even when his men show up 30 min late ;) always
happy no matter what time of day. Having somebody certified makes you feel much safer #LENNY
#braggingrites #brotherfromanothermother #chilla always smiling, which comes along with being rabbi
wolfs gabbi ;). Dov is as responsible as it gets #cleeer #allday and always beating everyone up the ladder
#hardworker!!! Moshe always know what to get and always seems to know just how late to come not to go
up #does0allday #freeagent #chillerstatus. Nesanel always ends up having to go up #everyday #nochoice
because he is usually on time #goodboy. .

Thank you for the best summer ever!!!!!!!!!!!!
#bestsummerever #shabsi #shevy #zman #chuniwut #fifer&akivavisisting #snacks #nomusic
#fullvaluecontract #nevergiveup #weloveyouyanky #shabbostable #GDR #generalchaim #rabbistern #the U
#thankyouforawsomesummer!!!
credits: moshe, nesanel, dov and lenny (yanky at heart)

SALT: AN APPRECIATION
By: Tzvi Leiberman

Having been a member of Camp Agudah and the famous SALT program since before Reb
Meilech and indeed before it was called SALT (remember those handwritten signs taped up
in the old dining room, Rabbi Feifer?), I have spent many Shabbos afternoons in our beautiful air conditioned Bais Hamedrash. However, this summer I witnessed a sight that I don’t
think I ever saw before. Walking into the Bais Medrash on a Shabbos afternoon and seeing
the room packed to capacity with not a single empty seat to be found. The Kol Torah was resounding off the walls, thundering through the room. It was truly a sight to see so many
campers choosing to use their leisure time on Shabbos afternoon to sit and learn with an
amazing and contagious fire and enthusiasm. You truly deserve the reward you receive, not
just the treats- OG*2, ice cream, S.A.L.T. candy store… but the eternal reward that is gained
by learning even just one word of Torah. Ashrei Chelkecha, campers of Camp Agudah and of
course Rabbi Feifer shlita for accomplishing such great things in the Greatest Camp in the
Mountains!!! May we be zoche to continue next summer in Camp Agudah Yerushalayim!!!

From the desk of your ABBL Commissioner...
There is an old saying it all started in a broken down garage in the backyard.Well I can say it's close enough when the 3
CO-Founders, our esteemed division head Herby, Zalman Krasnow, and myself all came up with the brilliant idea that
the buck doesn't end with the AFFL which was and still is a huge success in the 9th grade lead by Commissioner Yakov
Lax. And as we put the idea in we all went to work and worked extremely hard on making it a major success and it was.
As each half begins a new season begins and last year 2nd half it began and never stopped. It took off faster then the
Lamborghini that goes 0-60 in 3 seconds.it took plenty of hours plenty of cheshbon and plenty of people spending time
reffing these intense games with huge pleasure. To my CO-Founders the league would not have just had its 3rd straight
successful season without you guys! I owe you more then the kids do thank you! As things take of the ground it starts
from the bottom and goes up, from professional refs in the championship game to putting hours upon hours in the wee
hours in the night/Morning on teams and fair schedules in order to make it as fair and competitive it can possibly get.
We also added a league MVP award. The intensity and interest by you campers helped push us and make it the success
it is today. For all those who wonder how gr8 it is, when the question: IS THERE ABBL TODAY arises over 50 times a day
to various members of our gr8 8th grade staff wonderfully lead by Herby, those remarks and questions speak louder
then anything. We have gone so far as to striving to make the league better every year we had an MVP award, an epic
All star weekend and an a wide edition of team stats, the all new updated East and West conference was a great edition as well. Congrats to our league MVP’s Hirshy Schiffenbauer, and Moishy Schuck, you guys balled! I would like to
take the time out to thank all you guys who made it a success I couldn't have done it without each and every one of
you, to my Senior Vice President of Officiating and Co- Founder Zalman Krasnow, it's a pleasure to work with you and
thank you for all the hard work you put in,reffing helping with the teams and always being my go to guy, Chaim Z
Feigenbaum otherwise known as CZF you are absolutely unbelievable you are the best assistant Commissioner Someone can possibly ask for, helping with the teams, stats in each and every day u never missed a game, schedule and anything else that needed to be done you are amazing and we would not have gotten this far without you, Dovi Feigenbaum, the league’s President of Operations, the best JC and you too never missed a game the amount of hard work you
put in to the stats and the late night meetings with Chaim and I, you are unreal and amazing, thank you. To my Technical Supervisor, Daniel Bressler, wow, what you can do with those programs you created which we will have for years
to come now in truly amazing, the amount of time you put in made my Commissioner job sooooooo much easier,
putting in stats, perfecting the printed schedule, standings and of course the stat sheets itself is amazing, thank you for
reffing and spending so much time even though you had so many other things to take care of its dearly appreciated and
could have not been done with out you, thank you! Thank you Ari Scheff for being with us during our 2nd season you
are truly missed and always welcome to rejoin our staff. To all the refs who also made the league a major success the
time you guys gave is not repayable scheduling your day around our reffing times, Rosenberg, Pomerantz, Bressler,
Kamelhar, Frischman, Akerman, Schlosser, Scharf, Schron, Greenberg, Eisenstien, Z-Man, Kramer, Myself, and Herby.
Thank you Naftali Oldak for filling in when we needed a stat guy, and being such a good sport all the time. To Our esteemed Division Head, THANK YOU VERY VERY MUCH FOR ALL THE HARD WORK, DEVOTION AND TIME YOU PUT IN TO
THIS LEAUGE AND DIVISION, it was a pleasure working with you for the last few years. So sad to end this, but 7Th GRADERS GET PUMPED BECAUSE NEXT YEAR WILL BE EVEN BETTER!!!
Signing off

Ephrayim Slomovics
ABBL Commissioner

From The desk of the AFFL Commissioner...
The third season of the AFFL was a smashing success! I remember many of you sitting on the sidelines last year watching in awe as the 9th graders played. Well this
summer it was your turn and boy did you guys show up! From MVP Ghoori to the
blockbuster mid-season trades it was definitely a season to remember.
Congratulations to all on a wonderful and successful season! Shout out to the 1st trip
winners; the Red Team who had a slow start to the season but bounced back and finished strong! To all the second half winners congratulations to you as well!
There were so many highlight worthy plays throughout the season, too many to be
mentioned here! But all of you played your heart out and you really made the AFFL a
successful league. Just look at all of those trying to copy us! *cough* *cough*
How awesome was the Combine? I guarantee you can't find that in any other camp!
And the Draft? Well that's just the cherry on top! (IY”H Next summer there will be an
official Agudah All Star Weekend.) This year we added Gatorade bottles ad long
sleeve t-shirts, wait until you see what 2017 brings! Thank you Rabbi Shilit!
During the winter when you feel like you can use some Camp back in your life, pull out
your AFFL T-shirt and put it on. Grab a football, run outside and although it may be 20
degrees just close your eyes for 5 seconds and imagine you were back here on the
football field. It will warm you up and bring a smile to your face.
I'd like to end off by personally thanking our reffs: Nati, Yehuda, Shuey, Ahron, Daniel
fox, and Ezzy Tepper.Thank you all!
while we didn’t have Rabbi Herbtsmann wth us on a daily basis we were lucky to have
him remain on our board. Thank you and good luck with the ABBL
Hope you all had a wonderful time and enjoyed the game! I had the privilege of getting
the AFFL up and running and I wish the commissioners who will come after the best of
luck and I can’t wait to hear what they add! Maybe we should start with more lights for
the field. O well, guess we’ll have to wait and see!
All the best!

Yaakov "Jay" Lax.
Commisioner

The Basketball Team
So I bet you were wondering if there was going to be a yearbook article about the basketball team. Well, you better believe there is going to be an article. I
mean after the best team since 1962 (i.e. the R’ Wolf days) I would like congratulate our team on being quite frankly, just plain awesome and for being 81 whatever.
Aaaaand now for the actual team (you thought I’d forget about them, huh?)
Let’s start off with our obviously most notable player, (Rabbi) Yitzy Stern. Thanks to R’ Stern and Ref Mike for keeping our egos in check and making
sure that we weren’t undefeated. After all we want to make every game exciting and by losing occasionally we ensure that we keep the audience’s attention. R’ Stern’s skill set has truly wowed the crowd this year. No, I’m not talking about his ability to float in the air while taking a layup or his tendency to
swat the ball to the rafters as he pleases. I’m talking about his impact on everyone individually on the court as well as off. I mean let’s be real. While not
winning games and dunking (on the smaller hoops obviously) Y. Stern truly represents what a REAL Agudah basketball player is.
Enough about R’ Stern. Let’s talk defense and I don’t mean Tashbar defense. I mean real tenacious defense. If you’ve gone to any games and stayed for
the tip off then you’ve definitely witness some of this. I’m talking about Agudah veteran Chaim Fogel. Like all point guards Chaim has eagle vision and
has the smarts of a fox. Okay, you may be thinking about the fox that got shot and your right. The reason why the fox got shot with pinpoint accuracy
was…that’s right…two words….Chiam Fogel.
Kramer for three! I honestly can just write that down and it would simply be enough but since we want everyone to have a massive paragraph about them
I’ll keep going. This year you can tell that Yehudah really put in some work during the off season. He came to camp with his game face on and ready to
dominate. It also helped that he has a natural ability to drain three’s at will and to take the ball from even the most esteemed ball handlers in the mountains
but that’s all obvious.
The slimmed down version of Mo Weeds Wederman is a sight to see. True, no one really knows what his job is, but who cares! He is an integral component of this team. From team chauffeur to being the big bad Moish. Weeds can always be seen dominating the court. “Mo Wederman has not missed a
practice shot in three and half years!” says an inside source on the team (N.G.)
You may know this player as the guy who kicks you out of the kitchen area on Friday nights but to most Jack (Yaakov Greenberg) is known as the most
clutch basketball player in camp. Jack’s threes at the most demanding of times can always be counted on. Whether home or away Jack always shows up
(with a duffle bag filled with basketball apparatus.) Jack standing at only 5’9” has brought a new power to power forward. Jack the ripper is what other
camps call him due to his tendency to rip any rebound that comes his way.
Now let’s talk about our outstanding bench. Most teams play only their big five but Agudah Basketball means teamwork. After all, there is no ‘i’ in
“almost undefeated”. So now to our Bench:
Get your megaphones ready and start chanting (yes, you. Even though it may be embarrassing in your current situation. The world must know…YOU
CANNOT STOP NATI (CLAP-CLAP) GUROWITZ (CLAP-CLAP). Standing at an impressive 7’3” Nati is a force to be reckoned with. Nati has become
a fan favorite and although he didn’t wear his baseball cap this year (yes, we noticed) Nati has proven that even a big man can have a sick shot. (Cue:
NATI FOR THREE!!!)
Now if you watched the Tashbar game you saw a complete shutdown and beautiful executed baseball game displaying finesse as well as ferocity on both
sides of the court. Who am I referring to you ask? Why Buzz (Dovi Finkelstein) of course! Dovi Finkelstein although being one of the youngest players on
the team yet has the experience of a veteran basketball player. Dovi can be seen flying high- to infinity and beyond- to lay the ball in with ease.
Although Aaron Greenberg has the ugliest shooting form in Agudah he still has the highest shooting percentage on the team. With Aaron being one of the
best defensive players on the team with his skilled passes and high basketball IQ how can one not expect to win? Aaron’s uncanny shooting form and
skill comes from his afterhours practice into the wee morning hours (yes we are talking about his late late late night shootouts with JC [Hi Moshe]).
It’s a good thing that we got Bressler (cue chant: We got Bressler (CLAP-CLAP-CLAPCLAPCLAP). Without Bressler’s 16 points and layup, we wouldn’t have almost won against monk. Bressler is such a Anov he only dominates at away games (to not show off of course). We are talking about the 21
points he had away at Romimu, 18 against Tashbar, and 10 against Rayim. We cannot not mention his speed and agility. I mean who would’ve thought
that he can run! Anyways enough about our backup pintguard/shooting guard/ small forward.
Let’s talk about bigger stuff. Big like Tzvi Baruch. Tzvi (being an earnst-ah YTT bochur) can always be counted on to be the calming presence on the
bench but once he steps on the court, instant transformation, (not his middos obviously). Tzvi becomes a beast on the boards and will dominate anyone
who dares challenges him. Tzvi obviously apologizes after he’s done.
Now for one of our first half members of our team: Mendy Halpern. You may not know this shtarkster but Mendy derserves a huge thank you for providing a glimmer of hope for the upcoming years (try to play ball during bein hasdarim. PLEASE!!!)
Let’s not forget about our honorary member of the Agudah Eagles Kuti Janks. Although Kuti had late season start and an injured hand he still played. A
true missiras nefesh move by our very own Kuti Jankelowitz.
And now that you’re done reading a recap of all the players we must include our veteran couch: Herby.
Coach Herby has always been there to draw up plays by halftime no matter the situation whether it be pen and paper or the back of his hand. Herby has
always found a way to creatively outplay and outsmart the opposing team. I know you are all wondering what Herby says in those huddles so we asked.
An inside source says that he says tehillim and tell the players to keep level headed and keep swarming on defense.
A special shoutout to Camp Tashbar, Rayim, Romimu, Eeshai, sometimes Munk for helping become 8-1.
Six man award goes to our crowd and a special thank you to BBC for letting us know when where are too loud.
And for our faithful followers who follow us from camp to camp cheering louder than the opposing team the team appreciates you dearly.
We would start to list our maskots but we probably don’t have enough space so I apologize to Levin, Mike, Lax, Herzberg, Mosey, Reb Elya and to all
those who shvitzed in their various articles of clothing.
Remember NO whistling and 9th grade please stay off the court, (#technical)
Sincerely, a Devoted Big fan

REFLECTION
Here I am staring at an empty page. So many thoughts are going through my head right now I don’t even know where to start. 13
years! For 13 years I’ve been privileged to call Camp Agudah my Summer home and now If you'll allow me I feel it's time to reflect
on my wonderful time here.
I finally get to write a winning in general! I'm sure you all know that I've lost 3x as general and my abysmal 2-10 record in Color
War. But see, I can finally write a winning In General.
I first came here in the summer of '04 excited like any other sleep away first timer, an excited kid in a big camp. See there was no
Agudah Day Camp back in the day, wow do I wish there was. Some of these kids will be able to say they were in camp for 18 summers!! I wish I would be able to say something like that. Getting back to the point, I used to come and visit with my father, the legend, shimi lax, just to get a taste of what camp is all about but now I was finally able to experience it all first hand. What's so amazing as a camper is how you have no responsibilities like a staff member and you can enjoy everything that camp has to offer. You’re
part of something so much bigger and you "go with the flow".
My buck was pretty legendary, myself, nati, chaim fogel, binyamin karfoil, reuven pearl etc.. it was pretty legendary and even in
10th grade we had 3/4 of our bunk still around!
Back then the main building was still around and every time you walked in you could feel the history of Agudah all around you. A
beautiful portrait of R' Moshe Sherer hung in the lobby along with old banners, some that my father made.
And yes there was a fishpond then also.
Carnival Day uses to take place on Junior hill with a big stage set up in middle, I still remember Max Weiss jumping around in a
Clown costume on that stage.
How lucky campers are today that there are tables in the shul. Back in my day we only had benches and the shul was half the size!
Who remembers that room in the back of the shul??!
The fire of ‘06 was terrible but the tent definitely added excitement to camp. I still remember color war breakout that year...
"Milton Frishman".
Senior Leagues was truly memorable. Best summers of my Camper Years. R' Wolf was a legend back then, it's a shame that kids
today only know him as the person who makes activities. It was time when Senior Leagues had a true Shtultz. No offense to anyone, but my 9th grade was the best camp has ever seen and my bunk... well let's just say 3 campers from that bunk including myself are still in camp and we were led by R' A.Z Herbtsman before he adopted the "Rabbi" in front of his name. The one regret I
have from that summer is not coming for a full summer. I always say that the first half is a warmup and the real fun starts in second half.
There really was nothing like being a camper and my first year as staff showed that. I was fortunate enough to get a Lifeguard job
my first year (day camp jobs weren’t available since there was no day camp!), little did in know that I would be stricken with the
"lifeguard curse." Like lifeguards before myself (I.e. Tank) it took me 3 summers to finally get a counselor job. But getting back to
first year, as a lifeguard it was fun but you felt like you weren't really part of camp. Also we weren't so lucky to have a Chaim Fogel
supervising us, we had The Kizelnicks.
Before I started doing plays and Skits I would run the psych team; the best job I've ever had in Color War. 11th grade was one of
those summers when ellul came out real early so many older counselors couldn't make it. It was the 11th grades time to shine. We
took over camp from play writing to along writing and psych etc... that was the first summer that Ahron and chaim started writing
songs and I wrote my first play.
12th grade would be my last summer under the lifeguard curse and to be honest it wasn't so bad. I was a rotator along with weeds
and kramer and we had our own staff bunk! Which hasn't been done since.
Finally, in 1st year I got my first counselor job- 7th grade and the rest they say is History....
So here I am on a bench in senior hill typing this up right before the grand sing, the most beautiful time of the summer. I'm my
mind I've won, being a part of something so special for a long is a huge win for me and I wanted to share all this with you for a couple of reasons. A) so I can read this in 20 years and remember what an awesome time I had but most importantly to tell you to
cherish the moments you have in camp and the friendships you make. As a matter of fact, my closest friends are the ones I've been
with in camp from the beginning!
Lastly, there's no better feeling than a sense of accomplishment and I feel that I've given everything I have to Ruach Country and to
the wonderful campers. There's no better feeling that getting up on stage and people laughing at your jokes. Whether you meant it
or not, thank you! (Time, Toes, Cool people carry packages, Hershel the Gabbai, Chaikel the Janitor. We all say thank you!)
Finally, even if you don't get the job you wanted your first year, do your job with a smile and show camp what you have to offer. I
guarantee you they will take notice, take it from a former lifeguard.
All the best guys and thank you for the best summers of my life.
Yours truly,
Yaakov Lax.

Rebbeim
Every year when the buses pull up and camp starts rolling, its
hard to imagine how many people were and will be involved
in running the camp. The maintenance preparing the grounds,
the chef planning the meals, the office staff preparing everything behind the scenes…….. The list goes on and on
Every Rebbi, staff member, counselor deserve our thanks. Two
of our Rebbeim are the lev of our camp. They are two Rebbeim who care about us and their only interest is for us to
grow and thrive the whole summer long.
Rabbi Karfoil is a true Rebbi to all of us. He spends hours
working before, during and after, making sure that every
camper is in the right bunk and ensuring that every staff member has a job most suited for them. His only desire before and
during camp is to make sure that we are happy and growing.
Rebbi teaches us what it means to have a huge heart and care
about everyone in Klal Yisroel.
Rabbi Neiman is always reminding us what it means to be a
torah jew. The lessons he feeds us with a whole day will surely impact us for the rest of our lives. Rebbi is always reminding
us through his example and his teaching how to think, speak
and act as a true torah jew
Rebbis, your lessons will remain with us forever!!

WAITERS

Lifeguards

Maintenance

My Rebbi Horav Belsky זצ"ל
By: Tzvi Leiberman

I first met Rav Belsky as a young seventh grader in Camp Agudah. Rabbi Kaufman had announced that anyone under bar mitzvah may not fast
on Shiva Asar B’Tammuz without written permission from his parents. At the suggestion of my Learning group Rebbi, Rabbi Edeltuch, I went to ask Rav
Belsky if I could fast without my parents giving official permission to the camp as I knew they allowed me to fast. He invited me into his office and
offered me a seat. In answer to my question, he told me I could fast. Later that summer the entire camp was treated to a speech from Rav Belsky asking
those who did eat cholov stam to not bring it to camp if possible, as it could cause problems for those who do not eat it. Then we fast forward a few
years to tenth grade when I joined the Masmidim Program. Over the next number of years I grew very close to Rav Belsky, and was zocheh to be
meshamesh him on many occasions.
Rav Belsky grew up as an American Yeshiva bochur in Williamsburg in the 1940s and 1950s. He was a counselor in Camp Agudah in its early
years, and returned to lead the Masmidim Program and serve as Mara D’Asra of the camp for close to five decades. Rav Belsky had hanging in his living
room a photo of several gedolim of the previous generation visiting Camp Agudah. When asked about it, he would identify those Rabbanim, and then
point to the counselor standing behind them in the polo shirt and baseball cap. He would ask, “do you know who that is? Me”. He would tell us how he
took his bunk on various special trips and about Camp Agudah in days of old. He would tell over a story how as a counselor he was once serving his
campers supper, and there was no food left for him. He was so frustrated that he ran into the forest and started crying. Once he was crying, he said if I
am crying I may as well cry for the Churban Bais HaMikdash, and he did.
Rav Belsky loved camp all his life. He believed everybody should have fun in camp. He was a big proponent of summer camp, and would speak
every year by the banquet how lucky we are all to be in Camp Agudah every summer. He once told me that “I wish I could remain here all year round
even if all I have to eat is prepackaged airline meals!” He took a personal interest in many facets of camp life. But above all, he always stressed that we
should still daven and learn properly in camp. How camp made sure to have night seder even during Color War. He enjoyed going swimming together
with the Masmidim, playing paddleball with them, and going along on their trips. Furthermore, no matter how young the camper was who came to him
with their question, no matter what the question was, he would answer the question with his customary sensitivity and patience. Once a very young
camper was “fooling around” by davening one Friday night. He called him over, sat him down next to his own seat in the front of the Shul, and gave him
a siddur.
Many times when young children were brought over to him for a bracha he would say that if you ask a child what he wants to be when he
grows up, he rarely will say a tzaddik or talmid chochom. This is because the child is afraid that a tzaddik never has any fun, and he wants to have fun.
Therefore, I am giving you a braha that you should grow up to be a talmid chochom and still have fun! He was one who you could say lived that statement, a talmid chochom who enjoyed life, especially being in camp.
Rav Belsky was a man who knew everything. Any question that you asked him on any topic, you received an immediate answer, many times
accompanied by a story or anecdote. He also cared deeply about every Jew. When a number of boys in camp had issues with their retzuos peeling, he
arranged to order new retzuos and personally changed the retzuos on those tefillin. This was despite the pressing matters that he had to take care of
daily. When a boy in camp came to ask him if he was required to pay for something of his friends that he broke, Rav Belsky replied don’t worry, I’ll arrange to have it repaired, and he did. He would stand for a long time every Friday night, even though it was difficult for him shaking the hand of every
camper and wishing him Good Shabbos.
The last time I visited Rav Belsky he was already unwell and in great pain. I went to purchase an ice cream for him and asked if he wants milchig or pareve ice cream. He answered, Milchig of course. Which flavor? Yummy Yummy. Even then he still displayed his trademark humor and joy in
life.
There is not a day this summer which I do not think of Rebbi and how he impacted mine and all of our lives. Camp Agudah was not and will
never be the same. May we all be zocheh to the geulah sheleima bekarov and to spend our next summer in Camp Agudah Yerushalayim.

